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Abstract 

This research was performed with a focus on two key aspects of energy cost–reduction for 

offshore OWC devices; improving the power extraction efficiency and reducing the excess 

margin in structural safety factors by a better understanding of wave–induced loads on these 
devices. This study utilised information from three different resources. First, 2D and 3D 

numerical results from fully nonlinear Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations 
performed using the commercial code STAR–CCM+ that was validated in good agreement 

with physical scale model measurements at each stage of increasing complexity during this 

research. Second, published experiments in the literature for 2D OWC devices subjected to 
unidirectional regular waves to validate the 2D CFD models of this study. Third, experiments 

conducted in the towing tank of the Australian Maritime College (AMC) for 3D offshore 

stationary and floating–moored OWC devices (at a model–scale of 1:50) subjected to 

unidirectional regular and irregular waves. These experiments were designed to (1) compare 
the hydrodynamic performance of both devices, (2) estimate wave–induced loads on the fixed 

device during operating conditions, (3) investigate the survivability of the floating–moored 
device with intact and damaged mooring systems and (4) validate the 3D CFD models of this 

study. 

Using the combined CFD and experimental approach, it was found that optimizing the 
underwater geometry of an offshore stationary OWC device could significantly improve the 

power extraction efficiency up to 0.97. However, this efficiency could be reduced due to air 
compressibility effects at full–scale. The surge motion of the floating–moored device improved 

device efficiency in regular and irregular waves. Furthermore, the effectiveness of deploying 
offshore OWC devices in deep–water where waves are more energetic was proven by 

increasing the extracted pneumatic energy by a maximum of about 7.7 times when wave height 

was doubled (incident wave energy increased four times). The instantaneous position of the 

floating–moored OWC device and its interactions with a certain wave train was more important 

than the maximum wave height in an irregular sea state when assessing device survivability. 

Survivability with a damaged mooring system was the key analysis for mooring design. For 

this analysis, using an equivalent design regular wave condition along with the current safety 
factors recommended for offshore oil and gas platforms was found to over–design the mooring 

system of the floating OWC device. The good agreement between CFD experiments for 
survivability analysis with intact and damaged mooring systems in regular waves highlighted 

that CFD is a very promising tool a designer can employ to investigate and assess device 
survivability under different conditions upon further validations in irregular waves.
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         Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The oil crisis of 1973 and the increasing costs of fossil fuels and the environmental impacts 

from the excessive use of these fuels induced a significant demand for the development and 

utilization of the renewable energy technologies [1, 2]. Among the available sources of 

renewable energy, wave energy combines the following advantages [3, 4]: the highest energy 

density, low negative environmental impact (especially offshore devices), predictability, 

natural seasonal variability which follows the changes in electricity demand and energy can be 

extracted about 90% of the time compared to 20 to 30% for wind and solar. Estimating the 

global figure of the available wave energy is still a question of debate among scholars. The 

World Energy Council Report on World Energy Sources [5] based on data from Mork et al. [6] 

provided an estimate of the total theoretical wave energy potential of 32,000 TWh/year. When 

considering the direction of the wave energy and the world coastline alignment, Reguero et al. 

[7] recently estimated the potential wave energy resource in the range of 16,000 to 18,500 

TWh/year which is comparable to the global electricity consumption (energy demand) of about 

20,500 TWh in year 2015 [8]. As reported in the World Energy Council report [9], the 

economically exploitable resource could vary to a maximum of 2000 TWh/year if all the 

potential improvements to existing devices are realised. Wave energy is a strategic power 

source due to the substantial resource in many countries; for example, Australia has a 

considerable amount of wave energy that has been estimated to be about 1329 TWh/year [10], 

which is almost six times the country’s electricity consumption of 220 TWh in year 2015 [8]. 

There are a large number of techniques for wave energy conversion which can be 

categorised by deployment location (shoreline, nearshore and offshore), type (attenuator, point 

absorber and terminator) and mode of operation (submerged pressure differential, oscillating 

wave surge converter, oscillating water column and overtopping device) [4]. Of all proposed 

and existing Wave Energy Converters (WECs), the Oscillating Water Column (OWC) device, 

which is the focus of the present research work, is arguably one of the most simple and elegant 

in design and principle of operation. Fundamentally, an OWC device (see Fig. 1.1) utilizes 

ocean waves to drive the motion of the water column inside a partially submerged chamber 
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open below the ocean free surface. The free surface oscillations inside the chamber generate 

mechanical energy via pushing and sucking airflow between the OWC pneumatic chamber and 

surrounding atmosphere through an air turbine that is designed to rotate in the same direction 

regardless of airflow direction. An electric generator can be used to convert the mechanical 

energy into electrical energy. Having no moving parts underwater, an OWC device provides 

minimal and easier maintenance works. OWC devices can be deployed as fixed structures at 

the shoreline or nearshore, integrated into breakwaters, or floating structures [11]. 

 

Fig. 1.1. OWC device scheme. Left: onshore device and right: offshore device 

1.2. Motivation and Objectives 

The operation of OWC devices has been demonstrated by several prototypes of different 

designs that have been tested worldwide. Examples of onshore devices include Tofteshallen 

(Norway); Sakata (Japan); Pico (Portugal); Limpet (Scotland); and Mutriku (Spain) [12]. These 

onshore devices take advantage of easy access and installation as they do not need mooring 

systems. However, the incident wave energy near the shoreline is smaller compared to offshore 

locations due to wave breaking and seabed friction [12]. Therefore, offshore OWC devices 

have been developed by several companies include Mighty Whale (Japan), Oceanlinx Mk3 

(Australia), OE Buoy (Ireland) [11]. Even with this number of prototypes, OWC devices have 

not reached yet a fully commercial stage [13].  

Because the technology of WECs is in the early stage of development, the Levelised Cost 

of Energy (LCOE) is still high [14]. To move WECs from the prototype stage to a more 

developed and complete technology such as wind and solar, further research effort is still 

needed [4], particularly to achieve a balance between the power output and the cost to generate 

that power [14]. Bull and Ochs [15] identified several cost–reduction pathways for offshore 

OWC devices to be a more economically viable means for converting wave energy into 

electricity. Among the suggested pathways, optimization of device profile and structural design 
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was highlighted as important, and therefore this was the focus of this research. The profile of 

the OWC device affects the energy conversion chain and the natural frequency that can be 

optimized for a maximum efficiency. WECs are designed not only to harness ocean wave 

energy efficiently, but they must also withstand extreme wave–induced loads without crashing 

into other devices or nearby structures [14]. Optimizing the structural design requires a good 

understanding of the loads acting on the device so that the margin in safety factors can be 

selected appropriately; however, safety factors are currently very conservative due to the 

current quite limited understanding of device survivability in extreme events [15].  

Applying existing offshore design guidelines or codes to the wave energy sector is not a 

straightforward process and can lead to conservative designs [16]. This is due to the 

fundamental differences between typical offshore platforms and WECs including; water depth, 

designed natural frequencies, structure scale, allowable motion amplitudes, mooring system 

footprint and number of mooring lines [16, 17]. Although a failure in the mooring system can 

lead to a catastrophic loss of the WEC (for example, the Wave Dragon prototype [18] and the 

Oceanlinx MK3PC [19]), the failure consequences are less severe than for offshore platforms 

(i.e., do not cause fatalities as WECs are usually unmanned, except during installation, 

maintenance and recovery) [16, 17, 20]. Therefore, directly utilizing the existing offshore 

standards can potentially lead to an over–designed and expensive WEC mooring system. 

The aim of this research was to provide a better understanding of the hydrodynamic 

performance and survivability of offshore OWC devices. To achieve this aim, physical scale 

model experiments were performed along with fully nonlinear Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) simulations. With an emphasis on floating–moored OWC devices, a sequential 

development of CFD modelling was performed and validated against experimental results to 

assess the accuracy of the numerical model at each stage of increasing complexity (from a 2D 

fixed device to a 3D floating–moored device with a damaged mooring system). This combined 

CFD and experimental approach was used to fulfil the following underlying objectives: 

 Develop a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) that can accurately generate nonlinear and 

extreme regular waves. 

 Develop a CFD model which can provide a reliable and detailed understanding of the 

flow behaviour in OWC devices. 
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 Investigate the influence of different design parameters such as wave conditions, power 

take–off (PTO) damping, underwater geometry, air compressibility, scaling and 3D 

effects on the hydrodynamic performance of offshore OWC devices. 

 Compare the hydrodynamic performance of offshore fixed and floating–moored OWC 

devices, and discuss the relevance of the floating device dynamics to its efficiency. 

 Study wave forces on offshore OWC devices during the operating conditions. 

 Investigate the intact and damage survivability of offshore floating–moored OWC 

devices by studying mooring line tension in extreme irregular and regular wave 

conditions. 

1.3. Research Novelty 

This study contributes to the existing knowledge of OWC–WEC by the following novel 

aspects: 

 The validation and application of CFD with PIV (Particle Imaging Velocimetry) 

measurements to capture detailed flow field in OWC devices in regular waves.  

 Identifying the effect the chamber front and rear lip draughts and thicknesses have on 

the power extraction efficiency of offshore OWC devices. 

 Highlighting the importance of testing offshore OWC devices in 3D domain. 

 Assisting the full–scale development of OWC devices by better understanding the 

differences from small physical model–scales due to air compressibility and scaling 

effects. 

 The measurement and publication of wave forces on 3D offshore fixed OWC devices 

at model–scale. 

 The measurement and publication of mooring line tension and OWC device motions in 

extreme irregular and regular wave conditions at model–scale. 

 The validation and application of CFD to assess the survivability of floating–moored 

OWC devices with intact mooring systems as well as with a single mooring line failure. 

 Quantifying the importance of considering the transient effects induced by mooring line 

failure. 
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 Discussing the applicability of using the current design codes of offshore oil and gas 

platforms in designing floating–moored WECs of OWC type. 

1.4. Thesis Outline 

This thesis is submitted as a collection of related peer–reviewed papers. The structure of 

the thesis is as follows: an introduction to the subject of interest along with motivation, 

objectives and novelty of the work are presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 summarizes the major 

results achieved from the research work conducted during the PhD study. This consists of the 

salient points from each of the peer–reviewed papers. Chapter 3 provides the conclusions from 

this research along with recommended future work. The complete research papers are provided 

in Appendices A–L. 
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         Chapter 2 

2. Summary of Major Results 

This thesis combines a series of papers published in journals and conference proceedings 

during the three–year period of the PhD candidature. In each paper, both experiment and CFD 

techniques were employed to investigate a subject of interest related to OWC wave energy 

converters to address the research objectives stated in Chapter 1. The CFD simulations in 2D 

and 3D numerical wave tanks (NWTs) were carried out using the RANS–VOF solver in 

STAR–CCM+ code [21] that uses a finite volume method to discretise the integral formulation 

of the Navier–Stokes equations and uses a predictor–corrector approach to link the continuity 

and momentum equations. The two–equation shear stress transport (SST) 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence 

model was implemented to model the Reynolds stresses in RANS equations [21]. Justifications 

of selecting the (SST) 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model for both wave generation and capturing detailed 

flow field in OWC devices were discussed in Papers 10 (Appendix J) and 1 (Appendix A), 

respectively. In each paper, the criteria for selecting the turbulence model was to find an eddy–

viscosity turbulence model that can provide good results compared to the Reynolds Stress 

Models (RSM), also known as the Reynolds Stress Transport Models, but with less 

computational cost. It is expected that the RSM provide better results than eddy–viscosity 

models (such as 𝑘 − 𝜔 and 𝑘 − 𝜀) because the RSM models directly calculate the components 

of the specific Reynolds stress tensor by solving their governing transport equations. Therefore, 

these models have the potential to predict complex flows more accurately than eddy–viscosity 

models because the transport equations for the Reynolds stresses naturally account for the 

effects of turbulence anisotropy, streamline curvature, swirl rotation and high strain rates, but 

RSM models are more computationally expensive than eddy–viscosity models. The advantage 

of the 𝑘 − 𝜔 model over the 𝑘 − 𝜀 model is its improved performance for boundary layers 

under adverse pressure gradients, which explains the superior results of (SST) 𝑘 − 𝜔 to 𝑘 − 𝜀 

for capturing detailed flow field in OWC devices where flow separation and strong eddies are 

generated at chamber lip. The constructed CFD models were validated against a series of 

physical tank measurements from either 2D experiments available in the literature or from 

experiments performed in this thesis at the towing tank of the Australian Maritime College 

(AMC) for 3D offshore fixed and floating–moored OWC devices.  
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Experimental uncertainty analysis is very important to ensure high quality and reliable 

measurements. The uncertainty analysis for the experiments performed in this study was in 

accordance with the method adopted by the International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) 

[22-24]. In general, experimental uncertainties are categorized in two groups, Type A 

(Random) which is estimated from repeated measurements, and Type B (Systematic), 

estimated based on the available information such as the calibration procedure and data 

provided by the manufacture of each instrument. All measurements included in the uncertainty 

analysis have been repeated several times including non–sequentially repeated runs as 

recommended by ITTC [22] to demonstrate experiment repeatability. Overall, the uncertainties 

in these experiments were in the order of ± 6 % considering a level of confidence of 

approximately 95 %. Further details on the experiment uncertainty analysis are provided in 

Appendices E and G. 

The following sections provide a summary of each paper appended to the thesis. 

2.1. Paper 1: Numerical energy balance analysis for an onshore oscillating water 
column–wave energy converter 

In this paper, the effect of wave height and power take–off (PTO) damping on the 

hydrodynamic performance of an onshore OWC device was investigated through a series of 

wave energy balance analyses using a 2D CFD model. The CFD model was validated in good 

agreement with previously published experiments [25] for incident wave propagation along the 

tank, chamber differential air pressure and chamber free surface elevation. For physical scale 

model tests, it is possible to use PIV (Particle Imaging Velocimetry) technique to gain a 

detailed insight into the flow behaviour in OWC devices [26-28]. However, applications of 

PIV are mostly limited to single plane measurements (2D PIV) due to the increased complexity 

of Stereo 3D PIV, where it can be extremely difficult to obtain appropriate optical access. This 

requires collecting data at different 2D planes to have a full understanding of the flow field in 

3D domain [29]. Furthermore, PIV is an expensive technique and utilizes a high–intensity laser 

(class 4) that can easily cause permanent blindness. On the other hand, an experimentally–

validated CFD model does not have the above–mentioned experimental issues and can be an 

efficient tool for engineers to visualize the flow field inside and around the OWC chamber for 

further applications in optimizing the underwater geometry of OWC devices for a maximum 

power extraction efficiency by identifying areas of high energy losses.  
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The capability of CFD modelling in capturing such detailed information has not been 

performed in previous research, but this has been proven in this paper as demonstrated by the 

good agreement against PIV measurements [27] for the velocity and vorticity fields during one 

wave cycle (see Fig. 2.1) in a 1:25 scale model of a shore–based OWC device. In addition to 

the good qualitative agreement, the average turbulent kinetic energy coefficient over one wave 

cycle (i.e., the ratio between the turbulent kinetic energy and the flow kinetic energy) estimated 

using the CFD model was in good agreement with the experimental results. 

 

Fig. 2.1. Comparison between PIV experimental (EXP) velocity and vorticity fields [27] 

(left) and CFD results (right) 

From an extensive campaign of 40 wave energy balance analyses (see Fig. 2.2 for the energy 

balance chart) including five regular wave heights and eight PTO damping values simulated 

by a slot opening of different sizes (e), it was observed that there was an optimum PTO damping 

value that maximized the overall (COverall) and internal (CInternal) energy extraction coefficients. 

Increasing the incident wave height (H) by about 2.93 times (nominally from H = 40 mm to 
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120 mm) at the optimum damping (slot opening size of e = 1.5 mm) increased the extracted 

pneumatic energy by about 6.9 times, but with the higher incident energy in the larger wave 

that increased by 8.6 times, the overall energy extraction coefficient reduced by 0.075 (i.e., 

from COverall = 0.394 to 0.319). Also, increasing the incident wave height or reducing the PTO 

damping increased the energy losses. For example, increasing the wave height (H) by about 

2.93 times (nominally from H = 40 mm to 120 mm) at the optimum damping increased the 

energy losses 7.08 times (from 0.61 J/m to 4.32 J/m), and increasing the slot opening size from 

e = 1 mm to 5 mm (i.e., decreasing the PTO damping) increased the energy losses from 0.55 

J/m to 0.63 J/m (1.15 times) at H = 40 mm and from 2.66 J/m to 13.26 J/m (4.98 times) at H = 

120 mm. The higher energy losses were demonstrated by a larger and higher strength vortex 

generation, especially around the upper lip (see Fig. 2.3). 

 

Fig. 2.2. Wave energy balance chart for onshore OWC devices 
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Fig. 2.3. Velocity and vorticity fields for different wave heights and PTO damping conditions during 

one wave cycle. (a): water entering the chamber and (b) water leaving the chamber 
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2.2. Paper 2: Numerical hydrodynamic analysis of an offshore stationary–floating 
oscillating water column–wave energy converter using CFD 

In this paper, the CFD model developed and validated in Paper 1 was modified to consider 

wave transmission underneath the 1:50 scale model offshore OWC device investigated in this 

paper. Further validation was performed to ensure the accuracy of the CFD model in estimating 

the transmission coefficient (CT, the ratio between the transmitted wave height HT and the 

incident wave height H), which is a fundamental difference from onshore OWC devices. The 

model was validated in good agreement with experiments of a pile supported breakwater–OWC 

model [30], and then the energy balance model used in Paper 1 was extended to consider an 

additional sink for the energy transmitted underneath the device (see Fig. 2.4). 

 

Fig. 2.4. Wave energy balance chart for offshore stationary OWC devices 

The energy balance model and the validated CFD model were employed to perform a 

benchmark study of 102 numerical tests investigating the effect of incoming wavelength, wave 

height and PTO damping on the hydrodynamic performance and wave energy conversion 

process in offshore fixed OWC devices. Fig. 2.4 illustrates that the absorbed energy is the 

remainder of the incoming energy that was not reflected or transmitted, and this energy 

represents the maximum available energy to be extracted by the PTO after subtracting the 
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energy stored and energy losses. It was found that as wave frequency increased the reflection 

coefficient increased, whereas the transmission coefficient decreased. These contrary trends 

resulted in a larger energy absorption coefficient (CAbs) over the intermediate–frequency range. 

Variations in the internal energy extraction coefficient over this frequency range was found to 

be negligible; therefore, the overall energy extraction coefficient (COverall) and the overall 

hydrodynamic efficiency (ζOverall, the ratio between the extracted pneumatic power and incident 

wave power) peaked at a certain frequency within this intermediate–frequency range.  

The PTO damping provided an important control parameter for extracting more energy over 

a broader frequency band. This required adjusting the PTO damping to tune the device to a 

given wavelength. However, this depends on the constraints of regulating the turbine rotational 

speed (assuming a constant turbine diameter is selected)[31]. The overall hydrodynamic 

efficiency decreased as wave height increased, especially for large PTO damping. However, 

for the low–frequency waves under small and intermediate PTO damping, a higher efficiency 

was observed as wave height increased. Similar to the results of Paper 1, increasing the wave 

height not only increased the energy losses, but also the extracted pneumatic energy increased 

due to the larger differential air pressure and airflow rate. For instance, increasing the incident 

wave height twofold (i.e., increasing the incoming wave energy four times), increased the 

energy losses and the extracted pneumatic energy in the range of 3.0–4.4 times and 2.9–8.6 

times, respectively. This effect was influenced by the wave frequency and the PTO damping 

such that the maximum increase in extracted pneumatic energy (8.6 times) was found for the 

longest wavelength tested under the lowest PTO damping. Fig. 2.5 compares each energy 

component in the energy chart of Fig. 2.4 at two different wave heights H = 50 mm and 100 

mm.  

 

Fig. 2.5. Energy balance comparison between two wave heights H = 50 mm and 100 mm at a 

wave period T = 1.6 s and a damping factor of C = 60 
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The strength and size of the generated vortices significantly increased as wave height 

increased. This is demonstrated by the flow field results in Fig.2.6 at three instants during one 

wave cycle, which also explains the increase in energy losses shown in Fig. 2.5 under the larger 

wave height (H = 100 mm). The vortices generated at the rear lip almost disappeared under 

high–frequency waves due to the very small transmission coefficient. 

 

Fig. 2.6. Wave height effect on vortex generation for a wave period T = 1.6 s and PTO 

damping factor C = 60 under two wave height (a) H = 50 mm and (b) H = 100 mm 
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2.3. Paper 3: Underwater geometrical impact on the hydrodynamic performance of an 
offshore oscillating water column–wave energy converter 

In this paper, the 2D CFD model of Paper 2 was used to investigate how the underwater 

geometry of an offshore OWC device can influence the power extraction efficiency. The CFD 

model was also validated in good agreement with model–scale experimental results for 

predicting the power extraction efficiency of a pile supported breakwater–OWC device [32] 

under a constant regular wave height for a range of wave periods and two different slot opening 

sizes simulating different PTO damping values. An extensive campaign consisting of 320 

numerical simulations was performed to study the relevance of the front and rear lip 

submergence and thickness to the performance of offshore fixed OWC devices over a wide 

range of wave periods under a constant wave height and PTO damping. In addition, numerical 

decay tests were conducted to estimate the resonant frequency of each OWC geometry tested.  

Changing lip draught altered the device resonant frequency so that it could be tuned to a 

certain wave frequency range. However, tuning the device to a wide frequency range by 

symmetrically changing the front and rear lip draughts was found to be impractical as it 

required decreasing and increasing the draught for high– and low– frequency regions, 

respectively. In contrast, for a certain front lip draught that provided an efficient path for water 

particles to enter and leave the chamber over a certain frequency range, asymmetrically 

increasing the rear lip draught shifted the resonant frequency to a lower value and improved 

the device efficiency over a broader frequency bandwidth without detracting the efficiency at 

the high–frequency region. 

Changing lip thickness had a negligible influence on the device resonant frequency. Solely 

increasing the thickness of the front and rear lips reduced and increased the efficiency, 

respectively. Hence, symmetrically increasing the thickness of both lips increased the 

efficiency up to an optimum thickness value that was found in this study to be 12% of the 

chamber length (b) in the wave propagation direction. However, the improvement achieved in 

efficiency was quite small relative to asymmetrically changing lip draught.  

The optimal combination (the front lip draught was two times the wave height and the rear 

lip draught was three times the front lip draught with symmetrical lip thickness of 0.12b) 

achieved a peak efficiency exceeding 0.79, which represented a massive enhancement over 

more simplistic geometries that returned peak efficiencies of approximately 0.30. With this 

combination, the peak efficiency (0.3) of the parent OWC geometry tested in this study could 

be obtained almost over the entire frequency range without changing the PTO damping. 
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2.4. Paper 4: Investigations on 3D effects and correlation between wave height and lip 
submergence of an offshore stationary OWC wave energy converter 

Papers 1–3 utilized 2D CFD models. Therefore, 3D effects were discussed in this paper. A 

3D CFD model was constructed and validated in good agreement with experiments of a 3D 

1:50 scale model of the offshore stationary OWC device shown in Fig. 2.7. Following the 

validation stage, an extensive campaign consisting of 190 computational tests was performed 

with two primary objectives (1) investigate the effect of testing offshore OWC devices in 2D 

domain or narrow wave flumes on device efficiency, and (2) find the relationship between the 

incoming wave height and the chamber front lip draught for a maximum efficiency. 

 

Fig. 2.7. AMC towing tank. Left: a general view showing the OWC model, looking towards 

the beach end, right: a closer view of the offshore stationary OWC model 

Results in Fig. 2.8 revealed that testing offshore OWC devices in 3D tanks is paramount to 

avoid overestimating the power extraction efficiency (ζ), especially for wave frequencies 

higher than the chamber resonant frequency. This frequency was equivalent to a wavelength L 

= 2.63 m, which was almost the minimum wavelength (2.51 m) after which the effect of wave 

diffraction becomes noticeable [33]. 

 

Fig. 2.8. 2D, wave flumes (A and B) and 3D CFD modelling effects vs. 3D experiments 

(EXP) for a wave height H = 0.05 m 
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The relevance of asymmetrically changing the front and rear lips draught to device 

efficiency as  discussed in Paper 3 (using 2D CFD) was also verified in this paper using the 

validated 3D CFD model. But, again the 2D model utilized in Paper 3 overestimated the device 

performance. This indicated that a 2D model (low computation cost) can only be used to 

preliminary understand the effect of different design parameters such as wave conditions and 

underwater geometries on device efficiency, but using a more computationally expensive 3D 

CFD model is important to accurately predict the efficiency. 

Furthermore, a front lip submergence equal to the incident wave amplitude afforded 

maximum efficiency whilst preventing air leakage, hence it was recommended that the front 

lip draught be minimized. For example, a maximum efficiency of 0.97 was achieved for a 

device with a front lip draught equal to the wave amplitude and a rear lip draught of 23 % of 

the water depth. This significant improvement was comparable to other onshore and nearshore 

OWC devices where the rear lip of these devices extends to the seabed.  

2.5. Paper 5: Scaling and air compressibility effects on a three–dimensional offshore 
stationary OWC wave energy converter 

Air compressibility has usually been neglected in small scale model experiments and 

numerical simulations similar to those discussed in Papers 1–4. However, at full–scale, air 

compressibility becomes more important and may affect the predicted performance. Therefore, 

this paper was designed to contribute to the full–scale development of OWC devices by better 

understanding the differences from small physical model–scales. The validated 3D CFD model 

of Paper 4 was employed in this paper to investigate the importance of air compressibility at 

different scales from 1:50 (physical model experiments) up to full–scale for different design 

parameters including wave height, wave period, PTO damping, pneumatic chamber height and 

underwater geometry. 

Results revealed that air compressibility at full–scale resulted in about 12 % reduction in the 

maximum efficiency predicted at (1:50) model–scale under regular waves at the resonant 

frequency and the optimum PTO damping as shown in Fig. 2.9. This error (over–estimation) 

increased as PTO damping increased. Also, air compressibility at full–scale slightly reduced 

the optimum PTO damping at the resonant period. 
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Fig. 2.9. Scale and air compressibility effects on the efficiency for a regular wave condition 

(at full–scale) of H = 2.5 m and period T = 9.9 s (resonance) at different PTO damping 

factors 

For small OWC models scaled with Froude’s similitude law up to scale 1:10, it was found 

that air compressibility effects can be neglected without significant differences in the device 

performance obtained with compressible air at these small scales. Therefore, compensation for 

full–scale air compressibility effects is paramount when testing devices at such small scales. 

This can be performed by increasing the air chamber height or attaching the air chamber to an 

external air reservoir. The error in the estimated efficiency (in comparison to the full–scale 

efficiency) when enlarging the air chamber of a small OWC model–scale was investigated (see 

Fig. 2.10), and it was found that this error could be minimized to less than 1.2 % with an air 

chamber height equal to the full–scale height (i.e., the air chamber volume is scaled using 

squared (rather than cubed) the scale factor based on Froude’s similitude law).  

 

Fig. 2.10. Effect of air chamber height on power extraction efficiency (ζ) for a regular wave 

condition (at full–scale) of H = 2.5 m and period T = 9.9 s (resonance) at a PTO damping 

factor C = 60 

When using CFD for the above–mentioned procedure, it was found that (see Fig 2.11) air 

must be modelled as a compressible fluid otherwise no impact of air compressibility will be 

considered even with an air chamber height equal to the full–scale height of 7.5 m (referred to 
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as CH7.5m). In this figure, CH7.5m–Comp and CH7.5m–Incomp refer to the results (scaled to full–

scale using Froude’s similitude law) from a 1:50 model–scale with an enlarged air chamber 

when air was modeled as a compressible and incompressible fluid, respectively. Also shown 

in this figure results when the full–scale model was simulated in CFD with compressible air 

(referred to as Full–scale–Comp). 

 

Fig. 2.11. Effect of air compressibility with enlarged air chamber height on the extracted 

pneumatic power (𝑃𝐸) at full–scale for H = 2.5 m, T = 9.9 s and PTO damping factor C = 60 

 It was also expected that other scaling effects from vortex shedding, viscous effects and 

other physical phenomena that do not typically scale with Froude’s similitude law would exist. 

However, results in this study (see Fig. 2.12) did not show strong evidence of scaling effects 

with incompressible air. This indicates that results from small scale model experiments with 

compensation of full–scale air compressibility effects can be used to represent the performance 

of the full–scale prototype. 

 

Fig. 2.12. Scaling effect on power extraction efficiency (ζ) with compressible and 

incompressible air for a wave height H = 2.5 m (at full–scale) and different periods (T) under 

a PTO damping factor C = 60 
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2.6. Paper 6: Experimental and numerical investigations on the hydrodynamic 
performance of a floating–moored oscillating water column–wave energy converter 

Deployment of offshore OWC devices in deep water where waves are more energetic may 

require the device to be moored to the seabed. Therefore, this paper investigated the 

hydrodynamic performance of the offshore floating–moored OWC device shown in Fig. 2.13 

using both physical scale model experiments and CFD simulations. The device performance 

was assessed for different design parameters include unidirectional regular and irregular waves 

of different heights and periods, PTO damping and mooring line pre–tension. The results were 

also compared with those for the stationary device of the same geometry tested in Papers 4 and 

5.  

 

Fig. 2.13. AMC towing tank. Left: a general view showing the OWC model, looking towards 

the wavemaker, right: a closer view of the floating–moored OWC model 

Results in Fig. 2.14 show that the hydrodynamic efficiency of the floating–moored OWC 

device followed the same general trend as the fully–constrained (fixed) device, but the floating 

device exhibited improved the power extraction efficiency (ζ) over a broader bandwidth around 

the chamber resonant frequency. Similar results were observed for (1) a larger regular wave 

height (H = 0.10 m), (2) higher and lower PTO damping factors, and (3) more realistic irregular 

wave conditions. Furthermore, for both fixed and floating–moored devices, increasing the 

incoming wave height resulted in a higher efficiency for low–frequency waves. Also, doubling 

the wave height increased the extracted pneumatic energy for the entire frequency range by 

about 2.5–7.7 times; the largest ratios were observed at the low–frequency zone. 
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Fig. 2.14. Comparison between floating–moored and fixed OWC models for power extraction 

efficiency over a range of wave frequency (Kb) under a constant PTO damping and regular 

wave height H = 0.05 m 

By investigating the relevance of each permitted degree of freedom of the floating device, 

CFD results in Fig. 2.15 demonstrated that among the three motion combinations (surge, heave 

and pitch), the improvement in the efficiency of the floating OWC device could be primarily 

attributed to the surge motion. 

 

Fig. 2.15. CFD results showing the impact of the floating OWC device motions on the 

extracted pneumatic power (PE) for H = 0.05 m and T = 1.2 s (scale 1:50) 

Mooring line pre–tension did not have a significant effect on device efficiency, but a slight 

increase in the efficiency over the intermediate–frequency zone was found by reducing 

mooring line pre–tension. Overall, this study highlighted the possibility of harnessing a large 

amount of ocean wave energy using an OWC device that can be deployed in deep water where 

waves are more energetic. 

2.7. Paper 7: Experimental and numerical measurements of wave forces on a 3D 
offshore stationary OWC wave energy converter 

After assessing the hydrodynamic performance of offshore fixed and floating–moored OWC 

devices in Paper 2–6, wave forces on these devices were studies in this Paper and the next two 

Papers. In this paper, wave forces on the 1:50 scale model offshore stationary OWC device 

shown in Fig. 2.16 were studied in 3D physical and numerical wave tanks. 120 test conditions 
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systematically investigated two different incident wave heights H = 50 and 100 mm for a range 

of wave periods T = 0.9–2.0 s and six PTO damping conditions simulated by an orifice of 

different sizes. During the experiments, green water and water splashing were observed for 

wave conditions of H = 100 mm at high–frequencies (T = 0.9 and 1.0 s) (see Fig. 2.16 for green 

water and splashing events circled in red). Although the tested conditions did not include 

extreme waves, this was an important stage to understand the relevance of the different 

parameters tested and to validate the 3D CFD model before increasing the complexity of the 

hydrodynamic interactions between ocean waves and floating–moored OWC devices. 

 

Fig. 2.16. Green water and splashing events on the 1:50 scale model offshore stationary 

OWC device under a regular wave condition of H = 100 mm and T = 0.9 s 

It was found that the horizontal wave force acting on the OWC device was always larger 

than the vertical force up to a maximum of 12 times. The total horizontal and vertical forces 

had contrary trends over the entire frequency range such that the maximum horizontal and 

minimum vertical forces occurred almost at the same frequency at the intermediate–frequency 

zone. Furthermore, the PTO damping did not show a significant effect on the horizontal force, 

but the vertical force increased as PTO damping increased due to the increased chamber 

differential air pressure. This experimental finding supported the 2D CFD results of Elhanafi 

[34] (see Appendix K) who also found that the total vertical force was linearly proportional to 

the pneumatic force induced by the chamber differential air pressure on the chamber’s top plate. 

Results in Fig. 2.17 show that the forward (FWD) and aft (AFT) regions of the OWC device 

exhibited vertical forces larger than the total vertical force measured on the whole structure. 

Forces on both regions were different in magnitude and phase, which indicated a turning 

moment that needs to be considered in designing for station keeping (such as piles). This also 

highlighted that using the total vertical force to estimate the maximum vertical force on the 

structure can be misleading. 
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Fig. 2.17. Vertical wave force on the forward (FZ-FWD) and aft (FZ-AFT) load cells vs. the total 

vertical force (Fz) for a regular wave condition of height H = 0.10 m and period T = 1.1 s 

with a closed orifice 

The CFD model was validated in good agreement with the physical measurements as shown 

in Fig. 2.18. The CFD was also utilized to investigate the effect of tank sidewalls on the 

predicted wave forces, and it was found that use of a tank width less than five times the breadth 

of the OWC device will likely provide misleading wave forces due to blockage effects. 

 

Fig. 2.18. Comparison between CFD and experiments (EXP) in predicting the total horizontal 

(FX) and vertical (FZ) wave forces on the offshore stationary OWC device under a constant 

wave height H = 0.05 m and closed orifice for two periods T = 0.9 s (left) and 2.0 s (right) 

2.8. Paper 8: Intact and damaged survivability of an offshore floating–moored OWC 
device 

This paper discussed the influence of mooring line failure for the floating–moored OWC 

device tested in Paper 6 when subjected to unidirectional regular waves. Refer the schematic 

diagram of the test rig shown in Fig. 2.19. A 3D CFD model was constructed and validated in 

good agreement against experiments for the floating–moored OWC device with a mooring line 

failure at different instants. The CFD model was then used to investigate mooring failure 

transient effects on maximum line tension. Two different mooring arrangements were studied; 

four–line arrangement: single line at each leg and eight–line arrangement: two lines at each leg 

(which represented a mooring system with redundancy). For each mooring arrangement, 
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different failure scenarios were investigated by breaking one mooring line at the forward 

starboard leg at several failure instants at and around the peak tension in that line. This single 

line failure represented 100 % and 50 % loss of mooring in one leg in case of four–line and 

eight–line arrangement, respectively. The transient overshooting in line tension was quantified 

for each failure scenario by comparing the maximum line tension in the damaged mooring 

system to the maximum tension achieved from the case when the damaged line was  initially 

disconnected prior to running the experiment or the simulation. 

 

Fig. 2.19. Schematic diagram of test rig (not to scale) 

It was found that (see Fig. 2.20) the forward port line in the four–line arrangement 

experienced the maximum tension with about 19 % transient overshooting effect due to 

breaking the forward starboard line at a certain instant before its peak tension. In case of having 

redundant mooring lines in the eight–line arrangement, transient effects in the forward port line 

reduced to 11 %, but the redundant line at the failure leg exhibited the maximum tension with 

23 % transient overshooting effect. Although transient effects were higher in the case of the 

eight–line arrangement, the redundancy of this system relatively reduced the possibility of 

having a successive mooring line failure scenario by decreasing the maximum line tension of 

the remaining undamaged lines compared to the non–redundant mooring line failure scenario 

(four–line arrangement).  
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Fig. 2.20. Impact of mooring redundancy on line tension and transient effects. Left 𝑦–axis 

(black): line tension for the four–line arrangement (100 % loss) and right 𝑦–axis (red): line 

tension for the eight–line arrangement (50 % loss) 

2.9. Paper 9: Experimental and numerical investigations on the intact and damage 
survivability of a floating–moored oscillating water column device 

This paper investigated in detail the intact and damaged survivability of the floating–moored 

OWC device (which was preliminarily studied in Paper 8) using physical scale model 

experiments and CFD simulations. Different extreme wave conditions have been tested using 

unidirectional irregular and regular wave conditions, also the effect of mooring line pre–tension 

on the device response was tested. The survival conditions have been identified experimentally 

from seven different irregular sea states each lasted for a full–scale equivalent duration of 3–

hours (consisting of sixteen random realisations) with an intact mooring system. It was found 

that (see Fig. 2.21) it is not always the largest wave height (see Figs. 2.21–b and 2.22–b) in an 

irregular sea state that causes the largest mooring line tension and surge, but it is the 

instantaneous position of the floating device that interacts with a series of waves and results in 

the extreme response (see Fig. 2.21–a and 2.22–a). 
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Fig. 2.21. Experimental time–series results for wave elevation approaching the OWC device, 

mooring tension in the forward (T-FWD) and aft (T-AFT) lines and OWC device motions 

during two different realisations (a) Re–1 and (b) Re–11 of sea state SS6 (significant height 

Hs = 220 mm and peak period Tp = 2.0 s) with pre–tension Tpre–1 (72 % of OWC device 

buoyancy) 

Fig. 2.21 shows that the forward mooring lines exhibited the maximum tension. However, 

for the survival condition (SS6 Re–1 and Tpre–1), reducing the pre–tension from Tpre–1 (72 % 

of OWC device buoyancy) to Tpre–3 (36 % of OWC device buoyancy) significantly increased 

the maximum tension by about 1.57 times (from 74 N to 116 N) due to mooring slack events 

causing snatch loads in the aft lines. 

It was also found that an equivalent design regular wave condition of a period (T) equal to 

the peak period (Tp) and a height (H) of 1.9–2.0 times the significant wave height (Hs) as 

recommended by DNV [35] for oil and gas offshore platforms could reasonably estimate the 

maximum line tension as the irregular sea state, but a smaller wave height of about H = 1.75Hs 

was required to achieve the maximum surge and avoid overestimation the surge motion by 13 

% when using H = 1.9Hs.  
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Fig. 2.22. Photographs taken during the experiments showing the OWC device position at 

four instants during realisations (a) Re–1 and (b) Re–11 of sea state SS6 with Tpre–1. The red 

vertical line provides a reference frame to track the longitudinal position of the model 

For the survival condition of SS6 Re–1 and Tpre–1, a single failure in the mooring system 

(in the forward starboard line) increased the maximum tension by 1.55 times the intact tension 

(i.e., from 74 N to 115 N, see Fig. 2.23). By applying the same safety factors recommended by 

DNV [36] for offshore oil and gas platforms to the intact and damaged mooring systems tested 

in this study, it was found that the survivability analysis with the damaged mooring system 

resulted in a higher minimum breaking load requirements, which in turn indicated that this 

analysis was the key analysis in designing the mooring system of the floating–moored OWC 

device.  
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Fig. 2.23. Experimental time–series results showing the effect of breaking the forward 

starboard line at different instants (T–Irr–1, T–Irr–2, T–Irr–3) on the tension in the remaining 

intact lines under irregular sea state SS6 (realisation Re–1) and pre–tension Tpre–1 

For the damaged mooring system, using the same design regular wave condition (H = 1.9–

2.0Hs and T = Tp) derived from the survivability analysis with an intact mooring system 

resulted in overestimating the maximum tension by more than 20 % in comparison to the 

tension obtained from the irregular sea state. To avoid increasing the cost of the mooring system 

due to overprediction of mooring maximum tension, smaller regular wave heights H = 1.14–

1.36 Hs and H = 1.64 Hs could be used and lead to the same maximum tension of the irregular 

sea state (about 115 N) and the maximum surge respectively, especially when considering the 

transient effects discussed in Paper 8 with the CFD model that was validated in good agreement 

with experiments as shown in Fig. 2.24. 

Also, a different regular wave condition (for example, H = 2.03 Hs and T = Tp = 1.45 s) 

representing another sea state (SS3: Hs = 160 mm and Tp = 1.45 s) that might not be considered 

as a survival condition in the case of intact mooring system (resulted in a maximum intact 

tension of only 58 N compared to 74 N for SS6) could result in a maximum line tension of 117 

N in the case of a damaged mooring system (see Fig. 2.25). This maximum tension was slightly 

higher than that for SS6 with a damaged mooring system (115 N), which in turn highlighted 

the importance of researching for the survival conditions with a damaged mooring system 

instead of simply using the same conditions derived for the intact mooring system. 
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Fig. 2.24. Comparison between CFD and experiments (EXP) for mooring line tension and 

OWC device motions with a damaged mooring system under regular waves of H = 250 mm 

and T = 2.0 s 

 

Fig. 2.25. Experimental time–series results showing the effect of breaking the forward 

starboard line on the tension in the remaining intact lines under regular wave conditions of 

the same period T = 1.45 s and different heights 
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Chapter 3 

3. Conclusions and Future Work 

3.1. Conclusions 

In this thesis, the hydrodynamic performance and survivability of OWC devices were 

investigated using physical scale model experiments and Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) 

simulations. During the operating conditions the following main aspects were studied (1) 

regular and irregular wave conditions, (2) PTO damping, (3) underwater geometry, (4) 3D 

effects, (5) air compressibility and scaling effects and (6) wave forces. A CFD model based on 

RANS–VOF approach was developed in this study not only to monitor the basic parameters 

required to predict the efficiency of an OWC device such as chamber free surface elevation 

and differential air pressure, but also to capture detailed flow field (velocity and vorticity) 

measurements. The model was validated in good agreement with different model–scale tests 

for 2D OWC devices from previously published research and experiments performed in this 

study for 3D offshore stationary and floating–moored OWC devices. In particular, the good 

agreement against 2D PIV (Particle Imaging Velocimetry) measurements for an onshore OWC 

device demonstrates the CFD capability of capturing more detailed information and providing 

a better understanding of the flow behaviour inside and around the OWC chamber as well as 

identifying areas of high energy losses that need further modifications for maximizing the 

efficiency. For example, the developed CFD model was successfully employed to (1) perform 

energy balance analysis for onshore and offshore–stationary OWC devices and (2) improve the 

device efficiency by optimising the underwater geometry and relate the front lip draft to the 

incoming wave height. 

Under extreme wave conditions, the survivability of a floating–moored OWC device 

subjected to irregular waves of different sea states was assessed experimentally with a focus 

on the maximum surge and mooring line tension. The applicability of using the safety factors 

and the design regular wave conditions recommended for offshore oil and gas structures was 

discussed using CFD and experiments with an intact mooring system as well as with a single 

mooring line failure. 

The following main conclusions can be drawn from the studies performed in this thesis: 
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 Although increasing the incoming wave height increased the energy losses, more wave 

energy could still be extracted such that doubling the regular and irregular wave heights 

increased the extracted pneumatic energy in the range of 2.5–7.7 times depending on 

the wave frequency and the applied PTO damping [Papers 1, 2, 6 and 12]. 

 To improve the power extraction efficiency of an offshore OWC device, it is important 

to select the lip submergence and thickness that provide an efficient path for the water 

particles to enter and leave the chamber without obstructing the flow field. In particular, 

the immersed depth of both front and rear lips represents a crucial design parameter in 

optimizing offshore OWC devices for a higher efficiency [Paper 3]. For regular waves, 

to avoid air leakage underneath the chamber lip while maintaining a high efficiency, a 

front lip draught equal to the amplitude of the maximum expected wave height during 

the operational conditions is recommended. For example, a significant improvement in 

the efficiency up to 0.97 was achieved when shortening the front lip to be equal to the 

incident wave amplitude and extending the rear lip to 23 % of the water depth [Paper 

4].  

 Modelling offshore OWC devices in a 2D domain or a narrow wave flume should only 

be used to provide a general insight into the effect of different design parameters such 

as wave conditions and underwater geometries on device efficiency, but 3D modelling 

is required to accurately predict the device efficiency, especially when wave diffraction 

is important for the high–frequency waves where 2D and narrow wave flumes 

significantly overestimate the efficiency [Paper 4]. 

 Neglecting air compressibility effects at full–scale could result in about 12 % over–

estimation in the device maximum efficiency at its resonant period and optimum 

damping. To account for this effect with errors not exceeding 1.2 % while physically 

testing a small–scale OWC model, the air chamber volume must be scaled using 

squared (rather than cubed) scale factor (based on Froude’s similitude law), and air 

must be modelled as a compressible fluid in case of using CFD [Paper 5]. 

 When estimating wave forces on a fixed offshore OWC device it is essential to consider 

the phase–shift between the measured vertical forces on the forward and aft regions of 

the device rather than using the total vertical force to design the foundations. Also, the 

PTO damping was found to only affect the vertical forces, which increased with 
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increasing PTO damping. Wave forces must be measured in a tank of a width not less 

than five times the OWC model breadth to avoid blockage effects [Paper 7]. 

 In comparison to a fixed (fully–constrained) offshore OWC device, the surge motion 

of the floating–moored OWC model enables the device to absorb more incoming wave 

energy, which in turn improves the device efficiency in regular and irregular waves. 

This highlights the possibility of harnessing a large amount of ocean wave energy using 

an OWC device that could be deployed in deep water where waves are more energetic 

[Paper 6]. 

 It is paramount to assess the survivability of floating–moored OWC devices, but this is 

challenging due to the random nature of the survival wave conditions and their 

interactions with the device dynamics. A survival wave condition could be a series of 

waves that do not include the largest wave of a given irregular sea state, but their 

interactions with the instantaneous position of the floating device could result in the 

extreme response. Investigating the device survivability with a damaged mooring 

system highlighted the importance of testing several survival conditions that might be 

different from those used with an intact mooring system. Using a single design regular 

wave condition equivalent to the survival sea state along with the current safety factors 

(that are recommended for offshore oil and gas platforms) when assessing the device 

survivability with a damaged mooring system can result in over–designing the mooring 

system [Paper 9]. 

 A mooring system with redundancy (eight–line arrangement) may experience a higher 

tension overshooting due to the transient effects induced by a single mooring line 

failure. This was pronounced at the redundant line in the failure leg. However, the 

maximum tension in the redundant system with a single mooring line failure was 

smaller than that for a mooring system with a single mooring line failure without 

redundancy (four–line arrangement). This highlights the advantage of using a 

redundant system to reduce the possibility of a successive mooring line failure scenario 

[Paper 8]. 

3.2. Future Work 

The relationship between the incoming wave height and front lip draught was discussed in 

this study for maximizing the device efficiency without causing air leakage events. However, 

the conclusion drawn from this study was based on deterministic regular wave conditions of a 
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certain wave height. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate how the front lip draught can be 

correlated to more realistic irregular wave conditions. This can be carried out using the CFD 

model developed in this study upon validation with irregular wave conditions. Although results 

in this study did not show strong evidence of scaling effects with incompressible air, one might 

expect to have scaling effects from vortex shedding, viscous effects and other physical 

phenomena that do not typically scale with Froude’s similitude law. Accordingly, further 

analyses including detailed flow field (velocity and vorticity) as performed in Papers 1–3 are 

considered as a future work together with additional experimental measurements at different 

scales as applicable. 

Using only unidirectional waves, the dynamics of the floating–moored OWC device were 

proven to be vital in the survivability analysis and in improving the power harnessing efficiency 

through the surge motion. Therefore, further studies can still be performed to investigate the 

effect the direction of the incident waves has on device performance and survivability. In that 

case, several mooring line failure scenarios can be tested including failures in the aft mooring 

lines. Although there was a very good agreement between CFD and experiments in capturing 

the device response in extreme regular wave conditions with intact and damaged mooring 

systems, further validations are still required against experiments of more realistic sea states. 

This can be performed by utilizing the methodology provided in Gao et al. [37] to model and 

predict the device response under the action of an irregular time–series window such as that 

from sea state SS6 (realisation Re–1) tested in this study. 

The higher air pressure developed inside the OWC chamber under the extreme wave 

conditions tested in this study highlights the importance of investigating air compressibility 

and scaling effects under such survival conditions in order to accurately predict the extreme 

response. For the vertical taut mooring system and the water depth tested in this study, 

neglecting mooring line dynamics in CFD modelling was found to be acceptable even when 

stanch loads occur with a damaged mooring system. However, for a catenary mooring system, 

this assumption needs to be verified. This verification requires a fully coupled CFD–mooring 

analysis with a finite element solver for the mooring cables rather than using a simplified 

spring. At the submission time of this thesis, this coupling still does not exist in any commercial 

CFD codes, and very limited research has been performed on this subject, mostly restricted to 

intact mooring systems [38, 39]. 
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Abstract
Offshore oscillating water columns (OWC) represent one of the most promising forms of wave energy converters. The hydrodynamic
performance of such converters heavily depends on their interactions with ocean waves; therefore, understanding these interactions is essential.
In this paper, a fully nonlinear 2D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model based on RANS equations and VOF surface capturing scheme is
implemented to carry out wave energy balance analyses for an offshore OWC. The numerical model is well validated against published physical
measurements including; chamber differential air pressure, chamber water level oscillation and vertical velocity, overall wave energy extraction
efficiency, reflected and transmitted waves, velocity and vorticity fields (PIV measurements). Following the successful validation work, an
extensive campaign of numerical tests is performed to quantify the relevance of three design parameters, namely incoming wavelength, wave
height and turbine damping to the device hydrodynamic performance and wave energy conversion process. All of the three investigated pa-
rameters show important effects on the waveepneumatic energy conversion chain. In addition, the flow field around the chamber's front wall
indicates areas of energy losses by stronger vortices generation than the rear wall.
Copyright © 2016 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Keywords: Offshore oscillating water column; OWC; Wave energy; Energy balance; Numerical wave tank
1. Introduction

Wave energy is one of the most promising renewable en-
ergy resources and research is being conducted worldwide.
There is a large number of invented techniques for wave en-
ergy conversion which can be categorised by deployment
location (shoreline, nearshore and offshore), type (attenuator,
point absorber and terminator) and mode of operation (sub-
merged pressure differential, oscillating wave surge converter,
oscillating water column and overtopping device) (Drew et al.,
2009).

The Oscillating Water Column (OWC) is a wave energy
extraction device that is based on wave to air energy
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conversion by driving an oscillating column in a chamber open
to the sea. The air energy is extracted by means of a
biedirectional air turbine connected to the chamber. As the
water level oscillates up and down inside the chamber, the air
inside it is compressed and decompressed, respectively. In
turn, this process generates mechanical energy through a
reversible flow between the atmosphere and the chamber uti-
lizing an air turbine that rotates in the same direction
regardless of the airflow direction. Different from other Wave
Energy Converters (WEC), OWCs are not only one of the
simplest devices from an operational point of view, but also
having no moving parts underwater provides lesser and easier
maintenance works. OWCs can be deployed as fixed structures
at the shoreline or nearshore, or integrated in breakwaters and
floating structures (Falc~ao and Henriques, 2015).

Investigating the hydrodynamic performance of OWCs has
been studied analytically, experimentally, numerically or a
combination of the aforementioned. A theoretical model of the
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hydrodynamics for a fixed OWC device was developed by
Evans (1978). Ignoring the spatial variation, Evans assumed a
rigid weightless piston motion for the chamber's internal free
surface of a small width relative to the incident wavelength,
which allowed the application of the oscillating body theory.
Falc~ao and Sarmento (1980), Evans (1982) and Falnes and
McIver (1985) improved the rigidebody approach of an
OWC via allowing the increase in pressure at the free surface
as well as providing the possibility of a noneplane surface.

With the aim of validating the oscillating surface pressure
theory proposed by Sarmento and Falc~ao (1985) in OWCs,
Sarmento (1992) conducted a set of wave flume experiments
with regular waves of very small steepness under linear, as
well as quadratic, power takeeoff (PTO) simulated by either
filters or orifice plate, accordingly. Hong Hong et al. (2007)
performed a 2D experiment concentrating on the effects of
several shape parameters of OWC chamber in wave energy
absorbing capability. Morris-Thomas et al. (2007) performed
experiments in a wave flume to investigate the influence of the
chamber's front wall thickness, shape and draught under
various wave parameters on the hydrodynamic efficiency of a
shoreebased OWC device.

Generally, numerical models can be divided into two cat-
egories; the first category is based on applying potential flow
theory, which is usually solved with a boundary element
method (BEM). Extensive review of potential flow models can
be found in Baudry et al. (2013). The second category, which
is applied in the present study, is based on Reynoldseaveraged
NaviereStokes (RANS) equations, which provides more ad-
vantages in overcoming the potential flow weaknesses in
handling problems that involve strong nonlinearity, dispersion,
wave breaking, complex viscous, turbulence and vortex
shedding. This method is widely used by several researchers;
examples that are most relevant to the present study include
Zhang et al. (2012) who developed, validated and studied the
impact the geometrical parameters have on a shoreebased
OWC efficiency curve using a 2D twoephase numerical wave
tank based on a leveleset immersed boundary method. They
reported a reasonable agreement with experimental data
measured by Morris-Thomas et al. (2007) for the device hy-
drodynamic efficiency with a slight overeprediction attributed
to the complex pressure changes in the chamber around
resonance. Additional parameters such as pressure variation,
free surface elevation inside the chamber and flow field were
presented and discussed, but without comparison to experi-
mental data. Teixeira et al. (2013) implemented a numerical
model (Fluinco) based on the twoestep semieimplicit Tay-
loreGalerkin method to simulate a fixed OWC device sub-
jected to regular waves. After validating their model against
numerical results from the commercial CFD code Fluent, they
investigated the effects of the chamber geometry including the
front wall depth, chamber length, chamber height and the
turbine characteristic relation that provide the best device
performance. Luo et al. (2014) implemented a 2D numerical
model using a commercial CFD code (Fluent) to investigate
the effect of wave nonlinearity on the capture efficiency of an
onshore OWC device. L�opez et al. (2014, 2016) studied the
B

importance of different turbine damping coefficients on the
performance of an onshore OWC device under regular and
irregular waves to determine the optimum turbineeinduced
damping on an OWC device using a 2D commercial CFD
model (StareCCMþ). Kamath et al. (2015a, 2015b) utilized a
2D openesource CFD model (REEF3D) to simulate and study
the interaction of a fixed shoreebased OWC with regular
waves of different wavelengths and steepness, and also
investigated the response of the OWC under different damping
values from the PTO device.

Quantifying the energy losses inside OWCs has not been
studied extensively in comparison with the considerable
research effort focused on the overall hydrodynamic perfor-
mance and geometry optimization of onshore OWCs. Always
in such research, there is a part of the incoming wave energy
that is assumed to be lost inside the OWC system; however,
only a few researchers have paid more attention to either
visualizing and/or quantifying such losses. Only via visual-
izing the flow behaviour in a shoreline OWC, Müller and
Whittaker (1995) highlighted different energy loss mecha-
nisms. Tseng et al. (2000) experimentally estimated about
33%e68% energy losses throughout the energy conversion
chain for a multieresonant cylindrical caisson. Similarly,
Mendes and Monteiro (2007) carried out a series of wave tank
experiments on a shoreline OWC under regular waves. In
addition to studying the energy conversion chain and esti-
mating the energy losses, they visualized the flow inside the
OWC using a sequence of videoeframes to discover the en-
ergy dissipation physics.

Furthermore, by utilizing advanced measurement tech-
niques such as particle imaging velocimetry (PIV), a detailed
flow field picture can be obtained. For instance, using PIV,
Morrison (1995) calculated the kinetic energy and viscous
dissipation rates in a shoreebased OWC. Graw et al. (2000)
studied the impact of an onshore OWC underwater geometry
such as the front lip shape and its inclination on the energy
losses in the vicinity of the lip over four wave frequencies.
They concluded that at low frequencies with the cornered lip
shape, the mean energy losses over one cycle (mean dissipa-
tion divided by the mean power) may be as much as 15%.
Within the wave energy balance framework, Fleming et al.
(2011, 2012a, 2012b and 2013) utilized flow field measure-
ments using PIV in a forward facing bent duct OWC with a
phaseeaveraging technique to perform detailed energy bal-
ance analyses considering different energy sources, stores and
sinks components. L�opez et al. (2015) applied Reynolds
decomposition technique to estimate the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy in a shoreebased OWC by resolving the velocity fluc-
tuations from PIV measurement. Using this methodology, they
investigated the relevance of different wave conditions, PTO
pneumatic damping and change in tidal level on the OWC
hydrodynamic performance. With respect to numerical
modelling, Elhanafi et al. (2016b) developed a 2D numerical
model based on RANSeVOF with validation against experi-
mental results including PIV data. Building on the achieved
good agreement, they applied their model to further investi-
gate the impact of increasing the incident wave amplitude and
2
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turbine damping on the energy conversion process in a fixed
bottomestanding OWC device.

All of the abovementioned publications consider the com-
mon fixed onshore or nearshore types of OWC devices where
the chamber rear wall is resting on the shoreline or extending
to the seabed, respectively. Thus, no wave energy can be
transmitted behind these OWC structures. In contrast, offshore
OWCs are typically floating structures that allow ocean waves
to pass around and underneath the device walls; accordingly,
the incoming wave energy decomposition will consider an
additional sink component for the transmitted wave energy.
Subsequently, this will change the wave energy balance
model, and affect the absorbed energy, extracted energy and
the design parameters. Research on assessing the offshore
OWCs performance is limited in comparison with the shor-
eebased OWCs. In this regard, He and Huang (2014) and He
et al. (2012, 2013) experimentally studied a pileesupported
and a floating rectangular breakwater with pneumatic damp-
ing, respectively. In their study, more attention was given for
the shore protection objective through quantifying the rele-
vance of different design parameters such as wave frequency,
pneumatic damping and the device draught to the trans-
mission, reflection, air pressure and loss coefficients. Energy
dissipation was assumed to come from two sources: vortex
shedding at the tips of the chamber walls and the pneumatic
power. This assumption was properly given due to the high
cost and risk associated with required instruments to visualize
and evaluate these losses such as using PIV. Although air
pressure coefficients describing the pressure fluctuation inside
the OWC chamber were measured, no output power mea-
surements were given, and only one wave height representing
weakly nonlinear waves with a maximum steepness of 0.029
and 0.023 for the fixed and floating OWC, respectively. Within
the potential flow theory and its abovementioned shortcom-
ings, Hong et al. (2004) investigated the motion and the drift
force of a free floating OWC in regular waves. Sheng et al.
(2014) utilized experimental data to validate a potential flow
solver (WAMIT) in simulating a floating cylindrical OWC.
Recently, Iturrioz et al. (2014, 2015) developed and validated a
CFD model based on RANSeVOF using open source code
(IHFOAM) with flume tank experiments to study the hydro-
dynamics and pneumatics around a fixed detached OWC.
Crema et al. (2015) experimentally investigated the pneumatic
efficiency of an OWC to be installed on a floating platform.
The OWC device has back and side walls extending deeply in
the water to increase the water column oscillation by
increasing wave reflection, and their study included different
geometrical parameters and both regular and irregular waves
under different pneumatic damping. Simonetti et al. (2015)
presented the numerical settings of an open source CFD
code (OpenFOAM) and validation results against physical
measurements of a similar OWC device tested by Crema et al.
(2015). However, none of these studies investigate the impact
of the wave height and the PTO damping on the offshore OWC
hydrodynamic efficiency and wave energy conversion process
through a detailed wave energy balance analysis, which is a
part of the added values of the present work.
B3
Providing a better understanding of the hydrodynamic
performance of offshore OWCs through a detailed wave en-
ergy balance analysis is the driving force behind the present
study. In this way, the present paper utilizes a 2D numerical
model based on RANS equations solver with a VOF surface
capturing scheme introduced by Hirt and Nichols (1981) to
investigate the hydrodynamics of a stationaryefloating
offshore OWC device. With the CFD model, the OWC hy-
drodynamic performance is deeply investigated via a series of
numerical wave energy balance analyses under different
design parameters such as incoming wave height and fre-
quency and PTO damping. The analysis includes the variation
of the free surface, air pressure and airflow rate inside the
chamber and the incident wave energy decomposition into
reflected, transmitted, absorbed, extracted, stored and losses.
Additionally, a detailed flow field analysis is conducted to
uncover the energy losses mechanism through the vortex
generation and dissipation processes.

2. Numerical model
2.1. Governing equations and numerical settings
In the present study, the numerical model assumes incom-
pressible flow in the OWC chamber considering that air
compressibility effect is negligible in the small model scale
used herein. The flow motion of the incompressible fluid is
described by the continuity and RANS equations. In RANS,
the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields in the
NaviereStokes equations are decomposed into mean and
fluctuating components, and then timeeaveraged. This process
results in additional unknowns called Reynolds stresses that
need to be modelled. In this paper, the twoeequation Shear
Stress Transport (SST) keuturbulence model is implemented
to model the Reynolds stresses in order to mathematically
close the problem. StareCCM þ code is utilised to solve the
flow sets of equations. The numerical model settings are as
follows, time modelling: implicit unsteady with secondeorder
temporal discretization scheme, flow modelling: segregated
flow model with secondeorder upwind scheme (the segre-
gated flow solver controls the solution update for the segre-
gated flow model according to the SIMPLE algorithm) and
multiphase model: VOF with segregated VOF solver that
controls the solution update for the phase volume fractions
(i.e. solve the discretized volumeefraction conservation
equation for each phase present in the flow) with seconde-
order convection (CD-Adapco, 2015).
2.2. Computational fluid domain
Ocean waves are the primary exciting source acting on
offshore structures such as OWCs and therefore, accurate
modelling of these waves is crucial for providing a good
estimation of the hydrodynamic loads and predict the struc-
ture's response and performance (Elhanafi et al., 2016a). The
computational domain considered herein is divided into three
main regions namely: domain, free surface and OWC, as
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illustrated in Fig. 1. Domain lengths with different damping
zone lengths are studied in order to properly select the location
of the OWC and wave probe array along the tank. This study
revealed that an overall domain length of 10 L, where L is the
considered wavelength (L) is sufficient for collecting eight
wave periods up to a distance of 8 L without getting reflection
(negligible) from outlet boundary assigned at the end of the
waveedamping zone of 1 L in length. In StareCCM þ code
(CD-Adapco, 2015), waves are damped by implementing the
method of Choi and Yoon (2009) by adding a resistance term
to the equation for the vertical velocity component. The tank
width is set to only two cells (2D model), and the OWC model
is placed at a distance of 6.5 L from the wave inlet boundary.
Considering the water oscillation inside the OWC chamber as
well as the partial standing waves envelope generation in front
of the chamber, a free surface zone height of 3.0 times the
wave height (H) is adapted. Based on the grid and time
sensitivity studies carried out it is found that when a base grid
cell size of 400 mm is applied for the domain zone and the cell
aspect ratio at the free surface zone is kept less than 16 with at
least 12 and 36 cells per wave height and wavelength
respectively, accurate water waves of less than 1.5% wave
height error can be generated. Also, with Secondeorder
temporal discretization scheme with 1200 time steps per wave
period (T) is selected, this error becomes less than 1.0% in
comparison with the analytical input wave height. Additional
surface refinement is applied with 6.25 mm and 0.78125 mm
cell surface size for the OWC walls and the PTO slot opening,
respectively. For all noneslip walls, a first cell height equiv-
alent to yþy1 ( yþ is a non-dimensional distance from the
wall to the first cell, and obtained by multiplying this distance
with the friction/shear velocity divided by the kinematic vis-
cosity) is used with a growth rate of 1.5 and 10 prism layers.
The initial conditions implemented in the present CFD model
are set as: the water level is defined at the desired level (h),
waves are prescribed by the velocity components at the wave
velocity inlet boundary and fully generated throughout the
whole domain until the OWC's front lip by specifying that
Fig. 1. Computational fluid

B

point on the water level. The tank two sides are defined as 
symmetry planes, and atmospheric pressure is defined at the top 
and end boundaries.

3. OWC energy conversion chain

It is paramount to get a good understanding of the impact of 
the environmental conditions in terms of incoming wave 
height and frequency together with the PTO pneumatic 
damping not only on the extracted energy but also on the 
different components included in the waveepneumatic energy 
conversion chain. Therefore, the energy conversion chain 
proposed and applied for onshoreebased OWCs (Elhanafi 
et al., 2016b; Mendes and Monteiro, 2007; Tseng et al., 
2000) is extended in the present study to consider an addi-
tional sink for the energy transmitted underneath the device as 
given by Eq. (1) and described in Fig. 2 with the different 
performance assessment parameters/coefficients.

EI ¼ ER þET þEE þES þEL ð1Þ
where EI is the incident wave energy, ER is the reflected en-
ergy, ET is the transmitted energy, EE is the extracted/pneu-
matic energy, ES is the energy stored in OWC chamber's
internal heave motion and EL is the energy losses.

Using regular wave theory, the incident wave energy per
unit width is defined as the product of the total (potential and
kinetic) wave energy per unit ocean's surface area and the
incident wavelength (L):

EI ¼ 1

2
rgA2L

�
J

m

�
ð2Þ

where A is the incoming wave amplitude, r is the water
density and g is the gravitational acceleration.

Considering that all of the incident, reflected and trans-
mitted energy are proportional to the square of the wave
height, the wave reflection coefficient (CR) is defined as the
ratio between the reflected wave height (HR) and the incident
domain (Not to scale).

4



Fig. 2. Offshore stationaryefloating OWC wave energy balance chart.
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wave height (H), whereas the transmission coefficient (CT) is
given by the ratio of the transmitted wave height (HT)
measured behind the OWC structure to the incident wave
height. Three numerical wave probes placed in front of the
chamber sea wall are used to resolve the incident and reflected
waves based on Mansard and Funke (1980) method. The
spacing between the wave probes (shown in Fig. 1) were
adjusted for each frequency according to the criteria specified
by Mansard and Funke (1980), so that the spacing between
WP1 and WP2 is L/10 and between WP1 and WP3 is L/4. Also,
WP3 is located at 0.75 L from the OWC front wall, which is
more that 0.2 L as recommended by Goda and Suzuki (1976)
in case of regular wave test. The transmitted wave height is
measured at a distance of about one wavelength behind the
OWC lee side, which is inside the tank area of free wave
reflection (see Section 2.2).

While a part of the incoming wave energy is being reflected
and transmitted as a result of the waveeOWC structure in-
teractions, the rest is the energy absorbed by the OWC (EA),
which represents the maximum available energy to be
extracted for electricity generation; and is given by:

EA ¼ EI �ER �ET ¼ EI

�
1�C2

R �C2
T

�� J
m

�
ð3Þ

The energy available at the turbine (extracted energy) (EE)
over one wave period is given by Eq. (4) as the timeeintegral
of product of the instantaneous chamber's differential air
pressure (DP(t)) between the chamber interior and the exterior
atmosphere and the airflow rate across the PTO (q(t)) (Elhanafi
et al., 2016b; Tseng et al., 2000).

EE ¼
ZT

0

DPðtÞ$qðtÞdt
�
J

m

�
ð4Þ

The energy stored in the OWC (ES)represents the energy
contained in the standing wave entrapped inside the chamber.
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This potential energy depends on the instantaneous oscillation
of the chamber free surface (h) from its still water level, and is
given by Eq. (5) per chamber's unit width (Elhanafi et al.,
2016b). While the average value over a wave period is given
by Eq. (6) (Elhanafi et al., 2016b; Mendes and Monteiro,
2007; Tseng et al., 2000) as a result of timeeaveraging of
Eq. (5):

�Es ¼ rgh2b

2

�
J

m

�
ð5Þ

Es ¼ 1

T

ZT

0

rgh2b

2
dt¼ rgH2

wb

16

�
J

m

�
ð6Þ

where b is the chamber length in the wave propagation di-
rection and Hw is the height of the water column oscillations
inside the OWC's chamber.

Considering the energy conservation principle in Eq. (1)
and applying the energy balance chain shown in Fig. 2, the
total losses in the OWC can be defined as the rest of the
absorbed energy that has not been converted into pneumatic
energy minus the energy stored in the water column oscilla-
tions. These losses (EL) given in Eq. (7) can be attributed to
different sources such as wave breaking, viscous, turbulence
and vortex losses at chamber' lips and PTO.

EL ¼ EA �EE �ES

�
J

m

�
ð7Þ

With estimating the different wave energy components
together with the energy balance chain illustrated in Fig. 2, the
OWC hydrodynamic performance is evaluated by analysing
the energy balance coefficients summarized in Table 1.

In addition, to assess the OWC's overall power extraction
efficiency, it is important to not only consider the incoming
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wave height and length as in calculating the incoming energy
(Eq. (2)), but also, the group velocity needs to be taken into
account. Therefore, using regular wave theory, the incident
wave energy flux (power) (PI) per unit width is defined as the
product of the incoming wave energy per unit ocean's surface
area and the group velocity (Cg) (Dalrymple and Dean, 1991).
Then, the OWC's overall power extraction efficiency (zOverall)
is defined as in Eq. (10):

PI ¼ 1

2
rgA2Cg

�
W

m

�
ð8Þ
Cg ¼

u

2k

�
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sinhð2khÞ
�

for intermediate water conditions
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2
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for deep water conditions
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2

�
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s

i
ð9Þ
where u is the wave angular frequency, k is the wave number
given by the dispersion relationship u2=g ¼ ktanhðkhÞ and h
is the still water depth.

zOverall ¼
PE

PI

½ � � ð10Þ

where PE is the pneumatic extracted power, and is given by
Eq. (11) as the timeeaverage of Eq. (4) (Mendes and
Monteiro, 2007):

PE ¼ 1

T
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DPðtÞ$qðtÞdt
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4. Experiments and validations

The numerical model used in the present study was previ-
ously validated in capturing the flow field (velocity and
vorticity) inside an onshore OWC as well as monitoring the
wave elevation along the numerical wave tank (Elhanafi et al.,
2016b). Herein, additional two sets of experiments are used for
further validating the numerical model. In the first validation,
Table 1

Offshore OWC energy balance coefficients.

Wave energy balance coefficient Description

Overall pneumatic energy extraction (COverall) EE/EI

Reflected energy (C2
R) (HR/H)

2

Transmitted energy (C2
T) (HT/H)

2

OWC energy absorption (CAbs) EA/EI

OWC internal energy extraction (CInternal) EE/EA

Energy losses (CL) EL/EA

OWC stored energy (CS) Es/EA

B

important parameters including chamber instantaneous dif-
ferential air pressure (DP), chamber free surface elevation (h),
chamber free surface vertical velocity (V) and overall system
hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) are considered. The nu-
merical results are compared against experimental measure-
ments conducted by Morris-Thomas et al. (2007) (CaseeB)
and others numerical model results for the OWC model shown
in Fig. 3.

As given in Eq. (11), both chamber's differential air pres-
sure and airflow rate through the PTO are the two parameters
required to evaluate the extracted pneumatic power. The dif-
ferential pressure is numerically monitored by measuring the
pressure at two points: one inside the chamber and another
outside (on domain top boundary). A numerical array of
different points inside the chamber at 1e20 mm from the back
wall and 50e125 mm from the top wall have been tested, and
there are no differences found for the positive pressure, while
little variations are observed for the negative values. Airflow
rate can simply be monitored numerically by measuring the air
volume flow rate through the PTO via performing surface
integral to the air's normal velocity or dividing the monitored
Fig. 3. Schematic of the OWC device (CaseeB) tested by Morris-Thomas

et al. (2007).
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Fig. 4. Comparison between experiment (Kamath et al., 2015b) and CFD re-

sults for chamber free surface (water level) oscillation (h), chamber differ-

ential air pressure (DP) and chamber free surface velocity (V) under a wave

condition of H ¼ 120 mm and Kh ¼ 1.26.

Fig. 5. OWC hydrodynamic efficiency comparison between experimental re-

sults (Morris-Thomas et al., 2007), analytical theory, others numerical models

and present CFD results.

Fig. 6. Schematic of the stationary floating pile supported breakwatereOWC

model tested by He and Huang (2014).
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air mass flow rate by air density. However, experimentally it is
usually defined as the product of the chamber's free surface
velocity (rate of change of the wave level displacement, dh/dt)
and the chamber's horizontal crossesectional area (or the
chamber's length in case of 2D model) assuming incom-
pressible air. Although the first procedure for measuring the
airflow rate is used in this paper, the free surface vertical ve-
locity calculated from both procedures are compared against
the experimental measurements. Fig. 4 compares the numeri-
cally measured time series data for free surface elevation in-
side the chamber (h) at chamber's centreline (b/2), differential
air pressure (DP), free surface vertical velocity calculated from
the air velocity measured through the PTO slot opening (1st
procedure, V1) together with applying the continuity equation
and chamber's free surface vertical velocity (2nd procedure,
V2) calculated from its oscillation against the experimental
data extracted from Kamath et al. (2015b). The experimental
data uses a regular wave height of H ¼ 120 mm and a
wavelength that excites the device natural frequency presented
by the dimensionless parameter Kh ¼ 1.26, where K is defined
as K ¼ u2/g. From this comparison, it can be noted that the
experimental results have some uncertainties that can be
clearly seen in variations between the subsequent peak and/or
trough values, especially for the measured pressure and free
surface oscillations, whereas CFD results seem to be more
consistent/repeatable with standard deviations less than 2.5%.
Qualitatively, the numerical model agrees well with the
experimental data. Also, there is no significant difference be-
tween the two procedures used for measuring the air velocity
(i.e., airflow rate), which is experimentally highlighted by
Thiebaut et al. (2015) who found no significant differences in
measuring the flow rate either by orifice preecalibration and
pressure measurement or by measuring the water column
B7
elevation inside the chamber. Additionally, the normalized
root mean square deviation/error (L�opez et al., 2014) of CFD
results is within two standard deviations of the experimental
data (calculated based on the available experimental time-
eseries data).

In addition to validating the present model at the OWC
natural frequency, simulating the device interactions with
different wavelengths (steepness) are performed; the device
overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) is illustrated in
Fig. 5 in comparison with the analytical linear theory results
(Evans and Porter, 1995), experimental measurements
(Morris-Thomas et al., 2007) and others numerical results
based on the NaviereStokes equations (Ning et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2012; Kamath et al., 2015a) over a range of
Kh. Neglecting the wave nonlinearity as well as energy losses
by viscous dissipation, the efficiency predicted by the linear
wave theory represents the upper bound (extreme) with a peak
value of zOverall-max ¼ 1.0 at the theoretical resonance fre-
quency. On the other hand, the present CFD model agrees well
with the experimental data even at the experimental resonance
frequency (Kh ¼ 1.26), where the experimental and CFD
maximum efficiency is 0.74 and 0.76, respectively, which is
less than 3% overestimation by CFD.



Fig. 8. Schematic of the 1:50 offshore stationaryefloating OWC model

considered in the present study.
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The second set of experiments used in the validation stage
focuses on estimating the reflection (CR), transmission (CT),
dissipation (Cd ¼ 1� C2

R � C2
T) and pressure (CP¼DP/

0.5rgH) coefficients resulting from regular waves interaction
with a pile supported breakwatereOWC model (shown in
Fig. 6) performed by He and Huang (2014). The validation
uses a wave height of 35 mm over a range of wave periods
represented by a nonedimensional ratio of the chamber length
(b) to the incoming wavelength (L). The PTO damping is
simulated by three slot opening ratios (defined as the slot
opening size (e) divided by the chamber length) of 0.625%,
1.25% and zero (closed). The comparison of results illustrated
in Fig. 7 shows that both the pressure and transmitted energy
coefficients are captured well, whereas a little discrepancy
found in the reflected energy coefficient, and as a result, the
dissipation coefficient shows a slight deviation from the
experimental data. These differences can be related to the
methodology used in the experiment to resolve the incident
and reflected waves, which is based on a twoepoint mea-
surement procedure proposed by Goda and Suzuki (1976),
while the present paper uses a threeepoint method proposed
by Mansard and Funke (1980).

5. Stationary floating OWC model

The 1:50 floatingestationary OWC model shown in Fig. 8
is considered in the present study (with the same numerical
wave tank dimensions and settings described in Section 2) to
perform a series of numerical wave energy balance analysis.
Considering the wave climate at the proposed deployment
location of Bass Strait in southern Australia, a total of 102
numerical tests were performed under the following conditions
at model scale: wave height, H ¼ 50 mm and 100 mm, wave
period (T) ranges from 0.8 s to 2.2 s with 0.1 s increment
(corresponding to Kb ¼ 1.8864e0.2494) and 11 slot opening
(e ¼ 1.5e9.0 mm) at a constant water depth, h ¼ 1.5 m.
Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental (He and Huang, 2014) and CFD results fo

(c): reflection coefficient (CR) and (d): dissipation coefficient (Cd) versus b/L und

B

6. Results and discussions
6.1. Overall OWC hydrodynamic performance
The device performance is initially investigated under a
constant wave height of H ¼ 50 mm for the whole Kb range
with three different PTO damping values simulated by slot
opening percentages (slot size/chamber length � 100) of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0%, which are corresponding to a slot size (e) of 1.5,
3.0 and 6.0 mm, respectively. Generally, it is found that as the
pneumatic damping increases, the pressure oscillation ampli-
tudes (DP) increase (Fig. 9ea), while the airflow rate (q)
(Fig. 9eb), as well as the chamber's free surface oscillation
amplitude relative to the incident wave amplitude (amplifica-
tion factor, hmax/A) (Fig. 9ec), decreases. This is in agree-
ment with the experimental observations performed by Ning
et al. (2016) for an onshore OWC. With the largest imposed
damping (e ¼ 1.5 mm or 0.5% opening slot), the pressure and
the airflow rate have their maximum values of 117 Pa and
0.014 m3/ms, accordingly when the device interacts with
almost the lowest steepness (longest) waves
r variations in (a): pressure coefficient (CP), (b): transmission coefficient (CT),

er a regular wave height of H ¼ 35 mm.
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Fig. 9. Impact of the incoming wavelength on (a): chamber's differential air pressure (DP), (b): airflow rate (q), (c): chamber's free surface amplification factor

(hmax/A) and (d): overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) over a range of Kb under three PTO damping values (e) and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm.
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(Kb ¼ 0.2494e0.2738), which is the same pressure trend
experimentally observed by He and Huang (2014) for a
chamber with 0.625% slot opening; however, as Kb increases
both quantities almost linearly reduce. It also worth
mentioning that the corresponding pressure coefficient
(CP¼DP/0.5rgH) for DP ¼ 117 Pa is 0.50, which is close to
the value obtained by He and Huang (2014) and presented in
Fig. 7 of the present paper, but this is smaller than a value of
about 0.56 and 0.82 for onshore OWCs with 0.66% and 0.78%
opening as presented in Ning et al. (2016) and Kamath et al.
(2015b), respectively. This lower pressure coefficient can be
assigned to the difference in hydrodynamic interactions with
the offshore OWC that allows water waves to pass underneath
the device, which in turn reduces the reflected waves and
changes the wave envelope developed in front of device as will
be discussed further in Section 6.2. On the other hand, both of
the intermediate (e ¼ 3.0 mm) and the lower (e ¼ 6.0 mm)
damping values result in nearly the same trends for the
chamber differential air pressure and the airflow rate, which
increase as the wavelength becomes shorter till peaked with
DP ¼ 76, 49 Pa and q ¼ 0.025 and 0.039 m3/ms at
Kb ¼ 0.616e0.714 and 0.8384 for the intermediate and the
lower damping values, respectively, which is almost at the
device natural frequency as reported in Iturrioz et al. (2015)
for pressure measurements. This indicates that as the applied
damping decreases the peak frequency of these parameters
increases. After hitting these peaks, both variables diminish
while Kb is advancing. The higher amplification factors (hmax/
A) are observed to be 1.11, 1.0 and 0.73 for each damping
value (lowerehigher) when the device is subjected to the
longest waves, and these values are gradually damped as the
waves become shorter (i.e., higher steepness), except the case
of the large damping (e ¼ 6.0 mm) where a slight increase is
observed till Kb ¼ 0.616. For the device overall efficiency
(zOverall) illustrated in Fig. 9ed, it is found that it initially
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increases with boosting the Kb until it tunes with maxima of
0.286, 0.277 and 0.187 at the device resonance frequency of
Kb ¼ 0.8384, 0.8384 and 0.616 associated with a damping of
e ¼ 6.0, 3.0, and 1.5 mm, accordingly, and then the efficiency
declines with a further increase in Kb. Although the highest
damping factor (e ¼ 1.5 mm) results in a drop of about 0.11 in
the maximum overall efficiency, it provides more frequency
bandwidth allowing the device to be tuned to a wider wave
frequency range. Also, the PTO damping of e ¼ 3.0 mm
provides almost the same maximum efficiency as e ¼ 6.0 mm,
but allows a broader frequency bandwidth.

Although Iturrioz et al. (2015) reported that the maximum
pressure oscillation occurs close to the resonant period
(except the case with a closed chamber), and in this case the
maximum chamber free surface oscillations reach a
maximum, Simonetti et al. (2015) and Ning et al. (2016)
found that for a given OWC geometry, the maximum pres-
sure amplitudes occur at higher frequencies than those for the
chamber free surface oscillations. In the present study, results
from Fig. 9 indicate that Iturrioz et al. (2015) findings are
only valid for the case under the largest damping of
e ¼ 1.5 mm. Generally, the large pressure and airflow rate
oscillations at a given pneumatic damping are not directly
related to the chamber free surface oscillation, but rather its
instantaneous slope is the important parameter. This impor-
tance can be described by considering that increasing the
water vertical oscillation inside the chamber in a very short
time (high frequencyeshort waves) results in a rapid change
in the internal air pressure and forcing the air to evacuate the
chamber through the PTO at high speed before air pressure
equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere occurs. In
contrast, the slow change in the chamber's water oscillation
associated with long waves, and even with large oscillation
amplitudes, will displace a bigger amount of air out of the
chamber but in a longer period.



Fig. 10. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-

cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )

at different wavelengths (Kb) of 1.2072 (short), 0.8384 (intermediate) and

0.4716 (long) with a slot opening e ¼ 6.0 mm and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm.

Fig. 11. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-

cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )

at different wavelengths (Kb) of 0.2494 and 0.616 with a slot opening
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In supporting the above explanation, Fig. 10 illustrates the
instantaneous chamber free surface oscillation, differential air
pressure, airflow rate and the overall efficiency (instantaneous
overall efficiency, zOverall* , which is defined as the ratio be-
tween instantaneous extracted pneumatic power ¼ DP(t)$q(t)
and the incoming wave power PI) for three wavelengths sorted
as short (Kb ¼ 1.2072), intermediate (Kb ¼ 0.8384) and long
(Kb ¼ 0.4716) under a damping of e ¼ 6.0 mm. It can be seen
that the chamber free surface oscillation amplitudes at
Kb ¼ 0.4716 and 0.8384 are almost the same (hmax/A at
Kb ¼ 0.8384 is slightly lower than that at Kb ¼ 0.4716 in
Fig. 9ec); however, the shorter wave period with Kb ¼ 0.8384
leads to a higher rate of change in the chamber free surface
elevation (higher slope), which in turn produces higher pres-
sure as well as airflow rate oscillation amplitudes. Conversely,
for the shorter wave period of Kb ¼ 1.2072, the oscillation
amplitudes for both pressure and airflow rate are smaller than
those for Kb ¼ 0.8384, and this is due to the lower free surface
oscillation inside the chamber with Kb ¼ 1.2072, which
causes the slow rate of change in the chamber internal water
oscillation. It is also shown that as the wave frequency (Kb)
increases, steepness (H/L) magnifies from 0.012 at Kb 0.4716
to 0.030 at Kb ¼ 1.2072, and nonlinearity effects become
more pronounced in the low pressure and airflow rate oscil-
lations during the pressurizing stage. For these reasons, an
asymmetric power extraction efficiency is observed clearly at
Kb ¼ 1.2072 with an inhalation (depressurizing) efficiency
peak of almost 1.44 times that during the exhalation (pres-
surizing) stage.

Additionally, it worth noting that for the largest damping of
e ¼ 1.5 mm shown in Fig. 9, the maximum pressure
B

oscillation, as well as the airflow rate, exists almost at
Kb ¼ 0.2494 together with the maximum free surface oscil-
lation; however, the device overall efficiency is not at its
maxima, which is achieved at a different Kb value of 0.616.
According to Kamath et al. (2015a), this low efficiency with
high chamber free surface oscillation and air pressure is
related to the phase difference between both the pressure and
the chamber's free surface vertical velocity (airflow rate).
Actually, this phase difference is important to estimate the
extracted power, but it cannot be considered as a direct indi-
cator for the device efficiency; this is because the overall ef-
ficiency is defined as the ratio between the extracted and
incident wave power. By this way, while the extracted power
decreases with increasing pressureeairflow phase difference,
the incident wave power increases with increasing the wave
period (group velocity) (See Eqs. (8)e(11)). In addition,
changing the wave period also affects every component in the
energy conversion chain, which in turn alters the energy
absorbed by the OWC (EA) to extract from. For instance, time
series of the chamber's free surface elevation, air pressure
oscillation, airflow rate and the overall power extraction effi-
ciency are presented in Fig. 11 at Kb ¼ 0.2494 in comparison
with results for Kb ¼ 0.616. Despite the negligible phase
difference between the power extraction parameters (pressure
and airflow rate) for both Kb values, the overall efficiency is
lower for Kb ¼ 0.2494 than Kb ¼ 0.616. For this reason,
understanding the OWC performance in depth through the
wave energy conversion chain is required.
6.2. OWC energy conversion chain
The different parameters describing the energy conversion
chain (demonstrated in Fig. 2 and summarised in Table 1) are
shown in Fig. 12 where it can be seen that the device tends to
reflect most of the incoming wave energy as the wavelength
becomes shorter (Fig. 12ea). Also, the reflection coefficient
(CR) increases with increasing pneumatic damping, but this
effect becomes nil for the shorter waves with Kb almost
greater than 1.5. On the other side, the transmitted energy
(e) ¼ 1.5 mm and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm.
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Fig. 12. OWC energy balance coefficients for three PTO damping values over a range of Kb and a wave height H ¼ 50 mm including (a): reflection (CR), (b):

transmission (CT), (c): energy absorption (CAbs), (d): energy stored (CS), (e): internal and overall energy extraction (CInternal and COverall) and (f): energy losses

(CL). Solid, dashed and dotted lines in subplot (e) correspond to a slot opening of e ¼ 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 mm, respectively for COverall.
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represented by the transmission coefficient (CT) in Fig. 12eb
has completely an opposite trend to the reflection coefficient.
Consequently, for longer waves, most of the incident energy
passes underneath the OWC chamber. In addition, the higher
PTO damping results in a slight reduction in the transmission
coefficient, yet this effect occurs a little after Kb ¼ 1.0.
Considering the variation in the reflection and transmission
coefficients, it is expected that the maximum energy absorp-
tion coefficient (CAbs) is located in a bandwidth away from the
Kb extremes as shown in Fig. 12ec. It is also shown that the
device has a maximum energy absorption coefficient of 0.56,
0.47 and 0.37 almost at the device resonance of Kb ¼ 0.8384,
0.8384 and 0.616 corresponding to a PTO damping of e ¼ 6.0,
3.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively.

Having the amplification factor trends illustrated in
Fig. 9ec, the OWC model seems to have a tendency to store
more energy in the chamber's free surface heave motion under
longer waves and smaller PTO damping as shown in
Fig. 12ed. Furthermore, as Kb develops, the amplification
factor lessens, and the energy absorption coefficient increases
till peaked, which in turn results in progressively decreasing
the energy storage coefficient almost up to Kb ¼ 0.8384.
Afterwards, the energy storage coefficient becomes nearly
steady as a result of decreasing the absorped energy coeffi-
cient, while the amplification factor remains falling.

Regarding the overall energy extraction capability of the
device, it can be seen in Fig. 12ee (right axis) that the OWC
tends to extract most of the incoming wave energy at the in-
termediate frequency range with a maximum overall extrac-
tion coefficient (COverall) of 0.143 at Kb ¼ 0.8384,
0.138 at Kb ¼ 0.8384 and 0.099 at Kb ¼ 0.3018e0.4716 for
slot opening e ¼ 6.0, 3.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively. Similar to
the overall efficiency (Fig. 9ed), the intermediate damping of
e ¼ 3.0 mm provides more frequency bandwidth. On the other
B11
hand, the system ability to extract apart of absorbed energy,
which is defined by the internal energy extraction coefficient
(CInternal) shown in Fig. 12ee (left axis). It is obvious that
CInternal has a contrary trend to the energy losses coefficient in
Fig. 12ef, but both have almost a steady trend over the in-
termediate frequencies where COverall is high. Before discus-
sing the energy losses in the OWC system in more detail, it is
worth noting that the possible sources include hydrodynamic
losses, which represent the underwater part up to the free
surface interface as well as the aerodynamic losses resulting
mainly from the airflow into and out of the chamber through
the PTO. The hydrodynamic losses involve the friction head
losses coming from the chamber free surface interaction with
the OWC noneslip walls. These losses heavily depend upon
the water amplification (i.e. contact length with OWC walls),
free surface vertical velocity and friction coefficient, which is
related to the Reynolds number together with the walls
roughness. In addition to the friction/viscous losses, the
chamber sharp lips enforce the water particles to change their
travelling direction, and then accelerate the flow at those re-
gions inducing flow separation and vortex formation. This
kind of loss is wave frequency dependent due to its coupling
with the water particles orbital motion, which changes under
different frequency, and consequently, its interaction with the
chamber lips of a given thickness will be different.

As discussed in Section 6.1, throughout the whole tested
frequency (Kb) range, the airflow rate (Fig. 9eb), as well as
the amplification factor (Fig. 9ec), is inversely proportional to
the applied pneumatic damping. This indicates that the viscous
losses also follow the same trend. Under the longest wave
(Kb ¼ 0.2494), the incoming wave energy is maximum (Eq.
(2)), but the energy absorption coefficient (CAbs) is low and
diminishes with reducing the PTO damping. Considering the
extracted energy' parameters (airflow rate and pressure
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amplitudes) in Fig. 9, the device tends to extract most of the
absorbed energy (i.e., maximum CInternal) at this frequency.
However, in comparison with the incoming wave energy, the
overall energy extraction coefficient (COverall) is minima at this
frequency for damping e ¼ 3.0 and 6.0, which can be assigned
to the large difference between this frequency (Kb ¼ 0.2494)
and that where both airflow rate and pressure amplitudes are
peaked for these damping. This maximum CInternal together
with the energy conservation principle in Eq. (7) result in
minimum losses coefficients (CL). Furthermore, as the water
particles have longer orbital motion under longer wavelength,
which leads to longer particle excursion and lesser vortex
formations at the chambers' lips (further flow field results are
discussed in Section 6.5). These characteristics contribute to
the smaller losses coefficient for the different damping values
shown in Fig. 12ef under longer waves.

With a further increase in Kb, the wave steepness magnifies,
and nonlinearity arises together with the water particles excur-
sions become shorter leading to stronger vortex generation and
breaking the chamber flat (pistonerigid) internal free surface
motion. These effects result in increasing the losses coefficient,
and eliminate magnifying the extracted energy' parameters
significantly, especially for the intermediate and high damping,
whereas the energy absorption coefficient increases. Conse-
quently, the internal energy extraction coefficient reduces,
except under the lower damping (e ¼ 6.0 mm) that shows a
steady trend indicating reasonable improvements in the air
pressure and airflow rate as the absorbed energy increases.
Moreover, the energy chain in Fig. 2 demonstrates the direct
coupling between the stored energy and other possible sinks,
which further explains the changes in the internal energy
extraction and losses coefficients. For instance, as Kb increases,
the energy stored coefficient decreases, and the amount of this
decreased energy seems to escalate the energy losses more than
be converted to pneumatic energy for damping e ¼ 1.5 and
3.0 mm, but this is not the case for the lower damping of
e ¼ 6.0 mm. During the intermediate frequency bandwidth
(Kb ¼ 0.4716e0.9978), the changes in the energy stored, en-
ergy losses and internal energy extraction coefficients are
negligible, while the absorbed energy coefficient increases and
the incomingwave energy decreases, which in turn results in the
maximum overall energy extraction coefficient almost at the
same frequency of the maximum energy absorption coefficient.
Out of this frequency range, it is expected that the losses show
more reduction as a result of the reduction in the airflow rate and
chamber's free surface amplification; however, the losses co-
efficients show higher values at the maximum tested frequency
ofKb¼ 1.8864. This can be assigned to the further shortening in
the wavelength, nonlinearities escalation, the lower energy
extraction and absorption coefficients and the steadiness of the
stored energy coefficient.
6.3. PTO damping and wave height effects on OWC
overall performance
In order to discover the impact of the PTO damping
together with the incident wave height on the offshore OWC
B

model performance in more detail, a series of twoedimen-
sional damping factors (C¼ b/e) defined as the ratio between
the chamber length (b) and the slot opening size (e) are
studied. Eleven different slot opening sizes (e ¼ 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 mm) are applied for
three different incident wavelengths corresponding to
Kb ¼ 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072 under two wave heights of
H ¼ 50 mm and 100 mm.

Starting with the PTO impact, the chamber differential air
pressure amplitude (DP), the airflow rate amplitude through
the PTO (q), the chamber free surface amplification factor
(hmax/A) and the overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) for
the different PTO damping values and wavelengths under a
regular wave height of 50 mm are presented in Fig. 13. The
chamber differential air pressure is seen to gradually increase
with growing the damping factor (C) from 33.33 (e ¼ 9.0 mm)
to 200 (e ¼ 1.5 mm) as shown in Fig. 13ea. On the contrary,
airflow rate and chamber free surface amplification factor
decrease as the pneumatic damping accumulates as illustrated
in Fig. 13 b and c, accordingly. Throughout the entire simu-
lated damping factors, always the shorter wavelength
(Kb ¼ 1.2072) results in the minimum pressure, airflow rate
and amplification factor, whereas the intermediate wavelength
(Kb ¼ 0.8384) produces the largest chamber air pressure and
airflow rate amplitudes up to a damping factor C ¼ 100 before
the longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716) starts taking place
instead. A maximum pressure of 108 Pa is observed at the
largest damping of C ¼ 200 with the longer wavelength, while
the airflow rate peaks at 0.046 m3/ms with the intermediate
wavelength under the lowest PTO damping of C ¼ 33.33.

Overall, it can be seen that for the entire PTO damping
range investigated, the chamber's amplification factor declines
with decreasing incoming wavelength. The observed
maximum chamber free surface oscillation amplitudes (hmax)
are about 1.21, 1.14 and 0.61 times the incident wave ampli-
tude under the lowest applied damping for the three simulated
wavelengths corresponding to Kb ¼ 0.8384, 0.4716 and
1.2072, accordingly; however, these oscillations are progres-
sively damped to about 0.32, 0.50 and 0.24, respectively as the
PTO damping boosts to its maximum (C ¼ 200).

In Fig. 13ed, the device overall efficiency continues rising
with increasing PTO damping, then reaches peak values at a
specific damping factor over a narrow damping range before
declining. Considering the longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716),
the overall efficiency increases from 0.058 at a damping factor
of C ¼ 33.33 to about 0.2 at C ¼ 120, and then slightly drops
by 0.021 under the maximum damping of C ¼ 200. For the
simulated shorter wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072), a similar trend
as the longer wavelength is observed; however, the maximum
efficiency is found to be 0.035 less at the same damping factor
of C ¼ 120. On the other side, with the intermediate wave-
length (Kb ¼ 0.8384), the maximum efficiency occurs at a low
damping factor of C ¼ 60e75, and it is found to be approx-
imately 0.3; however, with either decreasing or increasing the
applied damping out of the optimum value, the efficiency
moves down to about 0.23 and 0.18 for the minimum and
maximum exerted damping factors, respectively. These
12



Fig. 13. Impact of PTO damping factor (C) on (a): variation in chamber differential air pressure (DP), (b): airflow rate (q), (c): chamber free surface amplification

(hmax/A) and (d): the overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall) under two wave heights H ¼ 50 and 100 mm.

Fig. 14. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-

cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )

under different PTO of a slot opening e ¼ 9.0, 5.0 and 1.5 mm for a wave-

length of Kb ¼ 0.8384 and height H ¼ 50 mm.
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variations highlight the possibility of extracting power out of
the designed resonance frequency by altering the PTO
damping in order to tune the device to the incoming wave-
length. In comparison with onshore OWCs, numerical CFD
results from Kamath et al. (2015b) show the same general
trends of all measured variables presented in Fig. 13. However,
the measured values are larger for onshore OWCs. For
instance, considering a wave height of 50 mm, the maximum
overall efficiency for the offshore OWC is found to be 0.3 for
the intermediate wavelength, where a value of about 0.83 was
reported by Kamath et al. (2015b) for a 60 mm wave height
under an intermediate wavelength. Again, this may be a
consequence of the measured smaller pressure and airflow rate
for the offshore OWC.

Although increasing the PTO damping factor (C) leads to
increasing air pressure, the chamber free surface oscillation
decreases. Consequently, the airflow rate drops down at a
given frequency. This can be explained by studying the impact
of three PTO damping corresponding to a slot opening e¼ 9.0,
5.0 and 1.5 mm on the instantaneous chamber free surface
elevation, air pressure, airflow rate and the overall hydrody-
namic efficiency at a given wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.8384 as
shown in Fig. 14. Considering that the chamber free surface
vertical velocity is defined as the rate of change in its
oscillation (dh/dt), which simply can be presented by
(hcrest�htrough)/T, it is found that the free surface oscillation
decays with enlarging the applied damping while the wave
period (T) (wavelength) is fixed; accordingly, this slows down
the free surface oscillation rate, and as a consequence, the
airflow rate also deteriorates.

In addition, Fig. 14 illustrates that increasing the pneumatic
damping also has an impact on the power extraction parame-
ters (pressure and airflow rate) through the whole operation
cycle. By escalating the damping from e ¼ 9.0 mm to 1.5 mm,
the air pressure and airflow rate change from having higher
B13
magnitudes during the pressurizing stage to larger values
during the air suction process, respectively. As a consequence,
the OWC device tends to extract the incoming wave power
with a maximum overall instantaneous efficiency during the
exhalation of about 1.16 times that during inhalation stage
under a low damping of e ¼ 9.0, while this value drops to
0.81 at e ¼ 1.5 mm.

The relevance of increasing the incoming wave energy to
the device performance is investigated by doubling the inci-
dent wave height to 100 mm, which escalates the incoming
wave energy four times (Eq. (2)). Generally, it can be seen that
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the overall trend of the air pressure, airflow rate, amplification
factor and the overall efficiency presented in Fig. 13 are
similar to those with the lower wave height. The air pressure
oscillation amplitudes in Fig. 13ea seems to increase as the
wave height increases, and this effect gradually decreases as
the damping factor increases with a maximum amplitude of
about 3.47, 2.44 and 3.18 times values with the smaller wave
height (H ¼ 50 mm) corresponding to a wavelength of
Kb ¼ 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072, respectively at C ¼ 33.33 in
comparison with almost 2.24, 2.08 and 2.42 at C ¼ 200.
Similar to the impact of increasing the wave height on the
pressure amplitudes, the airflow rate amplitudes also increase
to about 1.5e2.0 times the corresponding values with the
50 mm wave height at the lowest damping, and this impact
slowly weakens to 1.5e1.6 as the damping increases to its
maximum. In contrast, the amplification factors are inversely
proportional to the wave height over the entire tested damping
factors. The discrepancy between the impact that the wave
height has on reducing the amplification factor and increasing
the airflow rate for a given Kb value can also be assigned to
the fact that the amplification factor represents the chamber's
free surface oscillation amplitude relative to the incident wave
amplitude, which increased two times. As a result, decreasing
the amplification factor does not mean decreasing the absolute
oscillation amplitude (unless for a constant wave height).
Also, considering that the airflow rate is coupled with the
chamber's free surface slope not its oscillation amplitude,
which again is illustrated in Fig. 15eb for a wavelength of
Kb ¼ 0.8384, a damping of e ¼ 6.0 mm and wave heights of
Fig. 15. Instantaneous chamber free surface oscillations (h), air pressure os-

cillations (DP), airflow rate (q) and overall hydrodynamic efficiency (zOverall* )

at different wavelengths of Kb 1.2072, 0.8384 and 0.4716 for a wave height

H ¼ 100 mm with a slot opening e ¼ 6.0 mm. The dotted line with x markers

in subplot (b) refers to ƞ at H ¼ 50 mm.
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50 and 100 mm. Results clarify that although increasing the
wave height to 100 mm resulted in a lower amplification
factor, the chamber free surface oscillation amplitude is larger
than that with 50 mm wave height of the same frequency
(Kb ¼ 0.8384); therefore, the free surface slope (with respect
to the time axis) is larger with the higher wave, which in turn
produces higher free surface velocity and airflow rate.

For the overall hydrodynamic efficiency shown in
Fig. 13ed, increasing the incident wave height results in
decreasing the device maximum efficiency at Kb ¼ 0.8384 by
about 0.025, shifting the optimum damping to lower values
and narrowing its range. The reduction in the efficiency is
more pronounced under high PTO damping. In contrast, under
small and intermediate damping factors, there a little increase
in the efficiency for the shorter waves (Kb ¼ 1.2072), and this
improvement is more noticeable for the longer wavelength
(Kb ¼ 0.4716) where the overall efficiency increases with
increasing wave height with a peak efficiency at a damping of
C ¼ 75e120 approximately 0.022 higher than that under
50 mm wave height at damping C ¼ 120, which indicates that
for higher waves (energetic seas), the offshore OWCs can
extract more energy over a wider frequency bandwidth.

In comparison with the results of the smaller wave height
(H ¼ 50 mm) shown in Fig. 10, the larger incoming wave
height (H ¼ 100 mm) introduces more nonlinear effects
throughout the whole frequency range as demonstrated in
Fig. 15 for three wavelengths. Moving from longer waves
(Kb ¼ 0.4716) with steepness of 0.024 to shorter waves
(Kb ¼ 1.2072) with 0.06 steepness, results in changing the air
pressure and airflow rate crests and troughs from having
higher crests to deeper troughs at steeper waves. Conse-
quently, the OWC overall instantaneous efficiency peak
changes from being larger during exhalation with about 1.28
times the inhalation efficiency at Kb ¼ 0.4716 to only
0.45 at Kb ¼ 1.2072, which is smaller than that of 0.7 ach-
ieved with a 50 mm wave height at the same frequency
(Kb ¼ 1.2072).
6.4. Impact of PTO damping and wave height on OWC
energy balance
The results of varying the PTO damping and increasing the
wave steepness (wave height) on each component involved in
the waveepneumatic energy conversion process are presented
in Fig. 16. Fig. 16ea shows that the reflection coefficient (CR)
increases as the applied damping, as well as the wave height,
increases. In addition, over all damping factors investigated,
the reflection coefficient increases as the wavelength becomes
shorter. On the other side, the transmitted energy coefficient
(CT) in Fig. 16eb shows a contrary trend to the reflection
coefficient. Thus, the OWC transmission coefficient tends to
slightly decrease with increasing the PTO damping and wave
height. An exception found for the shorter wavelength
(Kb ¼ 1.2072), which shows a slight increase with increasing
the damping and insignificant response to the wave height. For
damping factors larger than C ¼ 120, the transmission coef-
ficient becomes insensitive to the applied damping.
14



Fig. 16. OWC energy balance coefficients vs. PTO damping factor (C) under two wave heights H ¼ 50 and 100 mm including (a): reflection (CR), (b): transmission

(CT), (c): energy absorption (CAbs), (d): energy stored (CS), (e): internal and overall energy extraction (CInternal and COverall) and (f): energy losses (CL). Markers

without lines in subplot (e) refer to COverall.
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For the energy absorption coefficient (CAbs) in Fig. 16ec,
under the shorter (Kb ¼ 1.2072) and intermediate
(Kb ¼ 0.8384) wavelengths, this coefficient falls down with a
further increase in the PTO damping as well as the incident
wave height. Overall, the shorter wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072)
provides almost the lowest absorption coefficient, while the
device tends to absorb more energy more efficiently as the
damping and wave height increase when being subjected to the
longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716).

Similar to the observed impact of increasing the pneumatic
damping and the wave height on the amplification factor
(Fig. 13ec), the energy stored coefficient shown in Fig. 16ed
also follows the same trend of the amplification factor.
Regarding the device internal energy extraction coefficient
(CInternal) illustrated in Fig. 16ee, it seems that as the damping
increases, CInternal arising till a certain damping that represents
the optimum value for a given wavelength, and then it tends to
slightly decrease with further increasing the applied damping.
Furthermore, as the wave height increases, the device's CInternal

increases except the intermediate wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.8384)
that shows a reduction in the internal energy extraction coef-
ficient after a damping factor C ¼ 60. Similar impacts of the
applied damping on the overall energy extraction coefficient
are observed (Fig. 16ee), but increasing the wave height only
improves the overall energy extraction coefficient under the
longer wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.4716) as found for the overall
efficiency in Fig. 13ed.

In addition to having an opposite trend to the internal en-
ergy extraction coefficient, the losses coefficient in Fig. 16ef
gradually decreases as the damping increases until achieving a
minimum value at almost the same damping corresponds to
maximum CInternal. Following this minima, the losses coeffi-
cient begins to move up following the increase in the PTO
B15
damping. Also, the shorter wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072) shows
lesser sensitivity to the higher damping factors. Except the
intermediate wavelength, which produces higher losses coef-
ficient with increasing the wave height especially after the
optimum damping of C ¼ 60, increasing the wave height re-
sults in further reductions of the losses coefficients for
Kb ¼ 1.2072 over all damping and for Kb ¼ 0.4716 when the
damping factor (C) is less than 100. It is, however, important
to note that this drop in the losses coefficient is a represen-
tation for the energy losses relative to the absorbed energy, and
this does not mean that the absolute energy losses are reducing
with increasing the wave height. As one can expect, increasing
the wave height raises the nonlinear effects, which can result
in increasing the energy losses. Evidence for supporting and
clarifying this argument is given in Fig. 17 for the absolute
energy values corresponding to every component in the energy
balance model under a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716 and a
pneumatic damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm (C ¼ 60) for both wave
heights of H ¼ 50 mm and 100 mm. Results show that under
the higher wave (H ¼ 100 mm), each energy component in the
energy balance model is larger than that for H ¼ 50 mm. Also,
the energy losses in the system when being subjected to the
100 mm wave height is about 4.4 times that with 50 mm wave
height. More details about the vortex formation in the OWC is
discussed in the following section.
6.5. Flow visualization and vortex generation
Flow visualization provides more information about the
flow field, which highlights the areas of interest where energy
can be dissipated and/or stored such as locations of stronger
vortices and chamber free surface sloshing, respectively. The
capability of the numerical model used herein for capturing



Fig. 17. OWC energy balance comparison between two wave heights of 100 mm and 50 mm at a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716 and a damping factor of C ¼ 60

(e ¼ 5.0 mm).
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the flow behaviour, vortex generation and dissipation has
previously been validated by the authors (Elhanafi et al.,
2016b) against PIV data from model scale experiments for a
fixedebottom standing OWC. In this section, the same set-
tings/meshing required at the virtual field of view
Fig. 18. Flow field during the exhalation stage for a constant 50 mm wave height an

(Wave propagation direction/).

B

implemented by Elhanafi et al. (2016b) are applied on the
current model to discover the influence of different design
parameters such as the incoming wave frequency, wave height
and PTO damping on the flow behaviour inside the considered
fixed offshore OWC (Fig. 8). The flow field is discovered
d a damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm slot opening under a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716.

16



Fig. 19. Flow field during the inhalation stage for a constant 50 mm wave height and a damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm slot opening under a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.4716.
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through eight phases (t1 e t8) representing one wave cycle
with a T/8 time increment between each phase. The first phase
(t1) starts when the chamber free surface level is minimum
(trough).

Figs. 18 and 19 visualize the water flow through the OWC
model during the exhalation (inflowewater filling the chamber
or pressurizingepushing air out of the chamber) and inhala-
tion (outflowewater falling/emptying the chamber or depres-
surizingeair sucking into the chamber) stages, accordingly for
a fixed PTO damping represented by e ¼ 5.0 mm, a constant
wave height of 50 mm and under a wavelength of
Kb ¼ 0.4716. Starting when the water level inside the OWC
chamber is at its minima (t1), the velocity magnitudes inside
the chamber are still quite small. In addition, the vortices
generated from the passed emptying process are clearly visible
and extend towards the incoming ocean waves. These vortices
consist of clockwise vortices (negative) positioned underneath
the chamber lips, while antieclockwise vortices (positive) are
located under the negative vortices at both of the front and rear
lips. Furthermore, as the water level moves upward, the ve-
locity field increases and vortices start to strengthen till the
maximum inflow occurs when the chamber free surface re-
stores its initial still water level (mean zero level at t3). At this
instant, the generated clockwise vortices start detaching from
B17
the chamber lips, and small countereclockwise vortices
following the wave propagation direction begin taking place
just below the submerged walls, which become obvious at t4.
Following this phase, the clockwise vortices begin to dissipate
and move towards the seabed, whereas the walleattached
positive vortices initially observed at t3 keep escalating and
travelling upward with higher strength being assigned to the
vortices at the ocean side wall. This process continues devel-
oping until the exhalation process ends, and the inhalation
stage initiates at t5 when the chamber free surface reaches its
peak. When the inhalation stage commences, the velocity field
begins to reeincrease towards a maximum at the outflow
instant (t7). During this process, the antieclockwise vortices
keep building up with a reversed travelling direction (i.e.,
following the water level falling direction). In addition to these
vortices, clockwise vortices attached to the walls' tips appear
while the antieclockwise vortices begin to separate from the
lips. With further downward chamber water level movement
towards the end of the emptying stage, the antieclockwise
vortices become weaker, whereas the clockwise vortices grow
up till retaining the same characteristics as at t1.

In order to uncover the impact of the incoming wavelength
on the flow field, instantaneous shots are illustrated in Fig. 20
for additional three different Kb values of 0.2494, 0.8384 and



Fig. 20. Wavelength impact on the flow field for a constant 50 mm wave height and a damping of 5.0 mm slot opening.
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1.2072. Generally, it is found that as the wavelength decreases,
the vortex generation and dissipation processes significantly
change. The magnitude and size of the clockwise vortices
increase compared with the longest waves (Kb ¼ 0.2494)
especially for the resonance wavelength (Kb ¼ 0.8384) during
the exhalation stage (t4). The negative vortices associated with
the shorter waves (Kb ¼ 1.2072) are almost of the same
magnitudes as those at the resonance wavelength; however,
their sizes are smaller and larger during the inflow and outflow,
B

accordingly. In addition, as the waves become shorter, most of
the generated vortices at chamber's front lip are located out of
the chamber (i.e. no longer behind the front wall). This can be
due to the increase in the free surface oscillation frequency
associated with the incoming wave frequency, which does not
provide enough time for the water particles to completely
change their direction towards the chamber's top side.

Furthermore, during the outflow stage, the dominate
vortices at the sea wall change from being antieclockwise to
18
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clockwise as the wavelength shortens. Also, the vortex gen-
eration at the lee side diminishes as the wavelength decreases
(high steepness), and becomes almost invisible for the shorter
wavelength (Kb ¼ 1.2072), which can be attributed to the
associated reduction in the energy transmission coefficient
with reducing the incoming wavelength (see Fig. 12eb). In
addition, increasing the wave steepness by decreasing the
wavelength, raising the nonlinearity, which obviously affects
the chamber free surface flatness. Accordingly, with the
Fig. 21. PTO damping impact on the flow field for a constan
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longest wave, the free surface seems to move as a rigid piston,
while sloshing and free surface distortion increase as the
wavelength decreases.

For the PTO damping effects, Fig. 21 shows the impact of
changing the applied PTO damping of e ¼ 1.5, 5.0 and 9.0 mm
on the flow behaviour under 50 mm wave height and a con-
stant wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.8384. It is found that during the
inflow stage, the clockwise vortices generated around the front
wall are almost of the same magnitudes with slightly larger
t 50 mm wave height and a wavelength of Kb ¼ 0.8384.



Fig. 22. Wave height (H ¼ 100 mm) impact on the flow field. (left): Kb ¼ 0.4716 and e ¼ 5.0 mm, (right): Kb ¼ 0.8384 and e ¼ 1.5 mm.
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sizes observed for the intermediate damping of e ¼ 5.0 mm,
whereas, at the rear wall, vortices become stronger as the PTO
damping decreases. On the other side, during the outflow
process, stronger vortices are observed at the seawall and lee
wall under the highest and lowest applied damping, accord-
ingly. Furthermore, decreasing the PTO damping induces
more free surface nonlinearity and sloshing phenomena.

Regarding the incoming wave height impact, Fig. 22 dis-
covers the consequences of increasing the wave height during
the chamber filling and emptying processes. Two different
B

conditions under a wave height of 100 mm are studied for
wavelengths corresponding to Kb ¼ 0.4716 with a damping
e ¼ 5.0 mm and Kb ¼ 0.8384 under a damping e ¼ 1.5 mm. In
comparison with the results for 50 mm wave height shown in
Figs. 18 and 19 for Kb ¼ 0.4716, and e ¼ 5.0 mm and Fig. 21
for Kb ¼ 0.8384 and e ¼ 1.5 mm, it was found that increasing
the incoming wave height from 50 mm to 100 mm leads to
amplifying the vortices magnitudes and enlarging their sizes
throughout the whole operation process. Also, as a result of
increasing the incident wave height, nonlinearity in the free
20
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surface was observed especially under the lower pneumatic
damping where the free surface looks to be highly distorted.
Finally, in comparison with the 50 mm wave height, the sig-
nificant increase in the vortices strength and size for
Kb ¼ 0.4716 and e ¼ 5.0 mm under H ¼ 100 mm, shown in
Fig. 22 (left), supports the increase in the energy losses
magnitude from doubling the wave height in the energy bal-
ance analysis shown in Fig. 17.

7. Conclusions

A 2D CFD model based on RANSeVOF is developed and
applied in this paper in order to carry out wave energy balance
analysis for an offshore floatingestationary oscillating water
columnewave energy converter (OWCeWEC). The model
was validated in good agreement with two sets of experimental
measurements. The first included the chamber differential air
pressure, chamber free surface elevation and device overall
hydrodynamic efficiency over a wide range of wave fre-
quencies, whereas the second validation was regarding the
reflection, transmitted, losses and pressure coefficients. The
comprehensively validated model allowed many parameters
affecting the OWC wave energy conversion process such the
incident wavelength, wave amplitude and the turbine pneu-
matic damping to be investigated. From the investigations
carried out through a total of 102 numerical tests, the
following conclusions are drawn:
7.1. Impact of the incoming wavelength
� The overall hydrodynamic efficiency, energy absorption
coefficient, chamber air pressure and airflow rate increase
with decreasing incident wavelength, achieve a maximum
value at a certain wavelength, and then decline with a
further decrease in the wavelength. Exception is found
under the largest pneumatic damping where the pressure
and airflow rate oscillation amplitudes tend to keep
reducing as the wavelength decreases.

� Uneven power extraction between the inhalation and
exhalation stages. The shorter the wavelength, the larger
overall efficiency during inhalation process and vice versa.

� The reflection coefficient increases as the wavelength de-
creases, while the transmission coefficient, chamber free
surface amplification factor and energy stored coefficient
decrease as the wavelength becomes shorter.

� The losses coefficient accumulates with decreasing
wavelength, reaches a stable/steady band region with
small variations before increasing with a further increase
in the wave steepness.

� The internal energy extraction coefficient has an inverse
trend to the losses coefficient.

� Changing the incoming wavelength affects not only the
vortices magnitude or size but also the rotational direction
especially during the outflow stage at the front wall.

� As the wavelength reduces, the vortices generated at the
rear wall become weak and almost invisible under high-
efrequency waves.
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� Increasing the wave frequency introduces nonlinearity to
the chamber free surface, and water sloshing becomes
obvious.
7.2. Impact of the PTO pneumatic damping
� Increasing the PTO damping results in higher chamber
differential air pressure, lower airflow rate, lesser cham-
ber's free surface oscillation and smaller energy storage
coefficient.

� The overall hydrodynamic efficiency increases as the PTO
damping increases till hitting maxima and then drops
down with a further increase in the damping.

� Altering the PTO damping can provide a damping value
that tunes the device to a given wavelength, which pro-
vides an important control parameter for harvesting more
energy over a wider frequency band.

� Asymmetric power extraction between the inflow and
outflow processes. The larger the PTO damping, the higher
overall efficiency during outflow process and vice versa.

� The internal energy extraction coefficient also increases as
the damping increase till a certain value, and then a slight
reduction is observed at higher damping factors.

� Similar to the wavelength effect, the losses coefficient has
a contrary trend to that found for the internal energy
extraction coefficient.

� The reflection and transmission coefficients are slightly
rising and declining, accordingly when the applied
damping increases.

� The more increase in the damping, the less energy stored
coefficient with lesser impacts at higher damping values.

� The absorbed energy coefficient falls down with
increasing the damping, except for the longer waves where
this coefficient gradually increases as damping increases.

� The lower PTO damping applied on the chamber free
surface, the stronger vortices generation especially at the
rear side, whereas the higher damping leads to stronger
vortices at the front walls during outflow.

� Chamber free surface waviness and sloshing are increasing
as the adapted damping decreases.
7.3. Impact of the incoming wave height
� Increasing the incident wave height results in accumu-
lating additional differential air pressure, and airflow rate,
whereas the chamber's free surface amplification factor, as
well as the energy storage coefficient, declines with
increasing wave height.

� The unsymmetrical power extraction during the
compression and decompression processes increases as the
wave height increases.

� The reflection coefficient increases, while transmission
coefficient and the energy absorption coefficient degrade
with increasing wave height. An exception is found for the
longer waves where the absorption coefficient tends to
increase as the wave height grows up especially for low
damping factors.
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� The overall hydrodynamic efficiency is seen to decrease as
the wave height increases. This impact becomes obvious
when applying larger pneumatic damping. On the other
hand, under small damping factors, there is a slight in-
crease in the hydrodynamic efficiency. An exception is
observed for the longer waves, which provide higher ef-
ficiency when the wave height increases especially under
small and intermediate PTO damping; this provides a
possibility for extracting more energy over a wider fre-
quency band at more energetic seas.

� As the wave height moves up, the losses coefficient de-
creases and the internal energy extraction coefficient ex-
tends except for the intermediate wavelength.

� The generated vortices significantly strengthen as the
incoming wave height arises. Similarly, the chamber free
surface deformation and sloshing boost with increasing the
wave height.

As a continuation of this research, the CFD model will be
employed for further investigating the impact of adjusting the
underwater geometry, especially the symmetrical and asym-
metrical lips' submergence and its relevance to the incoming
wave height. Furthermore, extending the current model to 3D
will provide more insight into the device performance
considering the impact of disturbing the flow by the chamber'
sidewalls as well as the wave diffraction. Additionally, air
compressibility may impact device performance, especially
for largeescale prototypes (Falc~ao and Henriques, 2014), thus
scaling effects with both incompressible and compressible
airflow will be investigated.
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1 Introduction 

Among the different sources of renewable energy, wave 
energy has attracted more attention over recent years due to 
its high energy density and wide global availability. For safe 
and efficient marine structures such as wave energy 
converters, it is important to develop an efficient and 
reliable method to simulate ocean waves. Accurate 
simulation of these waves which represent the primary 
exciting source can provide a good estimation of the 
hydrodynamic loads and predict the structure’s response and 
performance. 

Increasing computing power in recent years is resulting 
in the rapid development of capability in computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis which is seeing the 
emergence of new fields such as the numerical wave tank 
(NWT). The NWT is an attractive tool that can be utilised in 
the development of marine vehicles and structures, and once 
validated offers advantages over experiments in physical 
wave tanks. In particular, various design parameters can be 
modified and run iteratively and provides an in-depth view 
of the underlying complex phenomenon of wave structure 
interaction (Bhinder et al., 2009). In addition, performing 
physical model scale tests would be expensive, restricted 
and in some cases, risky. For instance, in order to carry out 
wave energy balance analysis for an oscillating water 
column wave energy converter (Fleming et al., 2012), 
physical water velocity fields were measured using particle 
image velocimetry (PIV) which involves the use of a high 
intensity laser (class 4) that can easily cause permanent 
blindness (Fleming, 2012). 

NWTs have been developed to aid investigations in a 
wide range of maritime engineering applications. Examples 
that are most relevant to the present study include Horko 
(2007), Liu et al. (2008, 2010), Bhinder et al. (2009), 
Şentürk and Özdamar (2011), Hu et al. (2011), Zhang et al. 
(2012), Gomes et al. (2013), Yu and Li (2013), Bouali and 
Larbi (2013) and Seibt et al. (2014) who all have applied 
NWTs to numerical studies related to marine renewable 
wave energy aspects. 

As recommended by Coe and Neary (2014), when a 
comparison between experimental data and CFD predictions 
for device response is planned, a separate validation to 
assess the accuracy of the waves in the numerical simulation 
can rule out a potentially large source of error. Therefore, 
the present paper represents the main stage for the 
upcoming hydrodynamic performance investigation of an 
offshore forward facing bent duct oscillating water column 
wave energy converter under various wave conditions. 

In developing a NWT, the influence of both grid size 
and time step on the generated numerical waves are the two 
most common factors being studied by researchers in order 
to find the most efficient approach before the validation step 
against analytical wave theory and/or experimental 
measurements such as the work done by Joubert (2013), 
Finnegan and Goggins (2012), Silva et al. (2010), Lal and 
Elangovan (2008) and Horko (2007). In the present study, in 
addition to these two factors, impact of other mesh 
parameters including the growth rate factor for smooth 

moving between fine and coarse grids and the air column 
height on the generated waves are considered. Moreover, 
the compatibility of the proposed model with different 
solution methods and various turbulence models are also 
investigated. 

Due to the large number of parameters involved in the 
numerical solver setup, simplifications and assumptions 
have to be made, thus it is highly recommended that 
the CFD analysis be validated with experimental data  
(Havn, 2011) in order to get an accurate indication of how 
well the NWT can simulate physical conditions (Lambert, 
2012). In studies such as this, it is often the case that 
physical experiments, which have the advantage of 
integrating the right equations governing the physical 
phenomena, are designed to provide data that can validate 
specific aspects of a numerical tool. Following these studies 
into the various options to be considered when developing a 
NWT, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique is 
used to check the repeatability quality of experimental  
wave measurements conducted in a wave basin at the 
Australian Maritime College (AMC) as well as to validate 
the developed NWT against these measurements. 
Furthermore, analytical wave theory is used to validate the 
NWT over a broad range of wave conditions in both 
intermediate and deep water regimes. 

2 NWT generation 

The accurate modelling of the behaviour of water waves is 
an important subject for the field of coastal and ocean 
engineering. Many NWTs have been developed based on 
the volume of fluid (VOF) method introduced by Hirt and 
Nichols (1981) for treating flows with a free surface. The 
common methods which use VOF technique for wave 
generation can be classified into two main categories. The 
first one is named here as the inflow method in which the 
inlet boundary condition is set based on the free surface 
elevation and the velocity components calculated according 
to the desired wave using the corresponding analytical  
wave theory. Lin and Liu (1998) were the first of several 
researchers to use this procedure to generate waves in a two 
dimensional wave flume. The second method is referred to 
as moving boundary which consists of modelling the 
prescribed motion of the wave paddle inside the fluid 
domain. Hence the inlet boundary condition will be an 
oscillating wall, which will move similarly to a piston or 
flap-type physical paddles. This technique requires using 
the dynamic mesh technique that allows employing a 
variation of the wall motion. The movement control of the 
moving boundary is made according to the characteristics of 
the wave that will be generated, providing the period and 
the height of the desired wave. Then, using the transfer 
function, which relates the wave height and paddle 
displacement, it is possible to determine the displacement 
that is needed to generate the desired wave characteristics. 
This transfer function is defined by the method described by 
Dean and Dalrymple (1991). Because this technique 
requires a solid wall moving inside the fluid domain, a  
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re-meshing is inevitable in each time step or after a 
specified distortion of the generated grid occurs. However, 
re-meshing is seen by most researchers as a process that 
should be avoided. In the present study, it was decided to 
investigate the capability of using the built-in function in 
ANSYS-FLUENT (2014, Release 15.0) to generate regular 
waves via the velocity inlet’s open wave boundary 
conditions (inlet wave B.C.) to avoid re-meshing at the inlet 
boundary. This function works simply by specifying certain 
wave characteristics, including the water depth, wave 
height, wave length, phase and heading. 

2.1 Main characteristics and numerical settings 

The schematic diagram of the NWT considered in this study 
is given in Figure 1. The fluid domain is a rectangle with 
40 m overall length divided to 24 m fine mesh for the area 
of interest (corresponding to approximately six times the 
maximum wave length being generated), 4 m for the 
transition zone between the fine mesh at the area of interest 
and the damping zone of 12 m long (corresponding to about 
three times the maximum wave length) which has a coarse 
mesh size and numerical beach treatment to minimise the 
boundary-reflected waves. The height of the domain, D is 
0.7 m, 0.8 m and 1.0 m for the three different water depths 
considered in the present study of 0.4 m, 0.5 m and 0.7 m 
respectively. The free surface zone height was kept constant 
for all conditions at 0.3 m (almost twice the maximum 
considered wave height). 

Figure 1 NWT computational domain (not to scale) (see online 
version for colours) 

Nonlinear Stokes second-order waves defined in  
equation (1) (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991) enter the domain 
from the wave generation boundary on the domain left side 
(inlet wave B.C.) and propagate along the no-slip wall 
boundary at the bottom towards the no-slip wall at the far 
end of the domain. The NWT is open to atmosphere, similar 
to an open channel flow problem, and a pressure outlet 
boundary was therefore specified at the top. 
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 (1) 

where z is the free surface elevation, H the wave height,  
L the wave length, f the wave frequency, h the water depth, 
x the longitudinal position along the tank and t is the  
time. The flow is assumed to be laminar for the simulations 
in Sections 2 and 3, while the base numerical settings 
summarised in Table 1 are used for the whole simulations in 
the present paper except in Section 3. 

Table 1 Base numerical settings 

Parameter Setting

Solver method Pressure-based solver 
Precision Single 
Multiphase model Volume of fluid (VOF) 
Multiphase scheme Implicit 
Viscous model Laminar 
Pressure-velocity coupling PISO 
Interpolation gradient method Least squares cell-based 
Pressure interpolation method PRESTO! 
Momentum discretisation method Second-order upwind 
VOF interface scheme Compressive 
Transient formulation Bounded second-order 

implicit 

2.2 Mesh independency study 
The computational domain is discretised with a structured 
grid using ANSYS Workbench mesh (Figure 2). Due to the 
importance of the free surface zone, a very fine grid is 
generated in this region which extends to 0.3 m (± 0.15 m 
around the mean water level). Furthermore, in order to 
avoid the numerical diffusion or wave damping due to 
sudden changes in the grid sizes either in the vertical or 
longitudinal directions of the computation domain, a smooth 
grid transition was adapted out of the area of interest and the 
free surface zone with a bias growth rate (BGR) of 1.2. 

Figure 2 Typical grid structure in different zones of the domain 
(see online version for colours) 

A grid independence study was carried out to evaluate the 
effects of mesh density on the prediction of the wave 
profile. Three meshes were studied with different cell sizes 
in the longitudinal (∆x) and vertical (∆z) directions. The 
grid’s characteristics are summarised in Table 2. The base 
wave condition considered in this study was a nonlinear 
Stokes second-order with water depth, h = 500 mm, wave 
height, H = 80 mm and wave frequency, f = 0.8 Hz 
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(corresponding wave period, T = 1.25 s and wave length, 
L = 2,181 mm). 

Table 2 Grid independency parameters 

Grid 
H

z∆
L
x∆

∆x 
(mm) 

∆z 
(mm) 

Time 
step, 
Δt (s) 

No. of 
cells 

Courant 
number 

M1 10 31.16� 70 8.0 0.007 21,060 0.17448 
M2 20 54.53� 40 4.0 0.004 65,508 0.17448 
M3 40 109.1� 20 2.0 0.002 227,976 0.17448 

As the implicit solver is used in ANSYS-FLUENT (2014), 
keeping the Courant number (defined as the product of the 
wave celerity and the time step divided by the longitudinal 
cell size) below 1 to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
(CFL) condition is not of importance, as is the case for an 
explicit solver in order to have solution stability. This 
means that a higher Courant number can be used without 
convergence problems. However, to investigate the grid size 
effect it was decided to maintain a constant Courant number 
for the three grids considered in this section. 

The generated numerical wave height was monitored at 
three different distances from the inlet boundary, P1  
(x = 4 m), P2 (x = 6 m) and P3 (x = 7.5 m). The time history 
of the generated waves (only three wave cycles were 
considered) is shown in Figure 3. Based on the results 
shown in Figure 3, the discrepancy between the different 
grids become more visible as the wave propagates through 
the computational domain from P1 to P3; however both M2 

and M3 give the same results. As a result, grid M2  
(with 3.5 times less cells than M3) will be considered for 
the time step study. 

2.3 Time independency study 

In this section, the influence of the time step size on the 
generated waves was studied. Considering the grid M2, four 
different time steps that result in four different Courant 
numbers as illustrated in Table 3 have been tested and 
results are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the largest 
time step (T/100) results in free surface elevation damping 
as the wave moves through the tank, whereas for other time 
steps (T/250 to T/1,000) the numerical results are identical. 
Therefore, a time step size of T/250 (M2-2) is considered 
for the remaining simulations in this paper. The selected 
grid with this time step (M2-2) is hereafter referred as the 
Base mesh. 

Table 3 Time step size for time independency study 

Grid No. of time steps 
per wave cycle, C Δt = T/C [s] Courant 

number 

M2-1 100 0.0125 0.545 
M2-2 250 0.005 0.218 
M2-3 500 0.0025 0.109 
M2-4 1,000 0.00125 0.054 

Figure 3 Wave surface elevation for grid independency study (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 4 Wave surface elevation for time independency study (see online version for colours) 

2.4 Growth rate effect 

As stated in Section 2.2, the generated mesh has a smooth 
transition between the fine and coarse mesh zones with a 
BGR = 1.2. The effect of growth rate is investigated for the 
same regular waves as in Section 2.2 by comparing two 
alternative BGR, as listed in Table 4. It was found that these 
reduced values of BGR have no measurable influence on the 
generated waves in terms of either wave height or wave 
frequency. Considering the increase in mesh size and 
computation time required for the reduction in BGR, it is 
concluded that the base mesh is sufficient. 

Table 4 Bias growth rates 

Grid BGR No. of cells 

Base 1.2 65,508 
B1 1.1 75,440 
B2 1.05 90,521 

2.5 Air column height effect 

Initially the NWT was generated with 0.3 m air column 
height including 0.15 m in the free surface refine zone. In 
order to study the influence of this height and the effect of 
the air column pressure on the generated waves, the 
air zone above the free surface was increased to 0.35 m 
(the corresponding mesh containing 68,688 cells). The 
comparison revealed that this change in air column height 
has a negligible measurable effect on the generated waves. 

3 NWT solution methods 

After investigating the mesh generation and time step 
aspects in the previous section as well as the solution 
sensitivity to different mesh parameters, in this section 
different solution methods are studied and their 
impact on the generated waves highlighted. With 
pressure-based solver, PISO scheme is considered for 
pressure-velocity coupling. PISO scheme is recommended 
by ANSYS-FLUENT (2014) as it provides faster 
convergence for unsteady flows than the standard SIMPLE 
approach. The solution methods included in this 
investigation are listed in Table 5, whereas their influences 
on the generated waves are discussed in the following 
sections. 

Table 5 Investigated solution methods 

Method Setting

Pressure interpolation 
methods 

PRESTO! 
Body force weighted 

Interpolation gradient 
methods 

Least squares cell-based 
Green-Gauss node-based 

Momentum discretisation 
methods 

Second-order upwind 
MUSCL 
QUICK 

VOF interface schemes Modified-HRIC 
Compressive 

Transient formulation First-order implicit 
Second-order implicit 

Bounded second-order implicit 
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3.1 Pressure interpolation methods 

For VOF schemes, PRESTO! and body force weighted are 
the two pressure interpolation methods available in 
FLUENT, however a comparison found no clear difference 
between the methods. As a result, the base settings with 
PRESTO! method is considered in the following sections. 

3.2 Interpolation gradient and momentum 
discretisation schemes 

A matrix combining different interpolation gradient 
methods with momentum discretisation schemes is 
investigated in this section. The base setting through 
previous sections was set with least-squares cell-based 
interpolation gradient method and second-order upwind 
momentum discretisation scheme which is a second-order of 
accuracy. This is compared against third-order of accuracy 
schemes such as monotone upstream-centred schemes  
for conservation laws (MUSCL) and quadratic upwind 
interpolation (QUICK). Moreover, Green-Gauss node-based 
is considered as an alternative interpolation gradient 
method. 

Each of the abovementioned schemes/methods provided 
identical numerical wave profiles, indicating that there is no 
impact from any combination of the available schemes. 
Those adopted in the base settings are kept for subsequent 
sections. 

3.3 VOF interface schemes and transient formulation 

In order to track/capture the free surface sharp interface, 
VOF technique is used in the present study. In this section a 
comparison between two schemes with different accuracy is 
performed; compressive (high accuracy) and modified-high 
resolution interface capturing (HRIC) (medium accuracy). 
For each scheme, first-order implicit, second-order implicit 
and bounded second-order implicit are the considered 
transient formulation schemes sorted in ascending order 
according to their accuracy. 

Starting with the influence of the transient formulation 
schemes, it is clear from Figures 5 and 6 that both 
second-order implicit and bounded second-order implicit 
give the same results (with almost the same accuracy), but 
the first-order implicit scheme results in wave height 
damping. This damping effect increases as the wave 
propagates through the numerical tank and becomes very 
obvious at x = 7.5 m (P3). 

For the impact of VOF schemes, the comparison 
between compressive and modified-HRIC with the 
investigated transient formulation methods found that using 
any of the proposed VOF schemes gives the same results. 
Accordingly, using either compressive or modified-HRIC 
VOF schemes does not affect the generated waves, provided 
the first-order implicit transient formulation is not used. 

Figure 5 Wave elevation for compressive VOF scheme with different transient formulation schemes (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 6 Wave elevation for modified-HRIC VOF scheme with different transient formulation schemes (see online version for colours) 

4 Turbulence modelling 

Turbulence and eddy generation from wave-structure 
interaction represent a source of wave energy losses, 
therefore it is important to ensure the appropriate turbulence 
model is selected to avoid affecting the wave generation 
process. From Reynolds decomposition, the velocity can be 
written as a mean and fluctuation velocity terms. 
Introducing the mean velocity will define a time averaging 
velocity. By adding a fluctuation velocity in all three 
directions and insert it into the Navier-Stokes equations we 
get Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations. In 
RANS equations, the apparent turbulent stresses (called 
Reynolds stresses) represent an additional unknown, 
resulting in more unknowns than equations. A turbulence 
model provides the relationship between extra unknown 
turbulent stresses and mean flow variables. Turbulence 
models can be divided into Eddy viscosity models (EVM) 
and Reynolds stress models (RSM). EVMs use the 
Boussinesq hypothesis by using an eddy (or turbulence) 
viscosity, while RSM use transport equations for Reynolds 
stresses (Woelke, 2007; Rao, 2010). 

The most commonly used models among engineers are 
EVM, especially k-ɛ and shear stress transport (SST) 
models. The influence of using EVM on free surface 
modelling is discussed in the following section. 

4.1 Free surface turbulence modelling 

The VOF method treats the interface as any other point of 
the domain with the exception of the surface tension model. 
When shear between phases is negligible (as in free surface 

flows) no additional treatment is needed at the interface. 
However, when the flow results in considerable shear 
between phases, correction to turbulence in the region close 
to the interface is required to ensure that turbulent viscosity 
is correctly predicted (Lo and Tomasello, 2010). 

According to the investigation by Teixeira and Belcher 
(2002) to study interaction between initially homogenous 
shear-free turbulence and a progressive, irrotational surface 
wave, the turbulence suffers two distortions when 
interacting with surface water waves. Firstly, vorticity in the 
turbulence is modulated by the periodic orbital motion of 
the wave over a wave cycle, which leads to streamwise 
Reynolds stress attaining maxima at wave crests and 
minima at wave troughs; the Reynolds stress normal to the 
free surface develops minima at wave crests and maxima at 
the troughs. Secondly, over several wave cycles the 
turbulence is made strongly anisotropic as the Stokes drift 
associated with the wave tilts the vertical component of the 
turbulent vorticity into the horizontal direction, and 
subsequently stretching it into elongated streamwise 
vortices, which come to dominate the flow. Although shear 
stress was initially zero since turbulence was initially 
isotropic, the generation of streamwise vortices by 
distortion of the turbulence by Stokes drift also generates a 
negative shear stress in the turbulence. 

In order to address free-surface effects, Nakayama and 
Yokojima (2003) summarised the options that need to be 
considered in computing turbulent flows in open channels 
using Reynolds-averaged equations of motion: 
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1 turbulent kinetic energy (k) is damped 

2 energy dissipation rate (ɛ) is increased 

3 length scale is decreased 

4 eddy viscosity is markedly decreased near the free 
surface compared with that at the centre of a closed 
duct. 

There have been considerable efforts to develop models 
which can reflect free-surface effects, most of which are 
modifications of bounded flows. Naot and Rodi (1982) used 
a two-equation model that prescribes the free-surface 
boundary value of the dissipation to be larger than in a 
closed duct by setting a smaller dissipation length scale. 
Celik and Rodi (1984) noted that not only should the 
dissipation be increased, the eddy viscosity must be reduced 
near the free surface where the normal to free surface 
fluctuation decreases. Akai et al. (1981) imposed interface 
conditions modelled on those used in the wall treatment  
of turbulence, accounting empirically for turbulence 
production in the liquid due to the wavy interface. Lorencez 
et al. (1997) prescribed a zero gradient for k and enforce the 
dissipation rate to follow an ad hoc correlation to match 
their experimental data at the free surface in open channel 
flow. 

Nakayama and Yokojima (2003) proposed an approach 
to model free-surface effects based on a critical examination 
of the direct numerical simulation results on fully-developed 
open-channel flows as well as existing experimental data. 
This indicates that turbulent kinetic energy and its 
dissipation rate do not vary much from the closed-duct-flow 
counterparts, therefore there is no need to alter the scheme 
significantly from the closed duct cases and the gradients 
may be set to zero, but that the eddy viscosity near the free 
surface drops sharply. They also relate this reduction in the 
eddy viscosity to eddy-free-surface interaction as when the 
free surface can move, large eddies push it up and the 
reflection is not perfect and there is some energy reduction. 
This means that the best way of treating free-surface effects 
within the two-equation modelling is to introduce a 
damping function for eddy viscosity near the free surface, 
and to leave the transport equations and the boundary 
conditions for the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation 
rate unaltered. 

This brief review of techniques highlights that particular 
attention is required for shear stress at the interface between 
phases, which leads to the need for treatment of turbulent 
quantities in the free surface region. Without any special 
treatment of the free surface, a spurious amount of eddy 
viscosity is generated at the interface, which tends to smear 
high frequency surface instabilities, and introduce strong 
errors in estimating the interfacial shear, which is the most 
important ingredient for mass transfer modelling. Moreover, 
without this treatment, the high velocity gradients at the free 
surface, especially in the gaseous phase, generate excessive 
turbulence throughout the two-phase flow when using 
differential EVMs like the k-ε or k-ω models. Therefore, 
certain damping of turbulence is necessary in the interfacial 

area because the mesh is too coarse to resolve the velocity 
gradient in the gas at the interface (Höhne and Mehlhoop, 
2014). On the gas side of the smooth free surface, this 
damping should be similar to that used near a solid wall. 
Moreover, on the liquid side the advanced model should 
take the anisotropy between the normal and the tangential 
Reynolds stresses into account. The interface treatment 
implemented in ANSYS-FLUENT (2014) is based on a 
simple symmetric damping procedure proposed by Egorov 
(2004). This procedure provides for the solid wall-like 
damping of turbulence in both gas and liquid phases. It is 
based on the standard ω-equation, formulated by Wilcox 
(1998). 

The base conditions for mesh resolution and numerical 
settings summarised in Table 1 (and adopted for the 
investigations covered in Sections 2 and 3) proved to be 
accurate in the case of laminar flow. Different turbulence 
models including standard k-ɛ, realisable k-ɛ, SST (with and 
without turbulence damping option) and RSM are 
investigated in this section in order to determine the 
applicability of using these models to capture the free 
surface profile when generating non-breaking regular 
waves. 

4.2 Turbulence initial values and boundary 
conditions 

While the initial condition of the mean flow field is 
specified with the zero mean velocities and hydrostatic 
pressure, physically, the turbulence field should also be zero 
since nothing has happened at this stage. However, because 
the production term in the turbulence kinetic energy 
equation is proportional to k per set value, the turbulence 
will remain zero if it is zero initially (Wu, 2004). In order to 
prevent this, an ‘initial seeding’ method is imposed to this 
study. The initial seeding means that we impose a very 
small value on k as the initial condition. The initial values 
for k and ɛ were set according to Lin and Liu (1998) as 
expressed in equations (2) and (3): 

21 ,   ,  0.0025
2 t t wk u u Cδ δ= = = (2)

2
,  d t

t

kC v v
v

ε α= = (3)

where Cw is the wave celerity at the inflow boundary, Cd is 
an empirical coefficient taken to be 0.09 (Rodi, 1980), ν and 
νt are respectively the fluid and eddy viscosities and α is the 
eddy viscosity ratio and was chosen by Lin and Liu (1998) 
to be 0.1 (in the present study, another higher value of 10 is 
also tested which reflects the influence of the initial eddy 
viscosity value on the simulated waves), while the specific 

dissipation rate (ω) is defined as .
t

k
v

ω =  
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Figure 7 Wave elevation with different turbulence models (α = 0.1) (see online version for colours) 

There are different ways to specify the turbulence 
characteristics at the inlet and outlet boundary conditions in 
FLUENT such as explicitly input k, ɛ and ω, or alternatively 
define the turbulence intensity and the eddy viscosity ratio 
(ANSYS-FLUENT, 2014). In the present work, the initial 
seeding values are also used at the inlet boundary, whereas 
the default values of 5% turbulent intensity and turbulent 
viscosity ratio of 10 are assigned for the outlet boundary 
conditions. Another set of these parameters (2% and 2) was 
tested and no influence on the results was observed (results 
are not presented). Table 6 summarises the different 
turbulence models considered in the present analysis. 

Table 6 Turbulence models 

Model Standard
k-ɛ 

Realisable 
k-ɛ SST SST +

Damping RSM

tv
v

α =
0.1, 10 0.1, 10 0.1, 10 0.1, 10 0.1, 10

4.3 Turbulent wave results 
In this section, the generated numerical waves with each of 
the considered turbulence models are investigated against 
laminar results. As there is no structure disturbing the fluid 
flow, no separation or turbulence is expected. As a result, 
generating non-breaking regular waves can be assumed to 
be laminar in which the flow follows the orbital motion and 
implementing a turbulence model should not  change the 
characteristics of the generated waves. 

For the case with initial eddy viscosity ratio, α = 0.1, 
Figure 7 shows that there is a perfect match between 
laminar flow and the turbulent case with RSM and SST with 
turbulence damping models. In contrast, other EVMs such 
as standard k-ɛ, realisable k-ɛ and SST show good 
agreement at the beginning of the simulation, however after 
running for several cycles, discrepancies start appearing 

which are more clearly illustrated for a single wave cycle in 
Figure 8. It is worth noting that the simulation results using 
applied turbulence models should be independent of the 
initial seeding values after a sufficiently long simulation 
time (ANSYS-FLUENT, 2014). 
Figure 8 Single wave cycle with different turbulence models  

(α = 0.1) (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 9 Wave elevation with different turbulence models (α = 10) (see online version for colours) 

The discrepancies between laminar and turbulence models 
after a certain period of time can be related to the increase 
in the generated eddy viscosity with time. To illustrate how 
the generated waves rely on the initial seeding value, 
simulation cases with the investigated turbulence models 
were repeated with a higher initial eddy viscosity ratio of 
10, with results shown in Figures 9 and 10. In comparison 
with the results where α = 0.1, increasing the initial eddy 
viscosity ratio to 10 resulted in earlier damping in the 
generated waves with EVMs. On the other hand, both RSM 
and SST with turbulence damping models still give good 
agreement with the laminar case. 

Figure 11 shows a comparison between the generated 
eddy viscosity ratio contours from the different turbulence 
models through the fluid domain at t = 5 s and at the end of 
the simulation (t = 40 s) with 0.1 and 10 initial eddy 
viscosity ratios. The values of the eddy viscosity ratio at the 
free surface interface through the area of interest (x = 4 m to 
x = 7.5 m) are compared in Figure 12. 

The results presented in Figures 11 and 12 highlight that 
increasing the initial eddy viscosity ratio results in higher 
eddy viscosity through the fluid domain. However, for cases 
with realisable k-ɛ and SST with turbulence damping, the 
influence of the initial seeding values becomes smaller with 
time, which can be seen in the close matching between 
results for α = 0.1 and 10 after 40 s simulation time in 
Figure 12 for these two models. Furthermore, the generated 
eddy viscosity grows as the simulation time increases, with 
excessive production at the free surface interface within the 
area of interest found for the EVMs such as realisable k-ɛ, 
standard k-ɛ and SST. Thus, the massive eddy viscosity at 
the free surface essentially takes away wave energy, 
resulting in the wave height damping seen in Figures 7 to 
10. Moreover, the eddy viscosity contours in Figure 11
illustrate the special treatment of the free surface interface

in which the interface area appears as an isolated region due 
to activating the turbulence damping with SST turbulence 
model. 

Figure 10 Single wave cycle with different turbulence models 
(α = 10) (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 11 Eddy viscosity ratio contours for different turbulence models (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 12 Eddy viscosity ratio at the free surface interface (see online version for colours) 
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5 Experimental set-up and NWT validation 

5.1 Experimental wave measurements 

Physical wave measurements were performed in 
a 35 m long and 12 m wide wave basin at the AMC. 
Both regular and irregular waves can be generated by  
16 piston-type wave paddles driven by servo-motors. Using 
capacitance-type wave probes, the wave elevation was 
measured at four points as shown in Figures 13 and 14 with 
200 Hz sampling frequency. P0 was used to measure the 
incident waves that represent the input for the NWT, where 
P1, P2 and P3 were used to validate the numerical waves. 

A wide range of nonlinear wave conditions covering 
both intermediate and deep water regimes in three water 
depths 400, 500 and 700 mm have been generated in the 
wave basin. For verification of experiment repeatability, 
measurements were repeated two times. An example of the 
result of three repeated physical wave measurements is 
shown in Figure 15 (five wave cycles were considered) for 
wave condition of H = 80 mm, f = 0.8 Hz and h = 500 mm. 
EFD refers to experimental fluid dynamics (wave 

measurement); EFD-R1 and EFD-R2 refer to the first and 
second repeated experimental measurements, accordingly. 
No numerical waves were monitored at the inlet boundary 
condition that is corresponding to P0 in the physical 
measurements. Therefore, validation is limited to the area of 
interest (i.e., at P1, P2 and P3). 

Figure 13 Experimental wave measurements layout 
(not to scale) 

Figure 14 Experimental wave measurements set-up at AMC model test basin (see online version for colours) 

Figure 15 Experimental wave measurements with repeatability check (see online version for colours) 
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In addition to the good repeatability illustrated in the 
qualitative comparison in Figure 15, one-way ANOVA was 
used to check the validity of the null hypothesis for the 
experimental measurements. The overall null hypothesis for 
one-way ANOVA with q groups is μ1 = … = μq, where μ is 
the population mean for each group. The alternative 
hypothesis is that the population means are not all equal. 
Using the F-critical value found from the F-distribution for 
a given alpha (significance level, 0.05 is a common value 
that was used in the present study and corresponding to 95% 
confidence level), the null hypothesis is rejected with 95% 
confidence if the observed F-statistic (from the ANOVA 
test) is larger than the critical value, otherwise we retain the 
null hypothesis with indication that there are no statistically 
significant differences found. For more details about 
ANOVA test, the reader is referred to Seltman (2014). 

For each wave probe (P1, P2 and P3), there were five 
wave heights (observations) measured from five wave 
cycles and three groups (runs) (EFD, EFD1 and EFD2). 
Final ANOVA test results are summarised in Table 7. As 
the calculated F-statistic ratio for the analysed data found to 
be less than the F-critical values, hence the null hypothesis 
is retained. This proves that the experimental wave 
measurements are highly repeatable, therefore can be used 
for the validation process of the generated numerical waves. 

5.2 NWT validation 

The numerical waves generated in the previous  
sections were validated against both experimental 
measurements and Stokes nonlinear second-order wave 
theory. For instance, a comparison between the numerical 
results (with SST + Damping turbulence model and other 
numerical settings listed in Table 1) for the same base  
wave condition used in Sections 2 to 4, experimental 
measurements and Stokes nonlinear second-order waves is 

shown in Figure 16. While adopting ANOVA test in the 
validation process of the developed NWT, CFD results were 
considered as an additional group to the experimental 
measurements; therefore the total number of groups will be 
four. Based on this statistical analysis, F-statistic values 
were found to be less than F-critical (for example,  
F-statistic = 0.262 and F-critical = 3.24 at P2), as a result
there are no significant statistical differences found, which
provides that the developed NWT is in good quantitative
agreement with the physical wave measurements.

In addition to the base wave condition considered in the 
present study, a wide range of wave conditions in terms of 
wave height, frequency and water depth were also tested 
with the same base mesh, time step and numerical settings. 
Table 8, summarises the range of the whole tested 
conditions. Considering the regions of validity for  
various wave theories (Le Mehaute, 1976), all waves 

investigated in this section have 
2

0.0147 0.1028h
gT

≤ ≤

and 
2

0.0011 0.0132H
gT

≤ ≤ that are classified either as  

second-order Stokes waves or weakly third-order Stokes 
waves. 

Table 7 ANOVA test results for experiment repeatability 
check 

Experiment repeatability 

P1 P2 P3 

F-statistic 1.200 0.095 0.969 
F-critical 3.89 3.89 3.89 
Null hypothesis Retained Retained Retained 

Figure 16 NWT validation: CFD results (with SST + turbulence damping) versus experimental measurements (EFD) and  
Stokes second-order waves (see online version for colours) 
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Table 8 Tested wave conditions 

h 
(mm) 

f 
(Hz) 

H 
(mm) 

Wave steepness 
(H/L) 

H
z∆

L
x∆

TC
t

=
∆

400 0.6–1.0 30–100 0.010–0.075 7.5–25 74.5–26.6 333.3–166.7 
1.1 30–90 
1.2 30–80 

500 0.6–0.9 30–120 0.009–0.084 7.5–30 81.1–26.9 333.3–166.7 
1.0, 1.1 30–100 

1.2 30–90 
700 0.6–0.8 30 –160 0.008–0.085 7.5–40 90.8–27.1 333.3–166.7 

0.9 30–140 
1.0 30–120 
1.1 30–110 
1.2 30–90 

Table 9 Base numerical settings 

Parameter Setting 

Solver method Pressure-based solver 
Precision Single 
Multiphase model Volume of fluid (VOF) 
Multiphase scheme Implicit 
Viscous model Laminar 
Pressure-velocity coupling PISO 
Interpolation gradient method Least squares cell-based 
Pressure interpolation method PRESTO! 
Momentum discretisation method Second-order upwind 
VOF interface scheme Compressive 
Transient formulation Bounded second-order 

implicit 

Table 10 Grid independency parameters 

Grid 
H

z∆
L
x∆

∆x 
(mm) 

∆z 
(mm) 

Time 
step, 
Δt (s) 

No. of 
cells 

Courant 
number 

M1 10 31.16� 70 8.0 0.007 21,060 0.17448 
M2 20 54.53� 40 4.0 0.004 65,508 0.17448 
M3 40 109.1� 20 2.0 0.002 227,976 0.17448 

Table 11 Time step size for time independency study 

Grid No. of time steps 
per wave cycle, C Δt = T/C (s) Courant 

number 

M2-1 100 0.0125 0.545 
M2-2 250 0.005 0.218 
M2-3 500 0.0025 0.109 
M2-4 1,000 0.00125 0.054 

Table 12 Bias growth rates 

Grid BGR No. of cells 

Base 1.2 65,508
B1 1.1 75,440 
B2 1.05 90,521 

Table 13 Investigated solution methods 

Method Setting

Pressure interpolation 
methods 

PRESTO!
Body force weighted 

Interpolation gradient 
methods 

Least squares cell-based 
Green-Gauss node-based 

Momentum 
discretisation 
methods 

Second-order upwind 
MUSCL 
QUICK 

VOF interface 
schemes 

Modified-HRIC 
Compressive 

Transient formulation First-order implicit 
Second-order implicit 

Bounded second-order implicit 

Table 14 Turbulence models 

Model Standard
k-ɛ 

Realisable 
k-ɛ SST SST +

damping RSM

tv
v

α =
0.1, 10 0.1, 10 0.1, 10 0.1, 10 0.1, 10 

Table 15 ANOVA test results for experiment repeatability 
check 

Experiment repeatability 

P1 P2 P3 

F-statistic 1.200 0.095 0.969 
F-critical 3.89 3.89 3.89 
Null hypothesis Retained Retained Retained 
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Table 16 Tested wave conditions 

h 
(mm) 

f 
(Hz) 

H 
(mm) 

Wave steepness 
(H/L) 

H
z∆

L
x∆

TC
t

=
∆

400 0.6–1.0 30–100 0.010–0.075 7.5–25 74.5–26.6 333.3–166.7 
1.1 30–90 
1.2 30–80 

500 0.6–0.9 30–120 0.009–0.084 7.5–30 81.1–26.9 333.3–166.7 
1.0, 1.1 30–100 

1.2 30–90 
700 0.6–0.8 30 –160 0.008–0.085 7.5–40 90.8–27.1 333.3–166.7 

0.9 30–140 
1.0 30–120 
1.1 30–110 
1.2 30–90 

Figure 17 Wave height comparison between CFD and wave theory (see online version for colours) 

A comparison between generated numerical wave height 
(H-CFD) and analytical wave theory (H-Input) results for 
the different wave conditions in Table 8 is shown in 
Figure 17. Results show good agreement, even for the cases 
where the number of elements per wave height and wave 
length are lower than those of the base case. In addition, as 
the wave height increases (wave nonlinearity develops) the 
deviation from theory broadens with a maximum of 5.7% in 

the case of 400 mm water depth with 0.6 Hz wave 
frequency. Furthermore, moving from low frequency to 
higher wave frequency results in reducing the numerical 
deviation (3.62% at 0.6 Hz to 0.73% at 1.2 Hz for 
H = 80 mm and h = 400 mm), which can be assigned to the 
reduction in shallowing effect as the wavelength decreases 

in comparison with the water depth (i.e., increasing 
2

h
gT

). 
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6 Conclusions 

A guide to designing a NWT using a CFD model that can 
accurately be used to generate nonlinear regular water 
waves in intermediate and deep water regimes is presented. 
In particular, the effects of meshing parameters, time step 
interval, solution methods and turbulence models on the 
generated numerical wave profile are explored. 

Except the grid size and time step effects, a negligible 
influence was found for reducing the BGR lower than 1.2 to 
improve the smooth transition between the fine and coarse 
mesh zones as well as increasing the air column height. 
Furthermore, among the studies carried out on the influence 
of different solver settings and discretisation schemes, the 
appropriate selection of the transient formulation scheme 
has a direct impact on the generated waves. It is 
recommended to use either the second-order implicit or 
bounded second-order implicit methods to avoid significant 
damping of the generated waves when using the first-order 
implicit transient formulation scheme. 

Different turbulence models were investigated to 
illustrate their ability to address the free-surface effect when 
generating non-breaking regular water waves. All of the 
tested EVMs such as standard k-ɛ, realisable k-ɛ and SST 
were found to be unsuitable due to massive eddy viscosity 
generation at the free surface interface, resulting in 
considerable damping of the generated waves. However, 
activating the free surface treatment option available in 
FLUENT to damp the excessive turbulence generation at 
the free surface interface improved the generated waves 
with SST model. Results were in good agreement with both 
the laminar flow and RSM. 

Based on the conducted one-way ANOVA, there are no 
statistical significant differences found either between the 
subsequent experimental runs (repeated measurements) or 
between the experimental and CFD results. Furthermore, the 
developed NWT was validated against analytical wave 
theory for three different water depths and an extensive 
range of wave steepness with good agreement, even for 
wave conditions with 7.5 and 26.6 elements per wave height 
and wave length, accordingly. In addition to the regular 
waves investigated in this paper, studying actual wave 
spectra will be considered in future work. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, hydrodynamic wave loads on an offshore stationary–floating oscillating water column (OWC) are investigated via a 2D 

and 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling based on the RANS equations and the VOF surface capturing scheme. The CFD 

model is validated against previous experiments for nonlinear regular wave interactions with a surface-piercing stationary barge. Following 
the validation stage, the numerical model is modified to consider the pneumatic damping effect, and an extensive campaign of numerical tests 
is carried out to study the wave–OWC interactions for different wave periods, wave heights and pneumatic damping factors. It is found that 
the horizontal wave force is usually larger than the vertical one. Also, there a direct relationship between the pneumatic and hydrodynamic 
vertical forces with a maximum vertical force almost at the device natural frequency, whereas the pneumatic damping has a little effect on the 
horizontal force. Additionally, simulating the turbine damping with an orifice plate induces higher vertical loads than utilizing a slot opening. 
Furthermore, 3D modeling significantly escalates and declines the predicted hydrodynamic vertical and horizontal wave loads, respectively. 
© 2016 Shanghai Jiaotong University. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 

Keywords: Offshore oscillating water column; OWC; Hydrodynamic wave loads; Numerical wave tank; CFD; 3D effects. 
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, wave energy is one of the greatest future
renewable energy resources, and research is being conducted
worldwide. Oscillating water column (OWC) is a wave
energy extraction device that uses the incoming ocean wave’
oscillations to drive an oscillating column in a pneumatic
chamber that has an opening to the sea. As the water level
inside the OWC chamber moves up and down, it compresses
and decompresses the air, respectively. Air energy is then
converted into mechanical energy by means of a bi-directional
air turbine connected to the pneumatic chamber. Electricity
can then be generated by utilizing an electric generator that
converts the mechanical energy to useful electricity. For its
simplicity from operation point of view and having no moving
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K

arts underwater that provides lesser and easier maintenance
orks, OWC has drawn attention of many researchers as one
f the most promising wave energy converters. 

A theoretical model of the hydrodynamics for a fixed OWC
evice was developed by Evans [1] who ignored the spatial
ariation and assumed a rigid weightless piston motion for
he chamber’s internal free surface of a small width relative
o the incident wavelength. These assumptions allowed the
pplication of the oscillating body theory. The rigid-body ap-
roach was then improved by Falcão and Sarmento [2] , Evans
3] and Falnes and McIver [4] by allowing the increase in
ressure at the free surface as well as providing the possibil-
ty of a non-plane free surface. To validate the oscillating sur-
ace pressure theory proposed by Sarmento and Falcão [5] in

OWCs, Sarmento [6] carried out a set of wave flume experi-
ents utilizing very small steepness regular waves with linear

nd quadratic power take-off (PTO) represented by filters and
rifice plate, accordingly. Morris-Thomas et al. [7] and Ning
 is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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t al. [8] experimentally investigated the impacts the underwa-
er chamber’s geometry has on onshore OWCs performance. 

Adding to the analytical and experimental studies, Numer-
cal Wave Tank (NWT) based on potential flow solver or
olving the Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equa- 
ions are also being used. In contrast to potential flow mod-
ls, RANS models do not have the shortcomings of handling
roblems with strong nonlinearity, dispersion, wave break-
ng, complex viscous, turbulence and vortex shedding. On the
ther hand, with potential flow solvers, the solution can be
btained in a reasonable time on standard computers. Usu-
lly, potential flow models are solved using Boundary Ele-
ent Method (BEM). Studies on OWCs that implement po-

ential flow solvers are for instance, Brito-Melo et al. [9] ,
elauré and Lewis [10] , Josset and Clément [11] , Lopes

t al. [12] , Sykes et al. [13, 14] and Gomes et al. [15] . 
With increasing the computation power, RANS models be-

ame more attractive for researchers to study the OWC hydro-
ynamic performance. Examples that implemented CFD mod-
ls for investigating the impacts the environmental conditions
wave height and period), the chamber underwater geometry
nd PTO damping have on the hydrodynamic performance
f onshore OWC devices include Zhang et al. [16] , Teixeira
t al. [17] , López et al. [18] , Kamath et al. [19, 20] , Luo
t al. [21] , Anbarsooz et al. [22] , Ş entürk and Özdamar
23] and Elhanafi et al. [24] .

In contrast to onshore OWCs, offshore OWCs do not have
he chamber rear wall extending to the seabed. As a result,
ffshore OWCs allow the ocean waves to pass around and
nderneath the device walls. Recently, Iturrioz et al. [25,
6] developed and validated a CFD model based on RANS–
OF using open source code (IHFOAM) with tank flume

xperiments to study the hydrodynamics and pneumatics of
 fixed detached OWC. Crema et al. [27] studied experimen-
ally the efficiency of an OWC designed for installation on
 floating structure. The study included different geometri-
al parameters and both regular and irregular waves under
ifferent pneumatic damping. Simonetti et al. [28] presented
he numerical settings of an open source CFD code (Open-
OAM) and validation results against physical measurements
f a similar OWC device tested by Crema et al. [27] . Elhanafi
t al. [29] utilized a 2D validated numerical model based on
RANS–VOF) using a commercial CFD code (Star–CCM + )
ith experimental results to uncover the impact of increasing

he incident wave amplitude, frequency and turbine damp-
ng on the energy balance of an offshore stationary-floating
WC through detailed energy balance analyses. Using a 2D
FD model, Elhanafi et al. [30] studied the impact of the
nderwater chamber’ lips thickness and submergence on the
ydrodynamic performance of an offshore OWC under a con-
tant wave height and PTO damping. They observed that with
ncreasing the asymmetric lips submergence ratio (rear wall
raught to front wall draught), the rear wall thickness or an
ppropriate combination between the asymmetric lips submer-
ence and thickness, the overall hydrodynamic efficiency can
onsiderably be escalated over a broad frequency bandwidth.
s  

K2
Providing a better understanding of the offshore OWCs
ydrodynamic performance is important; however studying 

he hydrodynamic loads on these devices is essential for their
tability and continuation in operation safely. There is a
imited research focusing on studying these loads such as
ayakumar [31] who experimentally found that the wave
orces on OWC caisson breakwater when air damping inside
he OWC model is less were smaller than the traditional rect-
ngular caisson. Ashlin et al. [32] experimentally quantified
he horizontal and vertical wave forces on an onshore OWC
odel scale with constant pneumatic damping in a 2D wave
ume. They studied, the effect of wave steepness and relative
ater depth on the measured wave forces, and observed that at
atural frequency of system, the force on the structure is less.

The present paper aims to develop and validate a CFD
odel based on RANS equations solver with a VOF sur-

ace capturing scheme introduced by Hirt and Nichols
33] (RANS–VOF) to preliminary investigate the hydrody-
amic wave loads acting on an offshore OWC model scale.
he study includes a validation against existing experiments
nd then discovering the relevance of the incoming wave pe-
iod, wave height, PTO damping, PTO and 3D modeling to
he horizontal and vertical wave forces and their nonlinearity.

. Numerical wave tank (NWT)

.1. Governing equations 

The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model utilized
n the present study is a fully nonlinear model that is based
n the RANS equations together with VOF surface capturing
cheme introduced by Hirt and Nichols [33] . For the small
WC model scale considered in this investigation, air com-
ressibility inside the OWC chamber has a negligible effect.
ccordingly, the NWT used in the present study assumes in-

ompressible flow, and the continuity and RANS equations
re used to describe the flow motion via using a commercial
FD code (Star–CCM + ). In order to mathematically close the
ow sets of equations, the two-equation Shear Stress Trans-
ort (SST) k—ω turbulence model is implemented to model
he Reynolds Stresses in RANS equations. 

.2. Computational fluid domain 

In this section, only settings for 2D CFD model is pre-
ented. A 10 wavelengths ( L ) NWT with 2 cells in width is
sed in the present study with boundary conditions defined
s in Fig. 1 a. To reduce the unwanted reflected waves from
he NWT downstream outlet boundary, one wavelength at the
nd of the fluid domain is assigned for damping the transmit-
ed waves underneath the structure. The hydrodynamic wave
nteraction with a bluff body such as an OWC will produce
 partial standing wave envelope in front of the OWC struc-
ure; therefore, a sufficient refined free surface zone of three
imes the incoming wave height ( H ) is used. Considering that
cean waves are the main exciting source acting on offshore
tructures like OWCs, proper modeling of these waves is
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Fig. 1. (a) Computational fluid domain and (b) offshore OWC 1:50 model scale. 
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paramount for accurate prediction of the hydrodynamic loads,
structure’s response and performance [34] . Accordingly, the
gird and time step recommended by Elhanafi et al. [24] are
implemented in the present study. Elhanafi et al. [24] found
that a domain base cell size of 400 mm with free surface
grid size of at least 12 and 36 cells per wave height and
wavelength while maintaining a maximum cell aspect ratio of
16 are recommended for accurately generate waves with less
than 1.0% deviation from the analytical input wave height
when using a second-order temporal discretization scheme
with 1200 time steps per wave period ( T ). 

A mesh convergence study was performed consider-
ing five different surface mesh sizes for the OWC’ walls
( Fig. 1 b) under a wave height of H = 50 mm, wave period
T = 1.2 s and PTO slot opening of e = 5.0 mm. The cell surface
size of the coarser mesh (Mesh1) was 25 mm, and the total
cells count 170,000. More refinement was applied with
12.5 mm (Mesh2), 6.25 mm (Mesh3), 3.125 mm (Mesh4) and
the most refine mesh of 1.5625 mm (Mesh5) surface size that
K

ounts 540,000 cells. A further refinement of 0.78125 mm
as given to the power take-off (PTO) slot opening walls

or all of the five mesh sizes (Mesh1–5). For all non-slip
alls of the considered OWC, a first cell height equivalent to
 + 

∼= 

1 is used with a growth rate of 1.5 and 10 prism layers.
esults in Fig. 2 a show that the horizontal wave force ( F X )

s almost identical for all considered mesh sizes, whereas
he vertical force ( F Z ) in Fig. 2 b seems to be independent
f the mesh size starting from Mesh3. Considering the
omputational time, Mesh3 is selected for the rest of the
imulations performed in the present study. 

.3. CFD model validation 

The considered CFD model was previously validated with
xperimental results for overall and detailed performance
arameters of OWCs including chamber differential air pres-
ure, chamber water level elevation, overall hydrodynamic
fficiency and detailed flow fields (velocity and vorticity)
3
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Fig. 2. Mesh convergence study. (a) Horizontal wave force ( F X ) and (b) 
Vertical wave force ( F Z ). H = 50 mm, T = 1.2 s and e = 5.0 mm. 
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Fig. 3. Stationary-floating surface-piercing barge. 
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24,29] . Building on these validations, and considering the
ery limited reliable experimental data for hydrodynamic 
ave loads on OWCs in public literature under the action
f nonlinear regular waves, the author decided to further
alidate the fully nonlinear CFD model utilized in this
tudy against physical measurements including the reflection
oefficient, transmission coefficient and wave loads acting
n a 2D stationary-floating surface-piercing barge shown
n Fig. 3 that is subjected to nonlinear regular waves [35] .
he experimental results for this validation use a constant
ave height H = 70 mm, water depth h = L , where L is the

ncident wavelength and a range of wave periods represented
y a non-dimensional wavenumber ( ζ ) given by Eq. (1) . The
xperimental results were also represented in non-dimensional
orms for different parameters given in Eqs. (2) –( 5 ) includ-
ng: reflection coefficient ( C R ), transmission coefficient ( C T ),
ormalized horizontal force (F 

∗
X ) and normalized vertical

orce (F 

∗
Z ) . The above-mentioned parameters are numerically

alculated with the CFD model and compared against the
xperimental results conducted by Nojiri and Murayama
35] and others numerical results such as Tanizawa et al.
36] . Incident and reflected waves are resolved via utilizing
hree numerical wave probes (WPs) placed in front of the
WC at spacing as proposed by Mansard and Funke [37] .
he spacing between wave probes were adjusted based on

he incoming wavelength, so that the first WP is always
ocated at a distance equal to one wavelength ( L ) from the
WC’s front lip, the second WP at 0.9 L and the third WP
K4
t 0.75 L, which is more that 0.2 L as recommended by
oda and Suzuki [38] in case of regular wave tests. The

ransmitted wave height is monitored at a distance of about
ne wavelength behind the OWC’s leeward lip. A mesh
onvergence study consisting of five mesh sizes ranging
rom 75,000 cells to 340,000 cells was also performed for
his model (full results are not presented), and the selected

esh size was 12.5 mm (140,000 cells). The comparison
esults illustrated in Fig. 4 revealed that the present CFD
odel results are in good agreement with both experimental

nd others numerical results, which provides reasonable
onfidence in the capability of the utilized CFD model for
ccurately simulating the nonlinear waves interacting with a
xed bluff body such as a stationary-floating OWC. 

= 

ω 

2 B

2g 

(1) 

here ω is the wave angular frequency, B is the barge length
n the wave propagation direction and g is the gravitational
cceleration. 

 R = 

H R 

H 

(2) 

 T = 

H T 

H 

(3) 

here H, H R and H T are the incident, reflected and transmit-
ed wave heights, respectively. 

 X 
∗ = 

F X 

ρgW dA 

(4) 

 Z 
∗ = 

F Z 

ρgW BA 

(5) 

here F X and F Z are the measured horizontal and vertical
ave loads, ρ is the water density (fresh water), d is the
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Fig. 4. CFD validation of regular wave interactions with a surface-piercing fixed barge. (a) reflection coefficient ( C R ), (b) transmission coefficient ( C T ), (c) 
normalized horizontal force (F ∗X ) and (d) normalized vertical force (F ∗Z ) versus nondimensional wavenumber ζ = ω 

2 B /2 g under a regular wave height of
H = 70 mm. 
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barge draft (250 mm), W is the barge breadth (not shown in
Fig. 3 ) and A is the incident wave amplitude. 

3. Wave loads on OWC

To investigate the hydrodynamic wave loads on an
offshore-stationary OWC, the above well validated CFD
model is utilized after replacing the surface-piercing barge in
Fig. 3 with a 1:50 OWC model scale shown in Fig. 1 b. The
CFD model is then used to further study the wave–OWC in-
teractions under fifteen wave periods ( T ) ranging from 0.8 to
2.2 s with 0.1 s increment that are represented by a dimen-
sionless parameter Kb = 1.8864–0.2494, where K is defined
as K = ω 

2 / g and b is the chamber length in the wave prop-
agation direction (see Fig. 1 b), two wave heights ( H ) of 50
and 100 mm, eleven PTO damping simulated via different slot
opening sizes ( e ) = 1.5–9.0 mm and a constant water depth ( h )
of 1500 mm. 

3.1. Wavelength effect 

OWC interactions with a constant incoming wave height
of 50 mm are studied in this section for the whole considered
wave periods under three different PTO damping correspond-
ing to a top slot size ( e ) of 6.0 mm (low damping), 3.0 mm
(intermediate damping) and 1.5 mm (large damping). Starting
with the horizontal wave force, considering that the surging
force mainly results from the wave loads on the OWC’s front
and rear lips, the amplitude and phase shift between the two
wave envelopes developed in front and behind the OWC struc-
ture are controlling the resultant force’s amplitudes presented
K

n Fig. 5 c. The reflection and transmission coefficients, which
re a function of the structural geometry and incoming waves
an provide an indication of these envelopes. In addition, the
adiated waves from the OWC chamber’s internal free sur-
ace oscillation that depends on many factors such as wave
haracteristic and PTO damping may influence these wave
nvelopes. As seen in Fig. 5 a, the reflection and transmission
oefficients have fully opposite trends. Under low-frequency
aves, the reflection and transmission coefficients are mini-
um and maximum, respectively. As the wavelength short-

ns, the reflection coefficient increases whereas transmission
oefficient declines. 

Considering the variations of these coefficients together
ith the trend of the horizontal wave force in Fig. 5 c, it

an be seen that under long waves, the amplitude and phase
f forces acting on both lips are close to each other, which
eads to a minimum resultant force. With increasing the wave
requency ( Kb ), the transmitted wave amplitude reduces; and
herefore, the force amplitude on the aft wall decreases. On
he other hand, increasing the reflection coefficient with Kb
oes not necessarily means enlarging the forces on the front
all. This is because the wave envelope in front of the OWC

an be seen as a partial standing wave consisting of nodes
nd antinodes, and changing the phase between the incident,
eflected and radiated waves will alter the position of these
odes and antinodes. However, considering that the resultant
orce increases with Kb , this explains the higher wave oscilla-
ions (antinodes) developed on or close to the front lip, which
n turn improves the resultant force until getting its maximum
t a certain Kb value. It is also interesting to see the hori-
ontal force’s peak occurs over a frequency ( Kb ) bandwidth
5
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Fig. 5. OWC interactions with regular waves ( H = 50 mm) versus nondimensional parameter ( Kb ) under different PTO slot opening size ( e ). (a) reflection 
( C R ) and transmission ( C T , dotted lines with markers) coefficients, (b) chamber’s differential air pressure ( �P ), (c) horizontal wave force ( F X ) and (d) vertical 
wave force ( F Z ). 
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(

orresponds to the same frequency zone where both reflection
nd transmission coefficients are roughly equal, which is the
ame region of the maximum energy absorbed by the OWC
tructure [29] . Following this peak, while loads on the real
ip keep decreasing due to the reduction in transmission coef-
cient with a further increase in Kb , forces on seaward wall
eems to start declining, and the phase shift between both
orces increases. Consequently, the total horizontal force de-
lines. Additionally, under high–frequency waves, the cham-
er’s free surface motion is no longer flat, and nonlinear ef-
ects as well as water sloshing increase, which are expected
o influence the resultant force. For instance, the horizontal
ave load per chamber’s unit width ( F X ) acting on the OWC

nd presented in Fig. 5 c is seen to gradually increases from
3 N/m at Kb = 0.2494 as the incoming wavelength decreases
i.e., Kb increases) till peaked with 66 N/m at a certain wave-
ength corresponding to a Kb = 0.8384. Following its max-
mum value, the horizontal force tends to linearly decrease
ith further shortening the wavelength up to 45 N/m at Kb
 1.886. Although, changing the PTO damping impacts the

eflected and transmitted waves ( Fig. 5 a), it is observed that
he predicted horizontal force is almost identical for the three
imulated PTO damping, which again can be assigned to the
hange in phase shift on the measured forces considering that
he applied damping significantly influences the chamber’s
ree surface oscillation as well as the radiated waves. Further
iscussion is provided in Section 3.5 . 

Before discussing the hydrodynamic vertical wave loads,
he chamber’s differential air pressure is investigated. Results
n Fig. 5 b demonstrate that as the incoming wave becomes
horter ( Kb increases), the differential air pressure amplitude
K6
 �P ) increases before hitting its maxima at a given Kb value
hat represents the device natural frequency (resonance) or
loser to that frequency [39] . Following the achieved peak
alue, the pressure amplitude progressively drops down.
hanging the PTO damping affects the pressure amplitude
nd the device natural frequency, which in turn alters the Kb
alue at which the maximum pressure occurs. For instance,
ncreasing the applied damping from e = 6.0 to 3.0 mm
ushes the pressure peak from 49 Pa at Kb = 0.8384 to
6 Pa at a smaller Kb = 0.7144. This effect is also more
bvious for the largest damping of e = 1.5 mm where the
ressure peak of 117 Pa occurs almost under the longest
avelength ( Kb = 0.2738). In addition to changing the

esonance frequency ( Kb value) and the corresponding peak
ressure amplitude, increasing the PTO damping by reduc-
ng the slot opening ( e ) results in increasing the chamber
ressure amplitude throughout the entire frequency range.
ased on the differential air pressure results and the vertical
ave loads presented in Fig. 5 d, it is clear that the vertical
ave force per chamber’s unit width ( F Z ) is following the

ame trend of the chamber’s differential air pressure ( �P )
 Fig. 5 b) for the whole tested frequencies ( Kb ) and PTO
amping. 

.2. Wave height and PTO damping effects 

Uncovering the impacts of increasing the incoming wave
eight two fold (i.e., H = 100 mm) on the predicted hy-
rodynamic loads are discussed in this section versus a
0 mm wave height over a series of PTO damping factors
 C = b / e ) and under three selected wave periods represented
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Fig. 6. Wave height impact on the OWC interactions with regular waves ver- 
sus PTO damping factor ( C ) under different wavelengths ( Kb ). (a) chamber 
differential air pressure ( �P ), (b) horizontal force ( F X ) and (c) vertical force 
( F Z ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison between the hydrodynamic vertical wave force ( F Z ) and 
the pneumatic force ( �P x b ). (a) comparison for different wavelengths ( Kb ) 
and three damping ( e ) under a 50 mm wave height and (b) comparison for 
different wave heights ( H = 50 and 100 mm) over different damping factors 
under three wavelengths ( Kb ). 
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by Kb = 0.4716 (long wave, low steepness H / L = 0.025),
0.8384 (intermediate wavelength, H / L = 0.044) and 1.2072
(short wave, high-frequency and steepness of 0.064). Fig. 6 a
illustrates that air pressure amplitude ( �P ) increases with ei-
ther increasing the PTO damping factor ( C ) or escalating the
incident wave height for the three simulated wavelengths ( Kb
= 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072). The higher wave frequency
( Kb = 1.2072) provides the lower pressure amplitude over
the 11 tested PTO damping and wave heights ( H = 50 and
100 mm). The large PTO damping factors ( C higher than
110) induce the higher pressure amplitudes when the OWC
interacts with low frequency (long) waves ( Kb = 0.4716) and
height of 50 mm, whereas doubling the wave height shifts
this damping factor limit ( C = 110) to a lower value of
C = 50, which widens and shortens the damping factor range
that provides the higher pressure amplitudes for the low and
intermediate wave frequencies, accordingly.

The horizontal wave force ( F X ) shown in Fig. 6 b provides
that over the whole tested damping factors ( C ), the maximum
force occurs at the intermediate wavelength, and changing the
damping factor does not affect the predicted force (variation
within+ 1.07 % to −1.70 % off the mean value). Conversely,
doubling the wave height significantly magnifies the force
amplitude by almost two times. Results in Fig. 6 c illustrate
that the influences the damping factor and wave height have
K

n the vertical wave force ( F Z ) are also similar to those on
he chamber differential air pressure presented in Fig. 6 a. 

Considering the findings in Figs. 5 and 6 , it seems that
here is a good correlation between the chamber’s differen-
ial air pressure ( �P ) and the hydrodynamic vertical force
 F Z ). In order to discover this relation, Fig. 7 shows the hy-
rodynamic vertical wave force acting on the whole OWC
tructure ( F Z ) in comparison with the pneumatic air (aerody-
amic) force acting on the chamber’s top plate that is defined
s the product of the chamber’s differential air pressure ( �P )
nd the chamber’s length ( b ). Fig. 7 a demonstrates the forces
esulting from Fig. 5 b and d (i.e., the pneumatic and hydro-
ynamic vertical forces for the entire frequency range under
hree different damping of e = 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 mm), while

Fig. 7 b compares the resulting pneumatic vertical forces (cor-
esponding to air differential pressure amplitudes in Fig. 6 a)
nd the hydrodynamic vertical forces (presented in Fig. 6 c)
ver the whole studied 11 PTO damping factors ( C ) and two
ave heights ( H = 50 and 100 mm) for three wavelengths

( Kb = 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072). It is obvious from these
results that the wave hydrodynamic vertical force is linearly
roportional to the pneumatic differential air pressure force
n OWC’s top plate. 

.3. Horizontal versus vertical wave loads 

The above discussed results show that the wave frequency
 Kb ) and damping factor ( C ) at which the maximum force
ccurs is different for the horizontal ( F X ) and vertical ( F Z )
ave forces. Also, the variation in each force is not syn-

hronized with the each other. Accordingly, the ratio between
hese forces are studied in this section. Fig. 8 indicates that
he horizontal force is always larger than the vertical force
7
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the horizontal ( F X ) and vertical ( F Z ) wave 
forces. (a) comparison for different wavelengths ( Kb ) and three PTO damp- 
ing ( e ) under 50 mm wave height and (b) comparison for different wave 
heights ( H = 50 and 100 mm) over different damping factors under three 
wavelengths ( Kb ). 
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or the whole tested wavelengths, damping factors and wave
eights. The ratio between these forces ( F X / F Z ) is shown in
ig. 8 a throughout the simulated wave frequencies for three
TO damping ( e = 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0). The smaller damping
 e = 6.0 mm) results in higher force ratios in comparison
ith the larger damping of e = 1.5 mm due to the smaller
ertical forces induced by the larger damping (see Fig. 5 d).
urthermore, as the wavelength decreases ( Kb increases), the
orce ratio gradually increases from 1.0 at Kb = 0.2494 to
.0 at Kb = 1.2072 and from 2.0 to 4.5 for e = 1.5 and
.0 mm, respectively, whereas this ratio slightly declines for
 = 6.0 mm from 5.5 at Kb = 0.2494 to 4.5 at Kb = 0.8384
peak of F X and F Z in Fig. 5 ), before it also starts increasing.
he increasing rate/slope of this ratio for the three damping
alues incredibly increases over the higher-frequency zone es-
ecially after Kb = 1.2072, which is more obvious for e =
.0 and 6.0 mm. This can be assigned to the higher reduction
ate in the vertical forces under higher frequencies ( Fig. 5 d)
n comparison with the steady drop in the horizontal forces
t high-frequency zone ( Fig. 5 c). For example, at the short-
st (highest steep) wave of Kb = 1.886, the horizontal wave
orce ( F X ) escalates up to 7.0, 22.0 and 43.0 times the verti-
al force ( F Z ) under PTO damping e = 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 mm,
espectively. 

At a given wavelength ( Kb = 0.4716, 0.8384 or 1.2072),
ncreasing the applied PTO damping factor from C = 33.33 ( e
 9.0 mm) to 200 ( e = 1.5 mm) results in reducing the force
K8
atio as shown in Fig. 8 b, which is a consequence of increas-
ng the vertical forces with damping, whereas no effects on
he horizontal forces ( Fig. 6 b and c). This reduction is more
ronounced up to C = 120 where the force ratio drops from
bout 8.8, 6.2 and 12.4 at C = 33.22 for Kb = 0.4716, 0.8384
nd 1.2072, respectively to almost 2.2, 2.8 and 3.9. Follow-
ng this threshold ( C = 120), the damping effect becomes
ittle, which can be seen in the minor further reduction in the
orce ratio to 1.6, 2.4 and 3.1. Although increasing the wave
eight leads to increasing both the horizontal ( Fig. 6 b) and
ertical ( Fig. 6 c) wave forces, the ratio between these forces
 F X / F Z ) is seen in Fig. 8 b to decrease as the wave height
ncreases to 100 mm, especially under small PTO damping,
hich in turn indicates that the vertical force is more sensi-

ive to increasing the wave height than the horizontal force.
or instance, at H = 100 mm, the force ratio drops to an aver-
ge of 0.7, 0.9 and 0.75 times the ratios at H = 50 mm for Kb
 0.4716, 0.8384 and 1.2072, respectively that provides less

ffect on the intermediate wavelength. Having the correlation
etween the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic vertical wave
orces ( Fig. 7 ) together with the relation between the ver-
ical and horizontal forces ( Fig. 8 ), provides a possibility of
tilizing the chamber’s differential air pressure not only for
stimating the device energy extraction efficiency, but also for
redicting the loads acting on the device. 

.4. Nonlinear wave forces effect 

The environmental conditions tested in this study provides
 wide range of wave steepness 0.0075 ≤ H/L ≤ 0.064.
ithin this steepness range, the nonlinear effects change;

herefore, its importance is discussed in this section. For each
f the horizontal and vertical wave forces, time series data
f five wave cycles are carefully selected. Fast Fourier Trans-
orm (FFT) is then used to resolve the energy contents in
ach frequency (fundamental wave frequency and its higher
armonics up to 3nd harmonic). Fig. 9 compares the contri-
ution of the higher harmonics (2nd and 3rd) to the forces
cting on the OWC as a percentage of the total force where
 X and E Z represent the total energy content in the predicted
orizontal and vertical force, accordingly, and the subscripts
 and 3 refer to the energy concentrated in the and 2nd and
rd harmonics, respectively. Fig. 9 a shows that up to a Kb
 1.2072, the higher harmonics in the vertical force con-

ribute up to about 10% of the total predicted vertical force,
nd this effect is almost the same for the three PTO damping
f e = 6.0, 3.0 and 1.5 mm with only a slight increase for
 = 6.0 mm at low frequency waves. Afterwards the Kb of
.2072, incoming waves become more steep and nonlinear ef-
ects are more pronounced and progressively increases up to
4, 20 and 16% for e = 6.0, 3.0 and 1.5 mm, accordingly. In
ontrast, nonlinear effects are less than 5% for the horizontal
ave force as given in Fig. 9 c. 
Impact of increasing the wave height to 100 mm and

hanging the PTO damping factor on the higher harmonics’
ontribution to the predicted vertical and horizontal forces
re illustrated in Fig. 9 b and d, respectively. Fig. 9 b shows
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Fig. 9. Higher harmonics impacts on the predicted forces. (a and c) impacts of different wavelengths ( Kb ) and three PTO damping ( e ) under 50 mm wave 
height, (b and d) impacts of different PTO damping factors ( C ) and wave heights H = 50 and 100 mm for three wavelengths ( Kb ). 
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that as the damping factor ( C ) increases, nonlinear effects
vary between 3.0 and 9.0% by either increasing from 3.0%
at C = 33.33 to 4.5% at C = 200 for Kb = 0.8384 or de-
creasing from 9.0% to 6.0% for the shorter wavelength of
Kb = 1.2072, where a slight variation of 5–6% is observed
for the low frequency wave of Kb = 0.4716. Furthermore,
after a damping factor ( C ) = 120, there is a little difference
between the three tested wavelengths ( Kb ) that show almost
a flat trend with a mean values of 5%. On the other side,
increasing the wave height arises the nonlinear effects on the
vertical wave forces ( Fig. 9 b), and these effects develop as
the damping factor ( C ) escalates except for the longer waves
where increasing the damping results in lesser nonlinear ef-
fects. For instance, under a short wavelength of Kb = 1.2072,
nonlinear effects increase from 9% for H = 50 mm to 10%
for H = 100 mm at C = 33.33 and from 6% to 19% at C =
200 for H = 50 mm and 100 mm, accordingly, while these ef-
fects are almost doubled throughout the whole damping range
for the intermediate wavelength of Kb = 0.8384. For the hor-
izontal (surge) force, nonlinear higher harmonics effects are
seen to be insensitive to the damping factor. Also, increasing
the wave height shows a little impact on the nonlinear con-
tribution to the surging force, especially for the lower ( Kb =
0.4716) and higher ( Kb = 1.2072) wave steepness. However,
for the intermediate wavelength ( Kb = 0.8384), doubling the
wave height escalates the nonlinear effect from only 0.35%
to about 2.5%. 

Time series data and corresponding FFT results are shown
in Fig. 10 for a wavelength of Kb = 1.2072 under differ-
ent wave heights and PTO damping. Fig. 10 a and b confirm
the results shown in Fig. 9 d where a damping of e = 1.5
and 6.0 mm under wave heights of H = 50 and 100 mm re-
K

ult in a negligible nonlinear effect on the surging force with
lmost symmetric crest/trough time series data in Fig. 10 a;
ccordingly, all energy ( S X ) is concentrated in the fundamen-
al incoming wave frequency of 1.0 Hz as shown in Fig. 10 b.
n the other side, nonlinear effects on the vertical forces are
ore obvious for a damping e = 1.5 mm and a wave height

f 100 mm (see Fig. 9 b) that is shown by the larger negative
orce (trough) in comparison with the positive value (crest) in
ig. 10 c. This nonlinearity is represented by a second energy
pike ( S Z ) at the 2nd harmonic of 2.0 Hz in Fig. 10 d, and rep-
esents about 17.5% of the total energy, while other analyzed
onditions show only one peak value at the wave frequency
ith small/negligible second spike at the 2nd harmonic. 
Similar to analyzing results for a short wavelength of Kb =

1.2072, time series data and FFT results for an intermediate
avelength of Kb = 0.8384 are shown in Fig. 11 with a
amping e = 1.5 and 5.0 mm under wave heights of H =
0 and 100 mm. Fig. 11 a and b illustrate the minor nonlinear
ffects on the horizontal surging force. Conversely, Fig. 11 c
nd d highlight the nonlinear impacts on the predicted vertical
orce that are more clear under the larger wave height and
TO damping ( H = 100 mm and e = 1.5 mm) with the second
eak in FFT results representing about 9% of the total energy
ontent in the predicted force. 

.5. 3D and PTO modeling effects 

The above-discussed results are limited to 2D flow assump-
ions. In order to investigate the impacts the 3D modeling
ay have on the predicted hydrodynamic loads, the devel-

ped 2D CFD model in Section 2 is extended to 3D domain
ith boundary conditions as illustrated in Fig. 12 a. Consid-
9
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Fig. 10. Time series and FFT results of a damping e = 1.5 and 6.0 mm and a wave height H = 50 and 100 mm under a constant wavelength Kb = 1.2072. 
(a) horizontal force time series, (b) horizontal force FFT results, (c) vertical force time series, (d) vertical force FFT results.

Fig. 11. Time series and FFT results of a damping e = 1.5 and 5.0 mm and a wave height H = 50 and 100 mm under a constant wavelength Kb = 0.8384. 
(a) horizontal force time series, (b) horizontal force FFT results, (c) vertical force time series, (d) vertical force FFT results.

K10
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Fig. 12. 3D computational fluid domain. (a) Computational domain with mesh and boundary conditions, (b) 3D OWC with slot opening, (c) 3D OWC with 
orifice plate, (d) OWC with slot opening for flume tank and (e) OWC with orifice plate for flume tank. 

K11
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Fig. 13. 3D and PTO modeling effects on: (a) chamber’s free surface oscillation ( ƞOWC ), (b) chamber’s differential air pressure ( �P ), (c) horizontal wave 
force ( F X ) and (d) vertical wave force ( F Z ). H = 50 mm, e = 5.0 mm and Kb = 0.8384 ( T = 1.2 s). 
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ring that 3D modeling is time consuming, an intermediate
tage between 2D and 3D modeling is investigated by test
ng the OWC in a numerical tank flume of breadth equal to
he OWC’s pneumatic chamber width of 100 mm with a
ymmetry plane. Results of this wave flume are compared
ith those from a fully 3D tank with breadth of 1750 mm

model’s width is about 0.06 of the tank’s breadth) that is
nough to ignore the sidewall effects [40]. In addition
imulating the PTO damping via a slot opening restricts the
ow to 2D; accordingly, a comparison between using a slo
pening (2D) and an orifice plate (3D) with the same opening
atio (the ratio between the PTO opening and the chamber’s
aterplane area) is also included. All model’s configurations

re illustrated in Fig. 12b to e. To investigate all these
arameters, testing conditions were limited to only one wave
eight of H = 50 mm, a slot opening e = 5.0 mm and three
ave periods of T = 1.0 s ( Kb = 1.2072), 1.2 s ( Kb =
.8384) and 1.6 s ( Kb = 0.4716). Measurements include
WC’s free surface oscillations (ƞOWC that is based on an
verage of 25 numerical wave probes placed inside the
neumatic chamber), chamber’s differential air pressure
average of 10 monitoring points) and the horizontal and
ertical wave loads. 

Starting with tank flume modeling and orifice plate effects
n the predicted loads under a wave frequency of Kb =
.8384, which results in the maximum loads under the con
idered PTO damping ( e = 5.0 mm or C = 60, see Fig. 6 )
esults in Fig. 13 left illustrate that testing in tank flumes with
TO modeled with a slot opening provides almost the same
esults as 2D modeling for all measured parameters, except a
light increase of 4% in the vertical force. On the other hand
sing an orifice plate (with a radius of 17.84 mm) instead o

he slot opening induces higher air pressure ( Fig. 13 left-b) 

K12
hat in agreement with the experimental observations by He
nd Huang [41] , which in turn reduces the chamber’s free
urface oscillation amplitude ( Fig. 13 left-a) and enlarges the
ydrodynamic vertical forces ( Fig. 13 left-d) by 14.5% due
o its coupling with the pneumatic force as discussed in
ection 3.2 . It is however, as discussed in Section 3.2 ,

he horizontal forces ( Fig. 13 left-c) are independent of the
pplied damping that explains the identical results from PTO
odeling with either a slot opening or an orifice plate. 
In 3D modeling, not only wave scattering is considered,

ut also, removing the 2D flow restriction allows the water
olumn to evacuate the chamber more easily, which in turn
scalates the chamber’s free surface oscillation amplitude as
een in Fig. 13 right-a for OWC with 3D slot opening. In
ddition, for OWC with an orifice plate, the free surface os-
illation amplitude increased in comparison with tank flume’
esults ( Fig. 13 left-a), but the oscillation is lower that the case
ith slot opening due to the higher damping induced by the
rifice plate. This increase in the oscillation amplitude under
 given wave period and PTO damping increases the oscil-
ation rate (slope), which in turn escalates the air pressure
mplitude ( Fig. 13 right-b) as well as the airflow rate through
he PTO [29] . Similar to the tank flume, using the orifice
late improves the air pressure in comparison with the slot
pening, and this effect is more obvious during the exha-
ation (pressurizing) stage. Having explained the increase in
ir pressure, it is expected that also the vertical wave forces
n 3D modeling ( Fig. 13 right-d) are higher than those from
ume tanks, and this increase found to be almost 20% for
D with slot opening versus flume with slot opening, 20%
or 3D with orifice plate versus flume with orifice plate and
bout 43% for 3D with orifice plate in comparison with 2D
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Fig. 14. 3D effects on: (a) chamber’s free surface oscillation ( ƞOWC ), (b) chamber’s differential air pressure ( �P ), (c) horizontal wave force ( F X ) and (d) 
vertical wave force ( F Z ). H = 50 mm, e = 5.0 mm, Kb = 1.2072 (left) and Kb = 0.4716 (right). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. 3D and PTO modeling effects on the wave envelope before and 
after OWC. H = 50 mm, e = 5.0 mm and Kb = 0.8384 ( T = 1.2 s). 

p - 
h  

w - 
modeling. Conversely, the horizontal wave loads in 3D model-
ing shown in Fig. 11 right-c are lower that tank flume (or 2D)
measurements. Further explanation regarding these reductions
in surging forces is given later in this section. 

Similar to the observations of 3D effects on the maximum
measured forces under a wavelength of Kb = 0.8384, results
for additional wave frequencies of Kb = 1.2072 ( Fig. 14 left)
and Kb = 0.4716 ( Fig. 14 right) revealed the same impacts
of 3D modeling. Additionally, these results illustrate that 3D
modeling leads to a massive reduction and increase in the hor-
izontal and vertical wave loads as the wavelength increases
and decreases, respectively. For example, the reduction in
horizontal loads ( F X ) increases from 5% at Kb = 1.2072
( Fig. 14 left-c) to 29% at Kb = 0.8384 ( Fig. 13 right-c) and
then to 41% at Kb = 0.4716 ( Fig. 14 right-c). On the other
hand, 3D simulations results in about 60% increase in the ver-
tical wave force ( F Z ) at Kb = 1.2072 ( Fig. 14 left-d) in com-
parison with 25% at Kb = 0.8384 ( Fig. 13 right-d, slot open-
ing) and 7.5% at Kb = 0.4716 ( Fig. 14 right-d). Figs. 13 and
14 also highlight that 3D modeling not only affect the hori-
zontal force amplitudes, but also, the frequency of the max-
imum force changes. For instance, the peak force was found
at Kb = 0.8384 ( Fig. 5 c and time series data in Fig. 13 c) in
2D modeling, but this peak seems to be shifted to a higher
frequency of Kb = 1.2072 in 3D modeling ( Fig. 14 left-c).

As discussed in Section 3.1 the wave profile before and af-
ter the OWC is quite important for explaining the changes in
the horizontal forces. For instance, results in Fig. 15 shows
a comparison between 2D and 3D wave elevations for Kb
= 0.8384 at four points along the tank on the symmetry
 l  

K1
lane (ƞ1 –ƞ3 are placed before OWC and ƞ4 is located be
ind OWC). Coordinates of these points are similar to the
ave probes’ locations described in Section 2.3.  Results il

ustrate that 3D modeling allows most of the incoming waves
3
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Fig. 16. 3D effects on the wave envelope before and after OWC. H = 50 mm, e = 5.0 mm, Kb = 1.2702 (left) and Kb = 0.4716 (right). 
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Fig. 17. 3D effects on the wave elevation at 50 mm before and after OWC. 
(a): Kb = 1.2702, (b): Kb = 0.8384 and (c): Kb = 0.4716. H = 50 mm, e 
= 5.0 mm. 

o  

m  

u  

F  

t

o be transmitted on the OWC’s leeside, which can be seen
n the consistency in the monitored wave amplitudes along
he four points. Also, there is no visible impact of using
n orifice plate rather than a slot opening. Furthermore, as
eflection and transmission coefficients with 2D modeling are
aximum and minimum respectively under short waves, it is

xpected that discrepancy with 3D modeling become more
nd less pronounced at high ( Kb = 1.2072) and low ( Kb =
.4716) frequency waves as shown in Fig. 16 left and right, re-
pectively. These differences explain the overall reductions in
he horizontal forces predicted with 3D modeling in compari-
on with 2D flow assumptions. However, to further clarify the
scalation of these reductions with increasing the wavelength,
he wave elevation is monitored and presented in Fig. 17 at
wo points closer to the OWC structure on each side: one at
0 mm in front of the OWC’s seaward wall (Before OWC)
nd another one 50 mm behind the leeside (After OWC). It
s clear that as the wavelength increases ( Kb decreases), the
ave amplitude after OWC with respect to the wave ampli-

ude before OWC increases, while the phase shift between
ach wave trend diminishes (phase shift is 0.34 T at Kb =
.2072, 0.26 T at Kb = 0.8384 and 0.16 T at Kb = 0.4716).
s a result, a large reduction in surging forces is more obvi-
us under long waves in comparison with 2D results. 

. Conclusions

2D and 3D CFD models based on RANS–VOF are im-
lemented in this paper in order to study the hydrodynamic
ave loads on an offshore-stationary OWC over a wide range
K14
f wave periods, wave heights and pneumatic damping. The
odel is validated in good agreement against nonlinear reg-

lar wave interactions with a surface-piercing fixed barge.
rom the investigations carried out of total 108 numerical

ests, the following conclusions are drawn: 
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• The hydrodynamic horizontal wave load is independent of
the applied PTO damping even with increasing the incom-
ing wave height.

• Increasing the wave height by two times leads to almost
doubling the surging wave force.

• The maximum horizontal force occurs at frequency band-
width where reflection and transmission coefficients are
almost the same.

• The predicted vertical hydrodynamic load is following the
same variation of the chamber’s differential air pressure
with a peak value almost at the OWC natural frequency.

• The hydrodynamic vertical force is linearly proportional to
the pneumatic air force acting on the chamber’s top plate.

• Regardless of the incoming wave frequency, height and
PTO damping, the hydrodynamic horizontal force is al-
ways larger than the vertical force.

• The ratio between the horizontal and vertical wave forces
is higher for high frequency waves, smaller wave height
and lower PTO damping.

• Nonlinear effects are more pronounced in the vertical force
than the horizontal one.

• Nonlinearity contributes to about less than 5% of the total
surging force energy, whereas this contribution can extend
to 24% for the vertical force under high frequency waves.

• Testing offshore OWCs in tank flumes provides the same
results as 2D modeling.

• Simulating the PTO damping with an orifice plate of the
same opening ratio of a slot opening leads to high cham-
ber’s differential air pressure and in turn larger vertical
wave force, whereas no impact on the horizontal force was
found.

• 3D modeling results in reducing the horizontal wave
forces, and this impact increases with increasing the wave-
length.

• The maximum horizontal force in 3D modeling is shifted
to a higher frequency in comparison with 2D modeling.

• 3D modeling leads to higher chamber’s free surface oscil-
lations, larger air pressure, and accordingly escalates the
pneumatic and hydrodynamic vertical wave forces. These
effects become more noticeable as the wavelength short-
ens.

Although the present work provided an overview on the
hydrodynamic wave loads that an offshore OWC may experi-
ence during operational conditions (small waves), results were
validated against two-dimensional model. Accordingly, as a
continuation of this research, experiments will be performed
to validate the numerical results not only for the 3D effects,
but also under extreme environmental conditions representing
survival events. Additionally, air compressibility may impact
the predicted wave loads on the device, especially for large-
scale prototypes [42] , thus scaling effects with both incom-
pressible and compressible airflow will be investigated. 
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Abstract 

Wave energy is a viable source of ocean renewable energy and research is being 

conducted worldwide. The Oscillating Water Column (OWC) device is recognised 

internationally as one of the most promising types of ocean Wave Energy Converters (WECs). 

To effectively utilize ocean waves for harvesting more energy, offshore OWC devices need to 

be deployed in deep–water where waves are more energetic. Therefore, the present paper 

experimentally investigated the hydrodynamic performance of a 3D offshore–stationary OWC 

device subjected to a wide range of regular wave conditions of different periods and heights and 

nonlinear power take–off (PTO) damping conditions simulated by an orifice. The experimental 

results were also employed to validate a 3D incompressible Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) model based on the RANS–VOF approach. It was found that device efficiency decreased 

as wave height increased, especially for wave frequencies higher than device resonance 

frequency. However, for low–frequency waves under small PTO damping, there was a noticeable 

improvement in device efficiency. More importantly, results of this study revealed that even with 

the changes in device efficiency as wave height doubled, the OWC device could extract more 

wave energy throughout the whole frequency range tested by a maximum of about 7.7 times, 

particularly for long waves under small PTO damping. Furthermore, the numerical results from 

the 3D CFD model were in good agreement with the experiments, while the 2D model provided 

misleading (overestimating) results for high–frequency waves. 

Keywords: Wave energy; offshore oscillating water column device; OWC; 3D experiments 

and CFD; PTO damping effect; wave height effect. 
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1. Introduction 

To cope with the increasing costs of fossil fuels as well as the environmental impacts due 

to the excessive use of these fuels, eco–friendly power from renewable energy sources has been 

under the spotlight and is believed to have an important role in resolving these effects. Ocean 

wave energy is considered to be one of the most promising renewable energy sources as it can 

provide noteworthy advantages when compared to other sources such as solar, wind and tidal. 

Wave energy offers the highest energy density and relatively small potential energy losses when 

travelling over long distance [1]. A key feature is that Wave Energy Converter (WEC) devices 

are able to produce power up to ninety percent of the time, whereas other types of renewable 

energy conversion devices such as solar energy converters and wind turbines can only generate 

power about twenty to thirty percent of the time [1]. The World Energy Council Report on World 

Energy Sources [2] estimated the total theoretical wave energy potential of 32,000 TWh/year. 

This value decreased to 16,000–18,500 TWh/year when the direction of the wave energy and the 

world coastline alignment were taken into account [3]; however, this is still comparable to the 

global electricity consumption (energy demand) of about 20,500 TWh in year 2015 [4]. Utilizing 

these advantages, several techniques have been proposed and developed to extract wave energy. 

These technologies can be categorised by deployment location (shoreline, nearshore and 

offshore), type (attenuator, point absorber and terminator) and mode of operation (submerged 

pressure differential, oscillating wave surge converter, oscillating water column and overtopping 

device) [1]. The wave energy electricity production by the current technologies and designs of 

devices when fully mature has been estimated to be 140–750 TWh/year; however, this figure 

could be increased to 2,000 TWh/year if all potential improvements to these devices are realised 

[5]. 

The Oscillating Water Column (OWC) device is a WEC that is based on wave–to– 

pneumatic energy conversion by utilizing ocean waves to drive the motion of a water column 

inside a pneumatic chamber that has an underwater opening to the ocean. The water column 

fluctuation (oscillation) compels the air inside being compressed and decompressed which 

creates a bidirectional airflow. The pneumatic energy is then converted into mechanical energy 

via forcing the air to flow through a turbine or a power take–off (PTO) system that is connected 

to a generator to transform the mechanical energy into electricity. Each phase of the energy 

conversion chain has its own importance in terms of overall performance. The significance of 

studying wave–to–pneumatic energy conversion stage (which is the focus of the present study) 

is that this is the primary stage where energy losses are expected to be high [6-9]. OWC devices 
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can be installed at different locations (shoreline, nearshore, and offshore) as either fixed or 

floating structures [10]. 

Investigating the hydrodynamic performance of OWC devices has been extensively 

performed by different means including analytical, experimental, numerical or in a combination 

of the aforementioned. Most if not all analytical studies such as McCormick [11], Falcão and 

Sarmento [12], Evans [13] and Falnes and McIver [14] are based on linear wave theory to model 

simple OWC device geometries like a thin–walled vertical tube and two parallel vertical thin 

walls. For complex geometries, the wave–OWC device interactions require numerical modelling 

that is usually solved using the Boundary Element Method (BEM) [15]. However, these methods 

are still based on the potential flow assumptions and cannot handle problems that require 

capturing detailed physics such as strong nonlinearity, complex viscous effects, turbulence and 

vortex shedding. For extensive reviews of utilizing analytical and potential flow models to study 

OWC devices, the reader is referred to Refs. [15, 16]. On the other hand, Numerical Wave Tanks 

(NWTs) based on the Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations do not have the 

above–mentioned shortcomings. Accordingly, these advantages together with the increasing 

availability of computational power have made Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) more 

attractive and viable for researchers to study the hydrodynamic performance of OWC devices 

[9, 17-20]. However, CFD modelling of OWC devices has generally been restricted to 2D 

geometries and regular waves, and it still requires validation against physical model testing [15]. 

Over the past few decades, many physical scale model experiments have been performed 

to investigate the effects of different design parameters on the hydrodynamic performance of 

onshore OWC devices [21-25]. In comparison to the typical onshore and nearshore types of 

OWC devices, offshore OWC devices allow ocean waves to pass around and underneath the 

device, which in turn changes the hydrodynamic interactions and the energy balance of such 

devices [26]. However, there is a very limited number of experiments and/or numerical studies 

on offshore OWC devices. For example, Iturrioz et al. [27, 28] and Simonetti et al. [29, 30] 

developed open source CFD codes (IHFOAM) and (OpenFOAM) to model and investigate the 

hydrodynamic performance of a fixed detached OWC model and a three chamber OWC device, 

respectively after utilizing wave flume measurements to validate their numerical models. 

Elhanafi et al. [26] employed a 2D CFD model using a commercial code (STAR–CCM+) to 

study the relevance of incident wave amplitude, wave frequency and turbine damping to the 

energy balance of an offshore stationary OWC device. Recently, He et al. [31] experimentally 

investigated the importance of energy extraction and vortex–induced energy loss with respect to 
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energy dissipation for a pile–supported OWC model embedded breakwater. They discovered that 

the energy extraction and vortex–induced energy loss are closely related, and the pneumatic 

damping has a greater influence on the vortex–induced energy loss than the energy extraction. 

Although He et al. [31] achieved significant findings in their experimental investigation, it is 

worth noticing that the experiments were conducted in a 2D wave flume, which constrains wave 

diffraction and transmission around the device. In addition, the OWC model was subjected to a 

single small wave height representing weakly nonlinear waves of steepness 0.0123–0.0287, and 

only intermediate water depth conditions were tested based on the water depth and wave periods 

provided. 

To complement previous studies, the main objective of this study is to experimentally 

investigate the hydrodynamic performance of a 3D offshore OWC device under the action of 

regular waves of different periods and heights including strong nonlinear waves in deep– and 

intermediate–water depth conditions. In addition, the effect of changing the PTO damping on 

device performance is studied. Finally, the capability of a 3D incompressible CFD model based 

RANS–VOF approach in predicting the device performance is discussed. Both experiments and 

CFD simulations were performed at a small scale model, and full–scale system dynamics inside 

the OWC chamber due to air compressibility effects [32] were not modeled in the present study.  

2. Experimental set–up 

2.1. Testing facility 

The experimental campaigns were performed in the towing tank of the Australian 

Maritime College (AMC), University of Tasmania, Australia. The tank characteristics are 100 m 

long, 3.5 m width and a maximum water depth of 1.5 m. Waves are generated by means of a 

flap–type wavemaker installed at one end, whereas a wave–absorption beach is located at the 

other end. 

2.2. Offshore OWC model 

The 1:50 scale model offshore OWC device used in these experiments was manufactured 

of plywood with dimensions illustrated in Fig. 1–a, and it was positioned 15 m from the 

wavemaker (see Fig. 2). The model was scaled based on Froude’s similitude law such that the 

water depth (1.5 m) of the towing tank represented 75 m at full–scale. The OWC model had an 

overall draught of 350 mm and a rectangular chamber (300 mm x 200 mm) with symmetric front 

and rear lips of 12 mm thickness and 200 mm submergence. Considering that the ratio of the 

tank width (W) to the model breadth (B) was 8.75 (i.e., W/B > 5), the tank sidewall effects could 
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be ignored [33]. The columns and pontoons attached to the chamber provide the required 

buoyancy to permit future experiments over a wider range of wave conditions on the same model, 

but as a floating OWC device which is tension moored using a similar concept to that proposed 

in Lye et al. [34]. 

The chamber top plate of 12 mm thick included a central opening to utilize testing 

different PTO damping conditions. To simulate the pneumatic damping induced by the PTO 

system during experiments of small scale models, it is common to use either an orifice (or a slot) 

to simulate an impulse turbine (nonlinear/quadratic pressure–flow rate characteristics) or a 

porous medium to mimic a Wells turbine (linear characteristics) [21, 32]. In the present study, 

an orifice of different diameters shown in Fig. 1–b was manufactured via a 3D printer and used 

to model nonlinear PTO damping. Each orifice was defined by its radius and opening ratio (the 

ratio between the orifice area and the chamber waterplane area (a x b) in percentage, %). 

Considering the 12 mm thickness of the chamber top plate and the orifice diameter, orifices R2–

R5 were classified as thin–walled openings (i.e., the ratio between orifice thickness (12 mm) and 

orifice diameter is less than 0.5), while orifice R1 was classified as a thick–walled opening [35]. 

 
Fig. 1. 1:50 scale model of an offshore–stationary OWC device. (a): main dimensions and (b): 

orifice diameters 
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Fig. 2. Photographs showing the AMC towing tank with the OWC model, looking towards the 

beach (left) and test rig in–situ (centre: front view and right: back–side view) 

2.3. Instrumentation and test conditions 

In the experiments (see Fig.3 for experiment layout), three resistance–type wave gauges 

were used to measure the instantaneous free surface elevation in the tank and inside the OWC 

chamber. One wave gauge (G1) was positioned 6 m from the wavemaker to measure the free 

surface elevation of the incident wave. For rectangular shaped OWC devices like the model 

considered in this study, measurements of free surface motion inside the OWC chamber are 

usually carried out using one [36], two [31] or three [24] wave gauges. Herein, two wave gauges 

(G2 and G3) were situated inside the OWC chamber to spatially average the free surface 

elevation (ƞOWC). To measure the differential air pressure between the OWC pneumatic chamber 

and exterior atmosphere, two pressure sensors (Honeywell–TruStability–001PD TSC Series) 

marked as P1 and P2 were installed on the top surface of the OWC chamber to average the 

measured pressure (∆𝑝(𝑡)). All measurements were sampled at 200Hz. During data processing, 

a low pass digital filter (Butterworth–filter [37]) with a 5 Hz cut–off frequency and 10th order 

was applied using the Matlab function filtfilt [38]. 
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Fig. 3. Experiment layout (not to scale) 

The physical measurements were designed to study the effect of incoming wave period, 

wave height and PTO damping on the hydrodynamic performance of the offshore OWC model 

described in Section 2.2. The experiments systematically investigated the following variables: 

two regular wave heights H = 50 and 100 mm, ten wave periods T = 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 

1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 s and six orifice diameters: R0 – R5 (see Fig. 1–b). Within the range of wave 

conditions tested, wave steepness varied between 0.009 – 0.080 and both intermediate (T = 1.4–

2.0 s) and deep–water (T = 0.9–1.3 s) conditions were covered. 

2.4. Data analysis and OWC device performance 

The overall hydrodynamic efficiency (ζ) that best represents the hydrodynamic 

performance of a WEC [39] is defined as in Eq. (1) for an OWC device [24]. The hydrodynamic 
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efficiency is also referred in the literature as capture width ratio [36, 39] or dimensionless capture 

width [40]. 

ζ = 𝑃𝐸/(𝑃𝐼𝑎)                                                                                                                                       (1)     

where 𝑃𝐼 is the mean incident wave power (energy flux) per unit width, which is defined as the 

product of the wave energy (𝐸𝐼) (potential and kinetic) per unit ocean surface area and the group 

velocity (𝐶𝑔) [41] as given in Eqs. (2) and (3), while 𝑃𝐸 is the time–averaged extracted 

pneumatic power determined as in Eq. (4) [7, 26, 42] and a is chamber width (Fig. 1–a). 

𝑃𝐼 =
1

2
𝜌𝑔𝐴2𝐶𝑔                                                                                                                                           (2) 

𝐶𝑔 =

𝜔

2𝑘
(1 +

2𝑘ℎ

sinh(2𝑘ℎ)
)      for intermediate − water conditions (

𝐿

20
< ℎ <

𝐿

2
)

1

2

𝐿

𝑇
   for deep − water conditions (ℎ >

𝐿

2
)                                                             

              (3) 

where 𝐴 is incident wave amplitude (defined as half the measured wave height, H), 𝜔 is wave 

angular frequency, 𝑘 is wave number given by the dispersion relationship 𝜔
2

𝑔
= 𝑘tanh(𝑘ℎ), L is 

incoming wavelength, T is wave period, h is still water depth, 𝜌 is water density and 𝑔 is 

gravitational acceleration. 

𝑃𝐸 =
1

𝑇
∫ ∆𝑝(𝑡)

𝑇

0

𝑞(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡                                                                                                                         (4) 

where 𝑞(𝑡) is airflow rate through the orifice, which can be measured by two commonly accepted 

approaches: (1) using a pre–calibrated orifice together with the pressure measurement [43] and 

(2) by measuring the free surface elevation inside the OWC chamber [24, 31, 36, 42, 43] with 

incompressible flow assumption. The second approach was utilized in the present experiments 

as follows. Using the averaged chamber free surface oscillations (ƞOWC), the free surface vertical 

velocity (V) was calculated by differentiating the measured time–series data (i.e., V(t) = 

dƞOWC/dt). Having defined the chamber free surface vertical velocity and assumed 

incompressible air for the small model–scale used in these experiments [44], airflow rate (𝑞(𝑡)) 

was calculated by Eq. (5). It is worth highlighting that air compressibility effects must be 

considered when scaling–up the results presented in this paper to assess device performance at 

full–scale. 
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𝑞(𝑡) = 𝑉(𝑡) 𝑏𝑎                                                                                                                                          (5)     

where b and a are the chamber length and width, respectively (see Fig. 1–a). 

3. Results and discussion 

The hydrodynamic performance of the OWC device described in Section 2 was initially 

assessed when subjected to ten different wave periods and two wave heights H = 50 mm and 100 

mm under three PTO damping conditions (R2, R4 and R5). Fig. 4 illustrates the relevance of these 

variables to the amplification factor (ƞmax/A, defined as the ratio between the maximum free 

surface oscillation inside the chamber ƞmax and the incoming wave amplitude A), the pressure 

coefficient (CP) given by Eq. (6) and the overall hydrodynamic efficiency (ζ). In this study, a 

dimensionless parameter 𝐾𝑏 where 𝐾 = 𝜔2/𝑔 was used to refer to the changes in wave 

period/frequency [26]. 

𝐶𝑃 =
∆𝑝max

𝜌𝑔𝐴
                                                                                                                                             (6) 

where ∆𝑝max is the differential air pressure amplitude defined as in Eq. (7) 

  ∆𝑝max = [
∆𝑝max (crest value,+ve)−∆𝑝min (trough value,−ve)

2
]

avg−5 cycles
                                                   (7) 

 Overall, both wave heights provided almost the same general trends for all assessed 

parameters as illustrated in Fig. 4. As wave frequency increased (Kb increased), the amplification 

factor (Fig. 4–a) gradually increased until peaked at a certain Kb value that increased as PTO 

damping decreased. Following this peak, a steep drop in ƞmax/A was observed as Kb further 

increased. This was in agreement with what has recently been reported experimentally for land–

based OWC devices [24] and numerically with 2D CFD for offshore OWC devices [26]. Similar 

results were also found for the larger wave height, H = 100 mm (Fig. 4–d), except the peak value 

that was shifted to a lower frequency. This was more pronounced under PTO damping cases of 

R2 and R4 where maximum ƞmax/A was achieved under the longest wave tested of Kb = 0.30. 

Although the incident wave height increased twofold (i.e., H = 100 mm), the resulted 

amplification factors were smaller than those for H = 50 mm over the entire frequency range, 

which revealed a nonlinear relationship between chamber maximum free surface oscillation and 

incoming wave height. This could be attributed to the increase in chamber free surface 

deformation and water sloshing as wave height increased [26]. 
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Fig. 4. Impact of wave height and frequency on the amplification factor (ƞmax/A), pressure 

coefficient (CP) and device efficiency (ζ) under three damping conditions. (a), (b) and (c) for H 
= 50 mm and (d), (e) and (f) for H = 100 mm 

The pressure coefficient (CP) (Figs. 4–b and 4–e) increased as Kb increased, reached a 

maximum value at a certain frequency (Kb) representing (or close to) the chamber resonance 

frequency, and then declined with a further increase in Kb (i.e., wavelength shortened). The 

device resonance frequency was shifted to a lower value as PTO damping increased. This effect 

could obviously be seen in the case of the closed orifice (full–damping, R0) where a maximum 

pressure coefficient of CP = 0.68 for both H = 50 mm and H = 100 mm was found under the 

longest wave tested (Kb = 0.30). This was also observed by Iturrioz et al. [28] and He and Huang 

[35] for similar offshore OWC devices that have been tested in 2D wave flumes under a constant 

wave height.  

Although Iturrioz et al. [28] did not present results for the amplification factor, it was 

stated that the maximum pressure happens close to the resonance period of the chamber, and at 

that period the chamber maximum free surface oscillation also occurs. Conversely, Simonetti et 

al. [29], Ning et al. [24] and Elhanafi et al. [26] found that the maximum pressure amplitude 

occurs at a frequency higher than that of the chamber maximum free surface oscillation for a 

given wave height, which is in line with the results presented in Figs. 4–a and 4–b of this study. 

However, Figs. 4–d and 4–e show that under the lowest damping tested (orifice R5) the maximum 

pressure coefficient and amplification factor occurred nearly at the same frequency (Kb = 0.62), 

which supports the findings of Iturrioz et al. [28]. This contradiction can be explained by 

considering the fact that the chamber differential air pressure is related to the chamber free 

surface oscillation rate (slope) not to the oscillation amplitude solely [26]. For illustration, Fig. 
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5 shows the instantaneous variations (time–series results) of chamber free surface oscillation 

(ƞOWC), chamber differential air pressure (∆𝑝), airflow rate (𝑞) and extracted pneumatic power 

(𝑃𝐸) for a given PTO damping induced by orifice R4 under two wave heights H = 50 mm (Fig. 

5–left) and H = 100 mm (Fig. 5–right) at different Kb values. Although low–frequency waves of 

Kb = 0.47 at H = 50 mm (Fig. 5–a) and Kb = 0.37 at H = 100 mm (Fig. 5–d) provided higher 

chamber free surface oscillation amplitudes (i.e., higher amplification factors considering a 

constant wave height of H = 50 or 100 mm), larger pressure amplitudes were found at a higher 

frequency of Kb = 0.84 for H = 50 mm (Fig. 5–b) and Kb = 0.62 for H = 100 mm (Fig. 5–e). 

This is because at these frequencies (i.e., Kb = 0.84 and 0.62), the smaller chamber free surface 

oscillation amplitudes were accompanied by shorter wave periods, which in turn resulted in a 

higher free surface oscillation rate inside the chamber (i.e., a higher slope with respect to time–

axis) that are demonstrated by the higher airflow rate and pressure amplitudes shown in Figs. 5–

b and 5–e. Except the closed orifice (R0), increasing the wave height (Fig. 4–e) resulted in: (1) 

higher pressure coefficients throughout the whole Kb range tested, which further explains the 

associated reduction in the amplification factors and (2) a slight reduction in device resonance 

frequency that could be due to the coarse resolution of the Kb range tested (i.e., large wave period 

interval of 0.1 s, see Section 2.3). 

 

Fig. 5. Effects of wave frequency and wave height on the instantaneous chamber free surface 
oscillation (ƞOWC), chamber differential air pressure (∆𝑝), airflow rate (𝑞) and extracted 

pneumatic power (𝑃𝐸) at a constant PTO damping (R4) 

The overall hydrodynamic efficiency of the OWC model is illustrated in Figs. 4–c and 

4–f for H = 50 mm and 100 mm, respectively. To explain the changes in device efficiency, it is 
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important to note that both the differential air pressure and the airflow rate are the governing 

parameters for the extracted pneumatic power as given in Eq. (4). Although the results of the 

airflow rate through the orifice are not presented in Fig. 4, it is expected the airflow rate to follow 

the same trend of the chamber differential air pressure at a given PTO damping [26]. This is 

because both parameters are related by a damping coefficient (𝐶) as given in Eq. (8) for nonlinear 

PTO system [18] that was simulated by an orifice in the present study.  

𝐶 =
∆𝑝

1
2

𝑞
                                                                                                                                                   (8) 

This correlation can also be seen in the results presented in Fig. 5. As a result, the 

extracted pneumatic power is also expected to have the same trend of the chamber differential 

air pressure (see Fig. 5) such that the maximum extracted pneumatic power was achieved at the 

same frequency of the maximum pressure. On the other side, as Kb increased the group velocity 

of the incoming wave decreased as given by Eq. (3), which in turn reduced the available 

incoming wave power as given by Eq. (2). Therefore, the device efficiency gradually increased 

according to Eq. (1) as Kb increased until peaked at a certain frequency of resonance (for 

example, at Kb = 0.71 and 0.62 for H = 50 mm and 100 mm respectively under a PTO damping 

of orifice R4). Following that peak, the pneumatic power decreased due to the drop in the pressure 

and the airflow rate (see Figs. 5–c and 5–f); hence, the power extraction efficiency (ζ) decreased 

with a further increased in Kb (see Figs. 4–c and 4–f). For instance, considering the condition of 

H = 50 mm and orifice R4 (Fig. 4–c), the overall efficiency (ζ) improved from 0.04 at Kb = 0.30 

to a maximum of about 0.25 at Kb = 0.71, then dropped to 0.09 at Kb = 1.0 and diminished at 

the highest frequency tested of Kb = 1.5. A physical explanation for the low extracted pneumatic 

power at the high–frequency zone could be that the front lip draught (200 mm) did not provide 

a reasonable path for the small particles excursions under these short waves to smoothly enter 

the pneumatic chamber rather than formatting vortices at lips tip, breaking the rigid–piston like 

motion of the chamber free surface and/or reflecting [8, 45]. These effects can be seen in the 

small amplitudes of the chamber free surface oscillation, airflow rate and differential air pressure 

shown in Fig. 5–c for Kb = 1.21 and H = 50 mm. 

Although the maximum efficiency reported in this paper (ζmax = 0.26 for a PTO damping 

induced by orifices R2 and R3) is quite smaller than what was experimentally found for typical 

onshore OWC devices [24, 36], it is worth noting that Sarmento [21] predicted using linear 

theory [13] a maximum hydrodynamic efficiency of 0.5 for a two–dimensional chamber that had 

a vertical plane of symmetry (i.e., identical front and rear lips draught). In Sarmento’s study, the 
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hydrodynamic efficiency was defined as the rest of the incoming wave energy that was not 

reflected and/or transmitted on the lee side of the chamber. This efficiency has recently been 

classified by Elhanafi et al. [26] in their energy balance model as the energy absorbed by the 

OWC structure, which represented the maximum available energy to be extracted for electricity 

generation. However, that maximum efficiency (0.5) was not achievable due to energy losses in 

terms of viscous, turbulence and vortex losses at chamber lips and PTO system [21, 26, 31]. 

Using 2D wave flume experiments, He et al. [31] reported a maximum efficiency of 0.25–0.37 

(for different symmetrical lip draughts and PTO damping conditions, see Fig. 4 in He et al. [31]), 

which is slightly higher than the maximum efficiency presented in this paper. This difference 

could be related to the 2D behaviour of He et al.’s experiments that will be briefly discussed in 

Section 4.3 as well as to the different lip draughts tested. The relevance of chamber underwater 

geometry to the hydrodynamic efficiency of offshore OWC devices has found by Elhanafi et al. 

[8] to be significant. They tested several symmetrical and asymmetrical lips draught and 

thickness of a 2D OWC chamber with length (b) similar to that of the OWC model tested in this 

study (i.e., b = 300 mm, see Fig. 1–a), and reported a significant improvement in the efficiency 

up to 0.79, which is close to that of typical onshore OWC devices. This emphasises the 

importance of investigating the capability of CFD modelling (Section 4) in replicating the 3D 

physical measurements provided in this study so that it can be used for optimizing the underwater 

geometry of offshore OWC devices for a maximum efficiency. 

Generally, Figs. 4–c and 4–f show that as wave height increased the maximum efficiency 

decreased.  For instance, the maximum efficiency decreased from 0.26 for H = 50 mm at Kb = 

0.62 and orifice R2 to 0.23 for H = 100 mm at the same frequency (Kb = 0.62) and PTO damping. 

These results are in agreement with the CFD results of Luo et al. [19] and Kamath et al. [46] 

who found that the hydrodynamic efficiency of onshore OWC devices decreased as wave height 

increased. Ning et al. [24] concluded a negligible effect of wave height on device resonance 

under a PTO damping induced by an orifice with 0.66 % opening ratio. In the present study, 

similar results were observed only for the conditions with high PTO damping such as R1 (0.5 %, 

not presented in Fig. 4) and R2 (1.0 %), but for all other damping conditions (i.e., R > R2), there 

was a slight reduction in the resonance frequency as wave height increased, which again could 

be attributed to the large wave period interval (0.1 s) used in this study. The effect of increasing 

the wave height on the device efficiency was influenced by the wave frequency and the PTO 

damping such that under high steepness waves (strongly nonlinear waves of high Kb) increasing 

the wave height decreased the efficiency, while at low–frequency waves (weakly nonlinear 

waves of low Kb), there was a noticeable improvement in device efficiency as wave height 
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increased, especially for low and intermediate PTO damping conditions. Similar observations 

were previously reported for 2D onshore and offshore OWC devices using numerical simulations 

[26, 47] and physical experiments [23, 24].  

Previous experimental research on onshore OWC devices [23, 24] classified the 

pneumatic damping exerted by the turbine as the factor that most affects the device efficiency. 

Accordingly, the influence of the six orifices tested (see Fig. 1–b) on the amplification factor, 

the pressure coefficient and the overall efficiency is demonstrated by contour plots in Fig. 6 for 

all wave heights and Kb values tested in these experiments.  

 
Fig. 6. PTO damping effects on the amplification factor (ƞmax/A), pressure coefficient (CP) and 

device efficiency (ζ) for different wave conditions 

Figs. 6–a and 6–d illustrate that the amplification factor for both wave heights increased 

as the opening ratio increased (i.e., PTO damping decreased). This in turn increased the free 

surface oscillation rate for each wave period (Kb), and hence the airflow rate also increased, 

especially for Kb < 1.0 under intermediate and large opening ratios (for example, see time–series 

results for Kb = 0.71, H = 50 mm in Fig. 7–left and Kb = 0.62, H = 100 mm in Fig. 7–right). 

Opposite trends were found for the chamber differential air pressure (Figs. 6–b, 6–e and Fig. 7). 

These contrary effects of the PTO damping on the variables (∆𝑝 and 𝑞) that control the extracted 

pneumatic power highlight the importance of selecting an optimum PTO damping to tune the 

device to a given frequency (Kb) range for maximizing the extracted power (see Fig. 7) and the 

device efficiency (see Figs. 6–c and 6–f). For each wave condition (period and height), there was 

an optimum opening ratio (damping) that provided a maximum efficiency. Reducing the PTO 

damping (increasing the opening ratio) shifted the maximum efficiency to a higher frequency 
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(Kb), but this effect was less pronounced for the larger wave height of H = 100 mm. Under the 

smaller wave height H = 50 mm, the device could efficiently extract wave energy over a broader 

frequency bandwidth (0.54 < Kb < 0.84) and opening ratios. For instance, Fig. 7–left shows that 

the device extracted almost the same power for a wave condition of H = 50 mm and Kb = 0.71 

when applying different PTO damping conditions corresponding to opening ratios of 2 % (Fig. 

7–b) and 3 % (Fig. 7–a). On the other hand, increasing the wave height reduced these frequency 

and opening ratio ranges, but under small PTO damping conditions (opening ratio > 1.0 %), the 

large wave height improved the device efficiency at the low–frequency zone (Kb < 0.62).  

 

Fig. 7. Impact of PTO damping on the instantaneous chamber free surface oscillation (ƞOWC), 
chamber differential air pressure (∆𝑝), airflow rate (𝑞) and extracted pneumatic power (𝑃𝐸) at a 

two wave conditions. Left:  H = 50 mm, Kb = 0.71 and right: H = 100 mm, Kb = 0.62 

Elhanafi et al. [26] concluded that increasing the wave height not only increases the 

energy losses, but also the extracted pneumatic energy. Herein, regardless of the variations in 

the device efficiency due to changing the wave height, it was found that the extracted pneumatic 

energy given by Eq. (9) increased by 2.5–7.7 times as wave height doubled from H = 50 mm to 

100 mm (i.e., the incident wave energy increased four times), which is demonstrated by the 

contour plot in Fig. 8. This effect was found to increase as wavelength increased (i.e., Kb 

decreased) and PTO damping decreased. This larger extracted energy highlights the 

effectiveness of deploying such offshore OWC devices in deep–water locations where waves are 

more energetic. 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝑃𝐸  𝑇                                                                                                                                                    (9) 
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Fig. 8. Effect of increasing the wave height from H = 50 mm (H50) to H = 100 mm (H100) on 
the extracted pneumatic energy 

4. CFD modelling and validation 

As mentioned in the introduction (Section 1), CFD modelling became a viable tool that 

has previously been employed to investigate the hydrodynamic performance of 2D OWC 

devices. However, apart from being computationally expensive, CFD requires experimental 

validation [15]. Therefore, the above–described physical measurements are utilized in this 

section to validate the developed 3D CFD model. All numerical computations were performed 

using the RANS–VOF solver in the commercial CFD code STAR–CCM+ that utilizes a finite 

volume method and the integral formulation of the conservation equations for mass and 

momentum, while a predictor–corrector approach is used to link the continuity and momentum 

equations [48]. 

4.1. Governing equations and numerical settings 

The CFD model developed in this section assumes incompressible flow since it has been 

found that air compressibility is negligible in small model–scale OWC devices such that tested 

in this study [28, 44]. The CFD model solves the continuity and RANS equations to describe the 

flow motion of the incompressible fluid. To solve the RANS equations, the instantaneous 

velocity and pressure fields in the Navier–Stokes equations are decomposed into mean value and 

fluctuating components, and then time–averaged. Consequently, additional unknowns called 

Reynolds stresses are introduced. To mathematically close the equations, a turbulence model 

must be utilized to relate Reynolds stresses to the mean flow variables. In this paper, the two–

equation shear stress transport (SST) 𝑘– 𝜔 turbulence model was implemented since it has been 

found that 𝑘– 𝜔 (SST) provides superior results to k–ɛ in capturing detailed flow field (velocity 
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and vorticity) and estimating the energy losses in OWC devices when compared to experiments 

[9].  

To model and track the free surface motion, the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method 

introduced by Hirt and Nichols [49] was used. The numerical settings of the CFD model were as 

follows. Time modelling: implicit unsteady with second–order temporal discretization scheme, 

flow modelling: segregated flow model with second–order upwind convection scheme (the 

segregated flow solver controls the solution update for the segregated flow model according to 

the SIMPLE algorithm) and multiphase model: VOF with segregated VOF solver that controls 

the solution update for the phase volume fractions (i.e. solve the discretized volume–fraction 

conservation equation for each phase present in the flow) with second–order convection scheme 

[48]. 

4.2. Computational domain, mesh, boundary and initial conditions 

Ocean waves are the primary exciting source acting on offshore structures such as OWC 

devices; therefore, accurate modelling of these waves is crucial for providing a good estimation 

of the hydrodynamic loads and predicting the structure response and performance [50]. Referring 

to Fig. 9–a, the computational fluid domain of this study had an overall length (in x–direction) 

of 10L (L is wavelength) including 1L for the wave–damping zone at the end of the NWT, and 

the OWC model was positioned at a distance of 5L from the wave inlet boundary. This set–up 

was proven to be appropriate for capturing eight wave cycles up to a distance of 8L from inlet 

boundary without being influenced by waves reflected from the outlet boundary assigned at the 

end of the wave–damping zone [26]. To numerically mimic the width of AMC’s physical towing 

tank without increasing the computation cost and time, the width of the NWT was set as half the 

width of the towing tank (i.e., W/2 = 1750 mm) with a symmetry plane. The assumption of using 

a symmetry plane and its impact on the numerical results was found to be negligible [44]. The 

domain height was fixed at 2500 mm including 1500 mm (still water depth) for the water phase 

and 1000 mm for the air phase. The tank side and bottom were defined as slip walls, while 

hydrostatic wave pressure was defined at the top and outlet boundaries.  

Mesh generation was performed using the automatic meshing technique in STAR–CCM+ 

with a trimmed cell mesher. A base cell size of 400 mm was applied to the whole computational 

domain with progressive refinements at the free surface zone (the height of the free surface zone 

was set as 1.5 times the wave height) with at least 16 and 75 cells per wave height (z–direction) 

and wavelength (x–direction) respectively, which were close to what is recommended by the 

ITTC [51] and CD–Adapco [48]. The cell aspect ratio (∆x/∆z, the ratio between cell size in x 
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and z directions) at the free surface zone was set to be not more than 16 as recommended by 

Elhanafi et al. [26]. In the tank transverse (y) direction, a cell size of ∆y = 100 mm was used as 

recommended by Elhanafi et al. [44] among the three different sizes tested. The time step (∆t) 

was carefully selected for each wave period (T) so that it satisfied the time step requirement (∆t 

= T/2.4n, where n is number of cells per wavelength) by CD–Adapco [48] with a second–order 

temporal discretization scheme. This resulted in a Courant number (C = Cg.∆t/∆x, where Cg is 

the wave group velocity) [48] smaller than 0.5; hence, the High–Resolution Interface Capturing 

(HRIC) scheme that is suited for tracking sharp interfaces [48] was guaranteed to be used during 

the simulations. The OWC non–slip surfaces were refined with 6.25 mm and 0.78125 mm cell 

surface size for the OWC walls and the PTO orifice opening, respectively as shown in Fig 9–b. 

For all non–slip walls (OWC and PTO), a first cell height equivalent to y+≅ 1 was used with a 

growth rate of 1.5, ten prism layers and all y+ wall treatment. The initial conditions used in the 

present CFD model were set as follows (see Fig. 9–c). The water level was defined at the desired 

still water depth of z = h = 1.5 m, waves were prescribed by the velocity components at the wave 

velocity inlet boundary and were fully generated throughout the whole domain until the front lip 

of the OWC model by specifying that point on the water level (i.e., x = 5L). 
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Fig. 9. Computational fluid domain (not to scale). (a): 3D mesh with boundary conditions, (b): 

OWC model surface mesh and (c): initial conditions 

4.3. Comparison between CFD and experimental results 

To validate the developed 3D CFD model, the overall efficiency curve from the CFD 

results shown Fig. 10 for a constant wave height H = 50 mm and PTO damping (R3) was 

compared to the experimental results provided in Section 3. In this figure, 2D CFD results (with 

the same pneumatic chamber length (b) and a slot opening of the same opening ratio as R3)[8] 

were included to highlight 3D effects. It can be seen that CFD results from the 3D model were 

in good agreement with the physical measurements, whereas the 2D model overestimated device 

efficiency for the high–frequency zone. These differences could be attributed to the constraints 

in the 2D modelling that did not let waves pass around the OWC device, especially for high–

frequency (short) waves when wave diffraction was important [52]. This highlights the 

importance of using 3D CFD models in assessing the performance of offshore OWC devices. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison between CFD (3D and 2D[8]) and experiments for device efficiency 

Additional validations in time–series for incident wave elevation (ƞ1), average free 

surface elevation inside the chamber (ƞOWC) and chamber differential air pressure (∆𝑝) are shown 

in Fig. 11 for four different conditions. The normalized root mean square deviation (NRMSD) 

given by Eq. (10) was found to be in the range of 1.9–5.0 %, which further illustrates the good 

agreement between the 3D CFD results and the physical measurements. 

NRMSD =
1

𝑥max − 𝑥min

√
1

𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

                                                                                       (10) 

where 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, are measured and estimated values form the experiment and the 3D CFD model, 

respectively, 𝑁 is number of data point (here, data from five wave cycles were considered), 𝑥max, 

𝑥min are maximum and minimum measured values from the experiment, respectively. 
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Fig. 11. 3D CFD results vs. time–series physical measurements for different wave conditions at 
a constant PTO damping (R3). (a): H = 50 mm and Kb = 0.84 (T = 1.2 s), (b): H = 50 mm and 

Kb = 0.62 (T = 1.4 s), (c): H = 50 mm and Kb = 0.47 (T = 1.6 s) and (d): H = 100 mm and Kb = 
0.84 (T = 1.2 s) 

5. Conclusions 

The hydrodynamic performance of a 1:50 scale offshore OWC model was experimentally 

investigated through 120 test conditions including different wave heights, wave periods and PTO 

damping. In addition, a fully nonlinear 3D incompressible CFD model based on the RANS–VOF 

approach was developed and validated against the physical measurements. The following main 

conclusions can be drawn from the present study based on the incompressible flow assumption 

at a small scale model and cannot be used at full–scale unless air compressibility effects are taken 

into account. 

For a given wave height, the maximum free surface elevation inside the chamber did not 

occur at the resonance frequency of the OWC chamber but at a lower frequency. The relation 
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between chamber maximum free surface oscillation and incoming wave amplitude was nonlinear 

such that the amplification factor decreased as wave height increased. 

The PTO damping provided an important parameter that could be adjusted to tune the 

OWC device to a given wave frequency range. As wave height increased, the overall 

hydrodynamic efficiency decreased and increased for wave frequencies higher and lower than 

the device resonance frequency, respectively. However, the differential air pressure as well as 

the airflow rate increased as wave height increased, which in turn increased the extracted 

pneumatic power. This proved the possibility of extracting more wave energy under large waves 

in offshore locations, especially for low–frequency waves under small PTO damping. 

Utilizing 2D CFD models to investigate the hydrodynamic performance of offshore 

OWC devices could significantly overestimate the device efficiency, especially for the peak 

value and the high–frequency zone. In contrast, the numerical results from the 3D CFD model 

were in good agreement with physical measurements including incident wave elevation, chamber 

free surface elevation, chamber differential air pressure and device efficiency.  
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